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Members of United Auto Workers
Local 1068 were meeting this
morning to consider a proposed new
contract for the workers who have'
been on strike against the Tappan
Company since June of 1975.
The meeting began at 8 a. m. at
the Capri Theatre and, according to
union officials, was expected to last
' until after noon today.
Union and Tappan negotiators met
in an all-night session with federal
mediators last night in hammering
out the proposal.
A ratification vote was to be held
by the union membership later this
morning. A union official predicted
that the votes would not be tabulated
until after on today.
Murray Ky., Saturday Afternoon, September 25, 1976 15' Per Copy
MAKING IT ()MCA!. --Clara M. Eagle prepares to sign the agreement that officialk establishes the Clara M. EagleArt Scholarship at Murray State University. Shown with her (from left) are: Dr. Constantine W. Curris, universitypresident; Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the College of Creative Expressicon; Robert W. Head, chairman of the Depart-ment of Art; and Evelyn Bradley, a faculty member in the Department.* Psychology, who, along with Head andMiss Eagle, initiated the scholarship. Miss Eagle served on the art faculty from 1946 to 1973, when she retired, andwas chairman of the department from 1949 to 1971.
Carter Touring West Coast
Ford Departing Washington For
First Long Campaign Excursion
By DAVE RILEY
Associated Press Writer
President Ford is departing
Washington for his first long campaign
trip, a jaunt that will cut a path through
the South while Democratic nominee
Jimmy Carter is touring the West
. Coast.
Ford planned to campaign down the
Mississippi River today on a two-year-
old paddlewheel boat patterned after
thç stern-wheelers of the last century.
carter scheduled an address on
nuclear proliferation today in Los
Angeles and was to campaign in
Southern California before moving on
to Oregon on Sunday.
Eloth the vice presidential candidates,
Detiocratic Sen. Walter Mondale and
Republican Sen. Bob Dole, campaigned
Portly Cloudy
Partly cloudy today and tomorrow
with a 30 per cent chance of showers
tonight, with chance of showers con-
tinuing through Sunday. High today in
the mid 80s and tomorrow in the low
80s. Low tonight in the Mid 60s.
Friday.
The President and Mrs. Ford, flying
to New Orleans, were to go to a
Mississippi River ferry slip to board the
stern-wheeler Natchez for the seven-
hour excursion on the Mississippi.
The southern journey is the first
major effort of a Ford campaign that
has seen the candidate leave
Washington only briefly.
The riverboat excursion was to be
followed by a motorcade through Gulf
Coast states on Sunday, ending in
Alabama where the President is ex-
pected see Gov. George C. Wallace.
Ford said his trip into the Deep South
is intended to demonstrate that he is a
national candidate and that he is. not
conceding any section of the country.
In fact, following the debate with
Carter on Thursday night in
Philadelphia, Ford declared that he
believes it is possible now he will defeat
Carter in all 50 states.
Ford's political advisers are saying
their most recent polls show their
candidate as having a realistic chance
of overtaking Carter. in the South. - -
Carter has been critical of Ford for
-hiding" in the White House, saying the
Republican candidate is afraid to face
the voters to account for the actions of
his administration, but Ford advisers
now say more travel is planned, in-
cluding a trip to California for the next
debate, scheduled for Oct. 6.
Reviewing the debate with Ford,
Carter claimed the Republican can-
didate made a dozen inaccurate
statements. And Carter said Ford of-
fered the audience a "deliberate















Deaths & Funerals 14
Exceptional Children Still
Being Accepted Into Program
Children with problems of delayed
development, are still being accepted
into the pre-school program at Murray
State University entitled Project for the
Early Education of Exceptional
Children i PEEEC).
Funded by the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped, U. S. Office of
Education, the program is designed
primarily to help a child overcome a
one to four-year delay in one or more
areas of development. It is focused on
language development, social skills,
and perceptual and motor develop-
ment.
Classroom facilities for the program
are located on the first , floor of the
Special Education Building where
seven children ranging in age from
three to ?Tire-years from Murray and the
surrounding area attend sessions





...For local citizens to register
to vote in the Nov. 2 General Elec-
tion. Persons who have not
registered to vote should do so by
Oct. 4, 1976 in the office of County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris.
from 9:30 a.m, to noon Monday through
Thursday.
James Gray, assistant professor of
special education, said any child eight
' years of age or younger who is func-
tioning at a pre-school or pre-academic
level is eligible for enrollment in the
pre-school program.
Prior to enrollment, each child is
graluated by the use of a number of
developmental scales. Gray added that
the information obtained is used to
establish the child's current level of
Ndevelopment, to plan prescriptive
teaching programs, and to monitor
progress in the program.
Various activities designed in-
dividually for each child that em-
phasize language, social, and motor
development are provided each day.
Facultly, students, and parents serve
as teachers for the program.
Meetings are planned throughout the
year for parents to provide input and to
discuss future plans for the children
and for the Classroom. Training on a
variety of topics is offered at some of
these meetings, with professionals
from several disciplines invited to
attend and to give presentations.
Further information about the
program may be obtained by con-
tacting: James Gray, Professor,
Department of Special Education,
Murray State University, Murray, Ky.,
42071, telephone ( 5021 762-2446.
nominee's position on tax reform.
Carter issued a statement outlining
what he said were inaccuracies by Ford
as well as "a deliberate distortion" of
an Associated Press interview in which
Carter said he,,did not know where he
would draw the line between those who
would pay more in taxes and those who
would pay less under his tax reform
plans.
Pressed during the interview to
define higher and lower income, he
replied, "I don't know. I would take the
mean or median level of income and
anything above that would be higher
and anything below that would be
lower."
The Ford campaign leaped on the
mean-median statement immediately
and it has become a consistent cam-
paign theme for them.
On Thursday night Ford referred to
The AP interview, saying Carter had
indicated "he would increase the taxes
on about 50 per cent of the working
people in this country."
In his rebuttal, Carter said, "Mg.
Ford has misquoted an AP news, story
that was in error to begin with .... I'm
sure the President knows about this
correction, but he still insists on





A Calloway County Circuit Court jury
returned a guilty verdict and recom-
mended a sentence of 90 days in jail and
a fine of $500 against Jack Thomas
Friday afternoon.
Thomas was found guilty of "wanton
endangerment in the second degree."
Formal sentence will be handed
down by Judge James M. Lassiter on
Oct. 4.
The charges arose out of an incident
on August 26, 1975, when a man was
injured after being struck by a lead
pellet.
Fire Department To Sponsor
Poster-Essay Contest Locally
The Murray Fire Department Fire
Prevention Week poster and essay
contest will be held during the ob-
servance of the event theweek of Oct. 2.
Division One, grades one through
three, and division two, grades four
through six, will compete in poster
contests. Division three, grades seven
through nine, and division four, grades
10-12, will compete in essay contests.
Prizes for division one are, first
place, a bicycle donated by Peoples
Bank and Murray Datsun; second place
a photograph from Creative
Photographer; third place, a pass to the
Cap9aCh' eri Theatre and a $10 savings
accounrat Federal Savings and Loan.
Division two prizes for first through
third places -Are: a bicycle from
Southside Shopping Center; $5.50
cologne from Holland Drugs and a $10
Federal Savings account and a $5 gift
certificate at Settle Workman; and,
third place, a $10 pen and pencil set
from Twin Lakes and a theatre pass.
In division three, a first place prize is
a bicycle from the Bank of Murray;
second place, a $5 gift certificate from
Ryan Shoes, and a $10 Federal Savings
account ar,d a $6.30 cologne from Wallis
Drug; third place a Ward Elkins $10 gift
certificate and a theatre pass.
Division four prizes are, first place, a
calculator donated by Storey's; second
place a $5 Scott Drugs gift certificate, a
$10 Federal Savings account, and a $5
Littletons gift certificate; and third
place, a $10 Graham-Jackson or
Buckingham-Ray gift certificate and a
theatre pass.
Fourth through tenth places in the
first three divisions will also receive
two quarter chick& dinners from
Burger Queen each.




A scholarship program has been
established at Murray State University
in honor of Clara M. Eagle, professor
emeritus and retired chairman of the
Department of Art.
Miss Eagle, who continues to make
her home in Murray, joined the faculty
at Murray State in 1946 and served as
chairman from 1949 to 1971 when she
relinquished the post because of ill
health. After two years as director of
the art gallery, she retired in 1973.
To be awarded for the first time for
the 1977-78 school year, the perpetual
Clara M. Eagle At'! Scholarship will be
supported by interest accsued by the
base investment of the scholarship
fund.
Recipients will be selected by a
faculty committee of the Department
of Art and approved by the depart-
mental chairman andathe dean of the
College. of Creative Expression.
Recipients must be enrolled at M ray
State as art majors or be incoming
students who have declared art as a
major field of study.
Individuals, along with Miss Eagle,
who took the lead in initiating the
scholarship are Robert W. Head,
chairman of the Department of Art, and
Evelyn Bradley, a member of the
faculty in the Department of
Psychology and a longtime friend of
Miss Eagle's.
Initial contributions to the scholar-
ship fund after one week are already
$3,175, according to Head. Funds for the
scholarship program are being ad-
ministered by the Murray State
University Foundation. Head said a
request will be made in December for
matching funds from the James L.
Hurley Scholarship and Matching Fund
Program at the university and
therefore encouraged anyone who is
interested to make a donation this fall.
Miss Eagle, under whom the
Department of Art grew from Iwo to 17
full-time faculty members, initiated the
first scholarship fund in the depart-
ment. That tradition has been carried
on by several organizations of art
students through fund-raising projects
and by vending machine proceeds.
She expressed pleasure at scholar-
ship guidelines specifying that "out-
standing ' art students currently
enrolled at Murray State are eligible
for the scholarship."
Recognized for many years as one of
the leaders in art education in Ken-
tucky. Miss Eagle was awarded a
lifetime membership in the Kentucky
Art Education Association in 1974. She
is also a life member and charter
member of the Kentucky Guild of
Artists and Craftsarien and was a
member of the board of directors of
that organization when it sponsored an
art train that toured Kentucky for
several years.
Her work in art education, which
included striving for the improvement
of accreditation standards in public
achools, also involved efforts to im-
prove continuing education and adult
education programs. She worked as
departmental chairman with the
sponsoring Kentucky Arts Commission
to originate a touring exhibit called
"The Art of the Loom" during tjie4ate
1960s.
Shortly before she gave 4 the
chairmanship, she was able to get a
federal grant to support a program
designed to encourage and assist art
guilds in the area. The program was so
successful the first year that it was
renewed for two years.
Miss Eagle established the first art
gallery in the area in the old Fine Arts
Building after becoming chairnilin of
the department in 1949. It was named
the Mary Ed Mecoy Hall Gallery in
memory of Mrs. Hall, who preceded
Miss Eagle as chairman. A permanent
art collection was also established at
that time in memory of Mrs. Hall.
The new art gallery in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center is named the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
As chairman of the art department,
Miss Eagle was responsible for the
development of a photography major in
the curriculum in the mid-1960s. She
taught classes in photography until her
retirement.
Head said he considers it "extremely
appropriate that a scholarship intended
to benefit art students at Murray State
carry the name of Clara Eagle, who
chose to make a commitment as a
teacher early in her career when she
had other options."
Miss Eagle continues to work out of a
shop in her home to produce jewelry
and metalwork. She has won prizes in
several area arts and crafts fairs. She
says her greatestpleasure is "to make
something that someone else enjoys
very much."
Head said anyone interested in more
information about the Eagle








Officers of the DECA Chapter of Murray Area 1, manorial Center are left
to right, front row, Ondy Rudolph, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe E Rudolph,
senior, Calloway High, secretary, Diane Choate, daughter of Mrs. Dora Mae
Choate, senior, Calloway High, historian. Cheryl Sexton, daughter of Mrs.
Shirley Sexton, senior, Calloway High, parliamentarian. Back Row, Bobbie
Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy Smith, senior, Murray High, reporter.
Richela Towery, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Towery, senior, CallowayHigh, president. Donna Hughes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Brent Hughes,
senior, Murray High, vice president. Sixty four students are enrolled in the
DE program. Not shown are the two club advisors, Beverly McKinley and
Joy Waldrop, and Tim Hutson, son of Mr. and Mrs. William Ca Hutson,
senior, Calloway High, treasurer.






Baby Girl Williams (mother
Judy), New Concord, Baby
Boy Wilson (mother Brenda I,
Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
James Mitchell, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Gerald McGuier, Box
294, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Edith
-Starks, 525W. 12th St., Benton,
Mrs. Lillian Dunn, 635 S. 4th
St., Murray, Mrs. Judi
Warren, Rt. 4, Murray, 0. L.
Gore, 309 Memorial Dr.,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Rebecca
Fletcher, 813 College Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Evelene Koss
Rt. 3, Murray, John Pittman,
Box 99, Hazel, Mrs. Linda
Coker, 404 S. 9th St., Murray,
Roger Chitwood, 110 Payne
St., Murray, Telus Broach Pt
2, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Lula
Parrish, Rt. 1, Dexter, Taylor
Underhill, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Ruby Smith, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn., Kit Green, Box 185,







Baby Boy Dowdy ( mother
Rene), 824 S. 7th., Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Inez Thweatt, Almo,
Scott A. Williams, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Hershel R. Hudson, Rt.
5, Paris, Mrs. Sandra E.
Emerson, 1507 Belmont Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Mary M.
Vandyke and Baby Girl, Box
101, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Gretchen S. Hancock and
Baby Boy, 1105 College Cts.,
MUrray, Mrs. Andrea L.
Wetzel and Baby Boy, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs, Karen J. Albright,
415 Gardner, Mayfield, Miss
Laura K. Hardison, Rt. 1,
ICirksey, Jeremy L. Ballew,
Rt. 2, Wingo, Mrs. Francoise
R. .Kettering, 1605 Maanolia_
Dr., Murray, Mrs. June_ C.
Hudson, Rt. 57,—Benton, Mrs.
Eloise M. Sykes, 1606 Locust
Dr., Murray, Mrs, Medye L.
Christenberry, Rt. 1, Murray,
Mrs. Vella Lax, 725 Riley Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Neva 0.
Manning, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Zettie Reilly, Fern Terrace
Lcig., Murray. —
TREAT TIP OFFERED
For an occasional special
after-school treat, take a tip
from the French: serve little
sandwiches made with rolls or




Regular Sessions 7 30 - 10 Mon. thru sot. and Sunday 2 to 4
Beginners Session Sot JO.? 2S 2-4.
v.44,.t•-•
Fern Terrace Gazette




Just a little ray of Sunshine
Does a great big world of good
And tiny smiles can pave this life
With Sincere brotherhood.
Just a small amount of kindness
Brings a large amount of bliss
to the ones who give it Ire
And to those who feel it iss.
Just a bit of underst ding
Fosters friendsh. ried and true
And those wh • understand will know
The skies o airest blue.
A litt charity won't fail
Ti ring a great return
or only good can come of things
Which help the soul you yearn.
A quality of tender love Ma
Makes happiness untold
Love truley is a power that
Can make new dreams of old.
So remember what I've written
Try it out and you will find
The little things of life promote
A priceless peace of mind.
This is the atmosphere you will ft.)d at the.,
beautiful Fern Terrace Lodge We keep smiling,
no matter what takes place, knowing this makes
our residents feel more secure, and more at
home
Our love and understanding brings peace of
'mind to your loved ones living in our home, so
drop by and look over 'our home at 1505 Stadium
View Drive, talk to our residents and persorfnel
When you decide or your loved one decides, to
move to another home you will have peace of
mind knowing all our residents ore being token
core of
Our deepest symp4thy goes out to the family of Mr. Harry
Sledd We do miss him here.
Picture below is known as the "Tall & Short" of
FernoTerrace. The picture Margie Lyons (nurse's





Wranglers Riding Club will
sponsor a dance at Hazel
School from eight p.m. to
midnight with admission
being 82.00 per person with
children under 12 admitted
free.
Calloway County High
Speech Team will present
Sonny James and the Country
Gentlemen in concerts at





Exposition Center with con-
cert at two p.m., five string
banjo contest at eight p.m.,
band concert at seven p.m.,
and concert at nine p.m.
Ham and bean dinner will be
served from four to seven p.m.
by the Hardin Senior Citizens.
Cost will be 62.50 per plate.
The weekly country music
show will follow the dinner.
.c.
Softball game and picnic
will be at Leon Miller's farm




will be at two p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Rangerette Pageant,
sponsored by Tau Phi Lambda
sorority, will be at the
Woodmen of the World Hall at
three p.m.
Calloway County Singing
Convention will be held at the
Grace Baptist Church at 1:30
p.m.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
will hold its homecoming at
the church.
Reception for Mr. a Mrs.
W. Rudolph Howard II be at
eight p. m. at the ellowship
Hall of the irst Baptist
Church.
Mo y, September 27
M ay Woman's Club will
ho ts general meeting at the
b house at 6:30 p.m. with
s. Jo Curris as speaker.
Make reservations by
Thursday night, September
23, with the department
chairmen.
Stars and Stripes
Homemakers Club will meet
at the Extension Office at
seven p.m. Call Sandy Barnett
753-7226 if interested in
membership.
Senior Citizens will meet for
meal from 11:45 a. m. to two
p.m. at "the Douglas Com-
munity Center. Activities will
follow at 2:30 p.m.
Murray Vocational School
will hold an open house for the
community of Murray and
Calloway County from 7:30 to
nine p.m.
Exhibit of art works by
alumni of Departmeilt of Art,
College of Creative
Expression will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
and run through Sept. 30.
Public invited.
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the club
house with Donna Story to
give the lesson on "Basket
Weaving."
  1
Robertson School PTA will
meet at seven p. m. for
business and parent orien-
tation followed by a bake sale
to raise money for purchase of
special equipment:-
Recovery,'Inc., will meet at




Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Community Center.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at Triangle Inn at twelve
noon ,.k•
LaLeche League will meet
at 7:30 p. m. at the home of
Pat Estes, 301 North Fourth
Street.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
WOW will meet at home of
Martha Andrus at seven p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, Main at 15th Streets,
at seven p.
MSU Women's Society will
have a salad buffet at the
Murray Woman's Club House
at 6:30 p.m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd Ijnited Methodist
, Church will-have an all day
meeting and mission study at
ten a. m. A potluck luncheon
will be served.
Women's Aglow Fellowship
will meet at Ken-Bar Resort at
10:30 a.m.
Modeling the latest in outdoor fashion for the National Hunting and Fishing Day Style Show, to be held at TVA's
Land Between The Lakes Sunday, September 26, are: (I. to r.) Connie Light, Galesburg, II, Tammie Phillips, Benton,
and Talice Harrington, Murray. Seven stores are supplying apparel and accessories for the show. Fifteen models
from surrounding cities and states will participate in the two scheduled shows Sunday at 130 and 330 p.m. at Em-
pire Farm in the northern section of Land Between The Lakes. The public is invited; no admission will be charged
and refreshments will be available.
Sportswear Fashion Show Planned, LBL
In observance of this
Bicentennial National Hunting
and Fishing Day, Sunday,
September 26, TVA's Land
Between The Lakes has
schedhled a Women's Spot-Rth Sunday School Class of
Fashion Show, a newFirst Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Clayborris/event among many other
Jones at 7: activiyes this year.'30 p. m. ,t The show ts set for 1:30 and
3:30 p.m. Staiday and will be




Murray, employed at Land
Between The Lakes under the
CETA program and director
of the fashion shop, noted
seven stores have supplied
apparel. They include:
Coldwater Blues and Vernon's
Sigma Alpha iota //Alumni
Chpater will meet 'crt seven p.






nter will be open
a. m. to three p. m.
nior Citizens. Monthly
up will be at 10:30 a. m.,
unch at noon, and band
practice at one p. in.
California Woman Will
Speak At Aglow Meet
The Gilbertsville chapter of
the Women's Aglow
Fellowship will hold its
monthly meeting, Tuesday,
September 28 at 10:30 a.m, at
the Ken-Bar Resort on High-
way 641, near Kentucky Dam.
The speaker will be Mrs.
Nita Hall, Modesto, Califor-
nia. She and her husband,
Thomas, will be leaving this
country' shortly, to serve as
missionaries in Mexico. The
Halls have a daughter and
son-in-law who have been
missionaries to Mexico for
several years, and they will all
be working together in
Saltillo, Mexico, to establish a
new mission work in that area.
Mrs. Hall is a retired school
teacher, and was awarded the
"Teacher of the Year" award
two years in succession, by the
governor of California. Nita
taught retarded children in
special education for many
years in California. She and
her husband have helped to
start a Bible College in
Sacramento, California, and
have also worked in Christian
Television.
Women's Aglow has enjoyed
hearing speakers from many
denominations during the
nine months since it first
began in this area. The local
chapter was organized in
January of this year, but the
national fellowship . started
several years ago, in Seattle,
Washington. The fellowship is
open to women from all
churches, and the local
chapter has women from all
over Western Kentucky who
attend.
Aglow also has chapters in
Louisville and Hopkinsville, in
Kentucky, and, one in ',Paris,
Tenn., which...was begun by
some women who had at-
tended the Gilbertsville
chapter.
All who attend are invited to
join the women for an early
luncheon in the Ken-Bar
dining room, at 10:30. This
time of fellowship is held and
then the women-gather in the
Grand Rivers Room, down-
stairs, for the meeting. The
meeting is composed of praise
and prayer, and the speaker of
the month usually gives her
testimony of what the Lord
has done in her Lite, a
Moving Sale




:hose or you who live in the
Murray area may call Mrs.
Gena Carter at 492-8378.
Western Store, both of
Murray; Uncle Lee's, Paris,
Tenn., Tom Snow's Sporting
Goods, Campbell's Sporting
Goods, J.C. -Penney's, and
Sears, all of Paducah. •
Models for the show will&
Belinda Beasley, Calvert City,
11 years old; Nancy
Bruington, Brandenburg, 21;
Janet Caldemeyer, Evan-
sville, Ind., 24; Donna Foust,
Calvert City, 20; Terrie Foust,
Calvert City, 19; Talise
Harrington, Murray, 13; Miss
Wacy Harrington, Murray, 10;
Van& Jernigan, Paducah, 23;
Arleen Kentz, Nicholasville,
18; Connie Light, Galesburg,
ill., 23; Vickie Masden,
Louisville, 21; Marsha O'Nan,
Sturgis, 21; Tammie Phillips,
Benton, 15; Nancy Reed,




from noon to six p.m. Sunday
will include the third annual
state-wide wild turkey calling
contest, a wildlife arts and
crafts show, knife and decoy
making; wild game and wild
foods preparation, retriever
demonstiations, and muz-
zleloading. There will also be
exhibits displaying camping
late Shim hi. S Sat. 11:40
liarly Girls" 11,16.6“. art
Plw•Chood. • Om, Ilmort Sololse
Mayfield High School
Mayfield, Ky.
September 27th & 28th
7:30 p.m.







Sitar gets what shit wants
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Echoes From The Past
The responses to the article on the
general store was really surprising and
gratifying. Many people called me to
tell me what the items were which had
mystified me. For those readers who
might not know, a fascinator was a
scarf or veil which was wrapped around
the head, evidently more for ap-
pearance than for warmth — possibly
with the idea of making the woman look
"fascinating." The item called "tangle-
foot" was flat sheets of fly paper, on
which the flies "tangled their feet" and
were ( hopefully) eliminated in this
way. A stone skillet seemed to puzzle
most people, although Mr. Buel Stalls
said that he believed thlt the pottery
works at Pottertown made, among
other things, a skillet out of stoneware.
Hamburg was an edging, made out of
fabric which had been embroidered,
which was sold by the yard and used for
decoration on dresses. Worm shot was
another puzzler, but most people
seemed to believe that it was a form of
worm pill — either for people or
animals — which resembled the shot
used in guns.
As for where the store was located,
the general consensus was 'divided
three ways — between Polk Moody's
1.4 Column of historical and genealogical
atiecdotes, stories and family notes.)
Written By Judith A. Maupin
The General
Store, Again
store at Fort Heiman, Mr. Weldon's
store at old Paris Landing, and J. F.
Watkins' store at Cypress Creek. After
checking into the customers' names, it
seems pretty certain that the book was
kept by Mr. Watkins. Along with the
ledger from the store there was also a
book in which the records of the post-
office at Kilbridge, Tennessee were
kept, as well as a record of the road
commissioner, recording who worked
on the roads, who was excused from
road duty, and where the roads were
needed. An interesting point here was
that apparently everyone had to take
his turn on road duty, even the women,
unless they were willing to pay a sum of
money to evade this task. This book was
kept beginning with the year 1860.
In order that all the people who have
requested it can see these books,
Margaret Trevathan, of the .Calloway
County Public Library has consented to
keep the books in her file, so that
anyone who wants to, can come in and
look through the books. The library also
has a Xerox machine which can be used
to copy pages out of the books, in case
anyone would like a copy of any par-
tieular page. All that is necessary is to
go to the main desk and ask to see the
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray ledger d Times is
Published every afternoon except Sun-
July 4, Christmas Day New rears
DIG and Thanksgiving by Murray
Newspapers, Inc 103 N 4th St Murray,'
Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served
by carriers $.2 25 per month payable in
advance By Mad in Calloway County
and to Renton Hardin Mayfield. 'Sedolio
ond Farmington Ky and Pons.
Buchanan and Pury•or Tenn $1500
per year By mail to other destinations.
$30 00 per year
Member of Associated Press Ken-
tucky Press Association an Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association
books which were discussed in this
column, and the librarians will know
what you mean.
As everyone probably knows by this
time, I am a cemetery collector. With
this in mind, I would like to ask that the
readers of this coldnin assist me in my
search; I am trying to find little, out-of-
the-way family plots, either with stones
or without, with the aim of identifying
as many old graves as possible..
whether or not they have headstones. If
you know of any cemeteries that may
not be well-known, please drop me a
note, or call me, and try to describe its
location, or draw a map showing where
it is. And if you know of someone who is
buried there who does not: have a
marker, this information is also
valuable. In this way, we can all work
together to preserve the history of
Calloway County.
Bible Thought
But he knoweth the way that I
take: when he hath tried me, I
shall come forth as gold. Job
23:10.
God enables us to be victors
rather than victims in life's
difficulties.
Isn't It The Truth
Ours is not an antique land that may
be our misfortune in these times of
youth cults that preach that it is a
disaster to grow old, that diapers are
the' last word in fashion. Wisdom,
however, comes with age, while diapers
come and go to the wet wash.
10 Years Ago
Dwight D. Crisp, former Murrayan
and a graduate of Murray State
University, retired September I from
his position as Scout Executive at
Binghampton, N. Y. He and his wife
plan to return to Murray to make their
home.
Deaths reported include Pfc. Charles
(Ronnie) Cochran, age 20, Earl D.
Henson, age 22, and the infant son of
Mr, and Mrs. Fred Thompson.
Rev. Walter L. Hill who is retiring
from the ministry after 33 years was
honored with a retirement dinner at
Kirk.sey Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Roberts are at-
tending the Kentucky State Real Estate
Convention at Lexington.
Dr. and Mrs. James H. Bondurant of
Los Angeles, Calif., and Mrs. Wayne
Brown of Lansing, Mich., are the guests
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. 0.
Bondurant.
20 Years Ago
Plans have been set for Calloway
County Day on October 13, according to
a release from the Murray Chamber of
Commerce. The event will be held on
the court square in Murray.
A new modern subdivision, Cir-
carama, will open soon here, according
to Howard Brandon, owner and
developer. He said he got the name for
the subdivision from words meaning
circles and modern.
Karl Warming,. Murray Hospital
administrator, spoke at the meeting of
the Murray Lions Club. He was in-
troduced by A. J. Kipp.
Births reported include a boy. Albert
Ray, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lee Stone
on September 10, and a boy, Gregory
Paul, to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Paul
Howard, September 8.
Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, Mrs. Jack
Belote, Miss Rezina Senter, and Mrs. C.
B. Crawford are new officers of the
Woman's Association of the sCollege
Presbyterian Church.
30 Years Ago 40 Years Ago
All previous records for enrollment at
Murray State College have been broken
as over 1,400 students have been
registered for the fall term, according
to Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president.
The Smith Brothers, Clifford and
Leon, won honors for their Jersey herd
at the Purchase Dairy Show he at
Mayfield.
Deaths reported include Albert G.
Oliver, age 78, Michael Washer, infant
son, Mrs. Edna Mae Lassiter, age 38,
William B. Frazee, age 57, Mrs. Dillard
Bolen, age 65, and Mrs. W. A. Abbott.
Mrs. Clarice Shipley Jacobs, for-
merly of Calloway County, has been
appointed McCracken Circuit Court
reporter by Judge Joe L. Price.
Marriages reported this week include
Sue Morton to Billy D. Hargis on
September 7, Maurine Edrington to
Will Gatlin Swaim on September 19, and
Genella Lamb Tracy to Calvin Miller on
September 21.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh, Darrell
Wilson on September 22, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. H. H. Scull on September 20,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Trees,
on September 24.
Ila Mae Copeland and Guthrie
Churchill were installed as worthy
matron and worthy patron of Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star.
Murray State College has registered
1,049 students for the fall term, a6
cording to Dr. James H. Richmond,
president.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Linn
between Almo and Kirksey was
destroyed by fire on September 20. ;
Deaths reported this week includ
Dtis A. Butterworth, Mrs. Nanckr:
Elizabeth Neal, age 74, Flora Hamlin,
age 35, Mrs. Lula Trousdale, age 57,
and Vince Darnell, age 63.
Buildings of two consolidated schools,
Smith and Wyatt, were sold by the
Calloway County Board of Education,.
according to M. O. Wrather, superin-
tendent.
The Arno High School Judging Team
composed of Boyd Linn, James T,
Roberts. and Charles Johnson con
peted at the State Fair, Louisville.
Births reported include a girl to tete
and Mrs. Brent Langston on Septembee
19.
Bradford Armstrong, Harvey Fills' 
Eva Stubblefield, L. B. Tucke4
Virginia Miller, and .Mary Frances,
White are officers of the Hazel High.
School Senior Class.
Officers of the Murray High &hook
Senior Class are Milburn Provine, B. C.
Allbritten, Eleanor Gatlin, and Sadie.
Nell Jones.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Sept. 25, the 269th
day of 1976. There-are 97 days left in the
year. -
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1789, the U.S.
Congress, meeting in New York,
adopted 12 amendments to the
Constitution. Ten of the amendments
became the Bill of Rights.
On this date:
In 1531, the Spanish explorer, Balboa,
crossed the Isthmus of Panama and
discovered the Pacific Ocean.
In 1775, the American Revolutionary
War hero, Ethan Allen, was captured
Murray Business News Briefs
Fisher-Price employees to receivestock shares as gift
EAST AURORA, N. Y. — more years of ser4ice as of in the American Bicen- dedication."
Over 1700 employees of this past June 30, of which tennial; the approaching The announcement to.Fisher-Price Toys will there are more than 1700 at hundredth anniversary of Fisher-Price employeesreceive as a gift five Fisher-Price, a Division of the Quaker Man directly was made bycommon shares of Quaker Quaker. trademark; and the "fine Henry h. Coords,Oats stock as part of a A second plan, subject to results" for the Quaker president, who noted thatunique distribution plan shareholder approval at fiscal year that ended this Fisher-Price has had atied to the nation's Quaker's annual meeting past June. profit sharing plan sinceBicentennial and the up- in November, is expected Mr. Stuart added: 1936.
coming hundredth an- to award a similar number "Quaker employees have -We have all beenniversary of the original of shares to those who will traditionally had a high partners in Fisher-Price,"Quaker Man trademark. compete their five-year degree of loyalty and he said. "Now this gift ofThe Company-wide plan service requirement by commitment to the corn- five shares of Quaker stockinitially affects those January 1, 1982. The award pany. The idea behind this makes us partners in theemployees with five or will be made on each fifth- stock award is to reward total Quaker Oats Corn-
year anniversary date. that special kind of pany.."
The announcement of the
distribution plans was Hicks, Barry promoted
made yesterday ( Sept. 17) Separate appointments development since 1967,
in Chicago by Robert D. aimed at strengthening has been named vice-
Stuart, Jr., 'chairman and both the toy development president of new ventures,
chief executive officer. and product diversification with specific responsibility
Ultimately, more than programs of Fisher-Price for investigating product
13,000 Quaker employees Toys were announced diversification op-
will participate. today (Sept. 17) by Henry portunities, strategic
Mr. Stuart explained that H. Coords, president. product planning-, special
the tttning of the award is Robert H. Hicks, vice- studies and recom-














by Realtor Pat Mobley
Purclom and Thurman Real Estate
BE SMART FROM THE START
A homeowner has a big in-
vestment. When the time
Comes to sell that home, it's
mighty, mighty important
that you sell right.. to make
sure the investment has
been a good one.
PI pocketing a broker's
commission tempts you, ask
yourself if you cal, ifford to'
let an amateur manage a
tranflaction (hat involves
thousands of dollars, Your
dollars! When you want a
eob done well, you can a
specialist. This is standard
practice for successful
businessmen. . . why buck
success?
Some people try to sell
their own property, fail and
then list it with a Reahor. in
the meantime, they've kt
the best prospects slip
through their fingers
&On ye me list your home
with a Realtor from the start
and youll realize as much if
not more profit and fewer
problems from the sale than
H you try to do it on your
own. Statistics have proven
this over and over again.
11 there is anything we (an
do to help you in the field of
real estate, please phone Of
drop in at PLADOM &
THURMAN REAL ESTATE,
407 Maple St., Murray.





by William M. Boyd
In primitive societies, cattle
and sheep represented wealth
and were used as money in
bartering. "Interest" took the
forin of newborn animals that
increased a man's fortune
each year.
If you're interested in interest, open a savings ac-
count with us. Regular deposits, plus interest, really
buildup!
PEOPLEt/BANK
M Ult SLAT XT.
Member FDIC
by the British and Indians as he led an 5
attack on Montreal.
In 1890, Yosemite National Park in
California was established by an Act of
Congress.
In 1926, Ford Motor Co. made labor •
work day and five-day work week.
In 1957, U.S. Army troops armed with
rifles and bayonets escorted nine bla
children into Central High School in
Little Rock, Arkansas.
In 1973, the three-man crew of th
U.S. space laboratory, Skylab
made a safe splashdown in the Pa









thousands of small firms
originate, expand, and
prosper. Prospective new
business owners, as well as
persons already in
business, will have the
opportunity to find out
about assistance available
from SBA on the first
Thursday of each month in
Paducah.
A representative from
the Service Corps of
Retired Executives
(SCORE) will be at this
agency's part-time office
at City Hall ( first floor j.
Assessor's Office in
Paducah, Thursday,
October 7, 1978, 900 a.m.
til 12:00 noon.
Services provided by










may be obtained by ca
(502) 444-6381.
advising you.
Clark silhouette collietlin shown
collection which are on sale Sporty LTD II with the lean, trim lookMaxine Clark of Murray
shows the prints and
stationery she has made
from the silhouettes in the
collection ,1 her mother,
the late Viah Maxwell
Waring, 1890-1953. Mrs.
Clark has seven different
prints now from her
at Special Occasion, LTD.
The Murray? woman who
teaches piano and plays the
organ said she decided to
use the silhouettes as a
tribute to her mother's
memory.
Larry D. Wright appointed
Larry D Wright, a
former Murrayan, is now
associated with Security
Federal Savings & Loan
Association of Mayfield,
Kentucky.
Larry is a 1971 graduate
of Murray State Univer-
sity. He has attended the
Kentucky School of
Banking in Lexington,
Kentucky, and has been a
member of the American
Institute of Banking. Larry
was employed by the
Exchange Bank of
Mayfield and for the last
three and one-half years
has been the Assistant Vice
President of the Bank of
Dalton in Dalton, Georgia.
While living in Dalton,
tarry has served on the
Lions Club Board of
Directors, and for the last
two years has been the Vice
President of the Whitfield
County Development
Association. He also has
served on the United
Appeal Campaign Board
and has acted as an advisor
for the Dalton, Georgia,
Junior Achievement
Company.
Larry and his wife, Gail,
and son, Jason, will be
residing in Graves County.
Here's the new sporty
LTD fl with its sculptured
lean, trim look now on
display at Parker Ford.
The LTD II and the new
Thunderbird seeks to be
the answer for a













Federal Savings & Loan Assoc.
of Mayfield
For Their Recent Appointments
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Kentucky's leading outdoor news section from The Murray Ledger and Times, Murray, Kentucky
Outdoor Lore is dedicated to the hunters, fishermen and others who-enjoy the out-ot-doors
Bow Hunting Season Opens Oct 9
At Land Between The Lakes
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — The
first half of the split bow
hunting season will operr at
Land Between The Lakes,
TVA's 170,000-acre public
outdoor recreation area in
western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee, Saturday, October 9.
The first part of the season
closes November 10.
The season reopens
December 18 and continues
through December 31. A Land
Between The Takes bow
hunting permit is required and
can be obtained free of charge
at any of the information
points in the area and at
Center Station in the
Environmental Education
Center.
Hunters are pot required to
check in or out, but all game
must be checked out at either
Golden Pond, North or South
Information Stations, or at the
location posted at these points.
Hunters are not permitted to
carry 'firearms while bow
hunting. Longbows may be
used according to state
regulations. Any deer or
turkey gobblers with visible
beards are legal. Only those
hunters who have a valid state
deer permit ( or license) and
who have not killed a deer will
be allowed to hunt turkey.
To better prepare yourself
for the boy/ hunting season, G.
NOM Ono I ROW
Howard Gillelan, archery
editor for Outdoor Life, offers
these suggestions:
—Select your tackle with





capability and don't try shots
beyond it
—Knot the hunting area, the
quarry, and its habits in-
timately.
Chuck Saunders, a veteran
hunting archer and the
manufacturer of archery
gear, stresses, "The most
important thing is to
remember to keep your
broadheads sharp. Hunting
practice is the second most
important thing for a suc-
cessful hunt."
Veteran hunters encourage
novices to practice until they
can consistently hit a 10-inch
target from 20 yards. Just
before the season starts,
Saunders, suggests, hunters




include all of the positions one
might encounter in the field,
including sitting, icieepling,
shooting off balance, and from
uneven ground.
Gillelan also recommends
the hunter review and prac-
tice safety first. "Accidents





America's hunters and fishermen have done a
great deal. They spent over S250,000,000 last year
for conservation and wildlife restoration and so a
National Hunting and Fishing Day has been
established in recognition of these contributions.
—Many local sportsmen's clubs, in cooperation with
conservation groups, will be holding special
programs in the Laod Between The Lakes on Sun-
day, September 26 at the Empire Farm from 12-6
p.m. They want you to come out and learn about
conservation and outdoor recreation. Programs will
feature activities such as conservation and wildlife
displays, art exhibits, fishing techniques, archery and
boyvhunting, camping, sporting dogs, etc. There will
be something to interest every member of the
family.
Visit the Land Between The Lakes during this NHF
Day observance. Invite your friends and neighbors
to join you. America needs more active con-
servationists...Won't you be one of them?
t INII Mee alir• wk. a Taw
0.10-.• ,sm cart-
a py Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURI GRAYSON McCLURE
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 mires Turn rnght on 280
follow 280 for 7 mrles past Banner's Grocery Take
blacktop ',Ito Panorama ond follow blacktop to your rtght
Telephone 502-436-5483
Murray Home & Auto
the more lor flre
Outdoor Sportsman
U
ass 00000 ••■ 000000000000000 00000 •••••••49g
••••
Murray's dos r • II•
•
Qualified Bear Archery Service
•
Net 753 Mt , SI
•
never hurts to take a few
safety precautions."
When, practice shooting,
never take a shot unless the
lane is clear and the area
behind the target contains
neither people nor property
that can be damaged by a
stray arrow.
Never shoot an arrow
straight up. When hunting
never shoot at an uniden-
tifiable patch of brown; when
you identify a deer for a shot,
make sure that no one is in
front or behind the game.
Treat broadheads with the
respect they deserve;
remember that most bow
hunting accidents are self-
inflicted.
Bowhunters can practice at
the 14-target range near
Golden Pond. For additional
information on bow hunting
and the opportunities at Land
Between The Lakes, write
or call RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT, TVA, Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, KY 42231, telephone 502-
924-5602.






TOP KENTUCKY BASSMASTERS -- Here's the top six-team that represented theKentucky B.A.S.S. Federation in the recent fourth National Bassmaster Team Cham-pionship at Lake Tesoma near Kingston, Okla. The Kentucky team ranked 28th in the33- ;tate contest, but a•Oluegrass bassman, Gary lopes of Corbin, landed the big bass,.tonors with a 7 lb. 6 oz. largemouth, the best 01 1,282 fish weighed-in. The Kentuckyteam included (left to right) Gerald Wolfe, Scottsville; Gary Wnes, Charles Norris,
at
Brodhead; Terry Disney; Corbin; L 3. .Hendon, Murray; and ter Gilliam, Walton. Ten-nessee won the national team title with 98 lbs. 6 ozs. Kentu 's team creeled 42 lbs.14 ozs. in the three-darcontest, Sept. 8-10. Some 1,500 bass clubs and over 4,000fishermen took part in the 33-state qualifying tournaments. There were 198 anglersand 33 six-man teams at Tesoma. The tournament was sponsored by the Bass AnglersSportsman Society (BASS), a 260,000 member fishing organization headquartered inMontgomery, Ala.
(BASS. Photo)
Now "B.A.S.S.' Evart Sot For April 1977
Bass Research Benefit Pro-Am
Tournament Scheduled
MONTGOMERY, Ala. —
Professional bass fishing? Is
there really such an individual
as a "bass pro?"
Or is this fisherperson as
one fellow claimed, "A guy
with a week off and the $250.00
entry fee in his pocket."
Around any big tournament
weigh-in you'll find a few folks
that wonder if they could out
fish the "pros." And, there's
the local known fisherman in
many towns across the
country, who has the self-
earned fame of "if they're
bitin' ol' Charlie will catch
'em."
Well, wouldn't it .be in-
terestint it find out just how
the "bass pros" would stack
up against the top "amateur"
fishermen, the guys found in
most Bass Clubs? And, at the
same time raise $15,000 for the
"future of bass fishing."
The Bass Research Foun-
dation, a non-profit
organization based in Stark-
ville, Miss., and dedicated to
"better bass fishing through
research" will be the biggest
winner in the $30,000 B.A.S.S.
Champs Tournament, an-
nounced by Ray Scott,
president of the Bass Anglers
Sportsman Society.
The new B.A.S.S. Champs
Tournament scheduled for
mid-April 1977 will be fun and
a fund raiser for the Bass ,
Research Foundation, ac-
cording to Scott, who said
$15,000 will be presented the
BRF, which has as its goal "to
improve bass fishing through
scientific research." -
The cast of casters will
include ten top anglers from
the national 33-state B.A.S.S.
Federation, which includes
the high scoring anglers from
the top ten teams in the recent
fourth National Bassmaster
Team Championship at Lake
Texoma on the Oklahoma-
Texas border.
The "pros" will be the top
ten finishers in the final
standings of the upcbming
BASS Masters Classic world
finals. The BASS Classic
matches the top ranked 24
pros from the B.A.S.S.
Tournament Trail on a
"myster lake" on November
3-5.
"The B.A.S.S. Champs
Tournament will be kind of
like a 'Pro Bowl' following the
football season," said Scott.
"We'll bring the all-stars of
the Tournament Trail and the
Bass flubs together."
Scott said, "Golf tow%
naments have proven to be a
means to raise funds for
Storey's
Foodaint
Open 7 Days A Week
8 o. m. - 10:00 p. m.





Colt Smith & Wesson
We'll Trade For Any Gun
worthy/tile organizations.
Weefor a bass fisherman the
Bass Research Foundation is
a wise investment. The long-
run answer to having better
bass fishing is to invest in
results-oriented research, to
work together to solve these
problems common to all bass
fishing waters."
Scott said the format for the
-new B.A.S.S. Champs
Touranrnent would be similar
to the six-year old BASS
Classic. The lake site will not
be announced to give each
"BASS Champ" a fair test.
Press-Anglers will be invited
as observers-judges. A special
16-foot aluminum bass boat
with a 35 h. p. outboard will be
used. The anglers will be
equipped with a sonar dep-
thfinder and electric trolling
motor.
The B.A.S.S. Champs will
fish for $15,000 in awards. Top
prize will be $6,000, including a
$3,600 B.A.S.S. Champ boat
used in the tournament.
Under the tournament
format top B.A.S.S.
Federation anglers from the
following states will compete.
Here's how the top ten teams
ranked at the Bassmaster
Team Finals: (1) Tennessee,
(2) Mississippi, (3) Oklahoma,
(4) Missouri, (3) Iowa, (6)
North Carolina, (7) Arkansas,
(8) Louisiana, (9) Illinois, and
( 10) Florida.
Here are the high scorers
from the Federation top ten
teams and the first B.A.S.S.
Champ qualifiers: Billy




Forsyth, Mo.; Jffn Jeffries,
Waterloo, Ia.; Chic Aydelette,
Greensboro, N. C.; Rick
Garlough, Mountain Home,
Ark.; David Roy, Lafayette,
La.; Bob Evans, Bloomington,
Ill.; and Joe McCormick,
Jacksonville, Fla.
Phillips, a 47-year old lure
manufacturer, has twice led
Tennessee to the National
Bassmaster Team title,
previously in 1773. He caught
26 lbs. 9 ozs at Texcena. High
scorer among the 198 anglers
in the Federation finals was
Oklahoma's Buffalow, a 42-
year old wheat firmer, who
scored 27 lbs. 12 ozs.
The Bassmaster Team
Championship included six-
man • teams from 33-state
B.A.S.S. Federations. Over
1,500 bass clubs and over 4,000
anglers participated in the
qualifying state tournaments,
the biggest freshwater fishing
series in the country.
1,140 61e Hoy 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longg0 'dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area












A part of the regional
services offered by Murray
State University is the Life
and Learning courses being
offered to the general public.
This Fall there are two
courses scheduled that are of
particular interest to the area
outdoorsmen. The costs for
the sessions are nominal and
for the public's convenience,
classes are held in the
evenings.
Check these out:
How to Build a Kentucky
Long Rifle, Joe Keesiar, In-
structor' Brief history of
firearms, demonstration of
procedures and techniques
used in constructing the
Kentucky long rifle; stock
shaping, casting, working
brass and silver, wood car-
ving, and metal engraving.
The 10 session course will be
held on Mondays from
October 11 to December 13
from 6:304 pm Class* will
be held at Murray'tHigh
School. Cost-125.
Hunter Safety and Con-
servation, Robert E. Daniel,
instructor. A course approved
by the Kentucky Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources
and the National Rifle
Association covering: con-




ship, survival techniques', and
first aid. This course is
directed toward the beginning
hunter; however, experienced
hunters can benefit from this
also. Successful completion is
rewarded by certification as a
safe hunter.
The- six session course will
be held on Tuesdays from
October 19 to November 30
from 6-8 p.m. Class will be
held in room 228 in the Black-
burn Science Building,
Murray State University. Cost
-$12.
I especially recommend the
latter course. This cer-
tification course is the very
same course required in 23
other states before licenses
are issued to hunters - in-
cluding non-resident hunters.
For registration forms and
additional information, write
or call the Murray State




numbers 762-4159 or 762-2086.
Turkey Calling
Contest Scheduled
Next weekend during the
Land Between The Lakes
observance of National
Hunting and Fishing Day at
Empire Farm I Sun., Sept. 25,
12-6 p.m.), will be the grounds
for the Third Annual Kentucky
State Turkey Calling
Championship.
The contest will begin at
2:00 p.m. and is open to any
adult 17 or older and any
junior 16 and under. Trophies
will be awarded to the top
three contestants in each
group. Entry fee is only $2.00
per adult and $1.00 per junior.
David Hale, President of the
Kentucky Chapter of The
National Wild Turkey
Federation encourages
everyone to drop by and see
their display during the af-
ternoon of festivities. Hale
noted that each cintestant will
be required to make each of
the following calls: yelps,
clucks, lost call, gobble, and
individual preference.
Further information con-
cerning the contest may be
obtained. by contacting David
Hale, phone 502-235-5432 or
Bob Smith, phone, 502-522-
6363.-
League of Ky. Sportsmen
Meeting Scheduled
Mark your calendars for the
upcoming First District
Federation of the League of
Kentucky Sportsmen Meeting
to be held at 7:00 p.m. at Camp
Currie. A area sportsman's
clubs who would like to enter
the league and have an active
voice in conservation and
legislation concerning their
sport can do so at this
meeting.
Guest speakers for the
evening will include, Arnold L.
Mitchell, Commissioner of
Kentucky Department of Fish
& Wildlife Resources, Roy
Hadciix, President of the
League of Kentucky Sport-
smen, and Mike Boatwright,
the new First District Wildlife
Commissioner.
Interested clubs or in-
dividuals wishing more in-
formation are encouraged to
contact Butch Greer,
telephone 502-753-0861.
A New Officer To Be
Assigned in Calloway Co.
Official word on Calloway
County's new Conservation
Officer is that a new officer
will probably be sent in
"within a week." This an-
nouncement was made after
Jerry Maupin's appeal ran
amuck in the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources.
In my own opinion, I think
this county lost one of the
finest and most efficient of-
ficers in the state. Things just
seem to happen at times that
are hard to accept. We will
miss him from his former
occupation but we won't lose
his friendship.
641 Super Shell
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Counting Down To
Bowhunting Season
There is an old saying that
comes into my mind, at times,
which. goes something like,
"when I became a man I put
away childish things."
One thing that I hope I never
lose is that feeling of childish
excitement that always
precedes an event such as a
favored holiday or, ,in this
instance, the opening day of
the bowhunting season in the
Land Between The Lakes on
October 9th. ( Tennessee opens
its season this Saturday.
Preparation has taken
months and there is always
the last minute pruchase of
some piece of equipment that
one has forgotten to replace
after last season.
Our home has been the seen
of constant -actility as fellow
bowhunters have come to
practice, to have a bow
painted, to adjust a hunting
sight or to rap about
bowhunting and the upcoming
season.
Several new members of the
bowhunting fraternity have
decided, within the last few
days, to hunt with the bow this
season.
While waiting so long to
prepare for hunting deer with
the bow and arrow is not the
recommended procedure, it is
quite difficult not to be swept
up in the new bowhunters
enthusiasm to buy the proper
equipment, to get it set up and
tuned and his determination to
fill his deer tag the first
weekend.
Such a display of energy and
enthusiasm only heightens the
veterans level of awareness of
the pending revival of the
ancient ritual of the hunt.
We of this generation have
forgotten so much of what has
gone before that we have a
tendency to forget, or not
realize, that we have ties with
those who have gone before
US.
In the hunt we share ex-
periences with these very
ancient ones who first
discovered that they had to
hunt to gather their food.
Our bows and arrows have
changed little since they were
invented by our ancestors, in
reality only the materials
from which they are made
have changed. The method of
taking game remains un-
changed.
There are those among us
that disapprove of hunting and
would see us stripped of the
right to hunt. These people are
a powerful force that can only
be countered by our constant
attention to bowhunter
education.












Bow.. . completely camouflaged
BOwsight
Ek-tra bowstring (Situp and shot 
in)
Arrow holder




_Sow quiver or hip quiver
















15 foot length of nylon cord
Bowstringer
Spare points/necks and adhitsiy• f
or installing
Cheesecloth to wrap carcass
Plastic bag for heart/user
Cindy bars (emergency rations)
Matches (in waterproof contai
ner)
License holder (If required)
Pen (for filling out tag)
String (for deer tag)







Small backpack (to carry it ein
Archie's
Archery Shop
Gear up now for the '76 hunting
season. Brand name - top quality hun-















Let us gear you up for the "Harri Times" Shoot,
Saturday, Sept. 18.
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people who hunt know proper
methods and practice them at
all times when in the field
hunting game of any kind with
bow and arrow. We must all be
aware that we are judged by
the actions of all the people
who chose the bow and arrow
as their hunting weapon.
All of us are charged with
the responsibility of educating
those within our ranks in
correct bowhunting methods
as well as educating the public
about our sport, our equip-
ment and the attention that we
pay to proper bowhunting
techniques.
These activities must be on
going if the sport is to continue
for many more years in the
future.
They Jenny • Ridge
Bowhunters Society, our local
bowhunting club, is deeply
committed to the ideal thaiwe
bowhunters should police our
own ranks through continuous
bowhunter education
programs for our own
members, for unaffiliated
bowhunters and the general
public.
We of the Jenny Ridge
Bovrhwiters Society have
moved into the field of
bowhunter education in a most
unique way.
In cooperation with the
Tennessee Valley Authority,
in L.B.L., we have put
together a comprehensive
program of mini-clinics that
will be presented, in the field,
to all thelbowhunters who will
be camped in L.B.L. and
commuter-bowhunters who
plan to hunt during the first
two weekends of the
bowhunting season.
The program is divided into
eight areas of bowhunter
education and covers the sport
from proper selection of
arrows to bloodtrailing and
deer anatomy.
Clinics are scheduled bet-
ween 11:30 a. m. and 12:30 p.
m. daily. The general public is
welcome to join with us and
learn something about our
sport and share in the
fellowship of bowhunters in
the field.
Further information is
available at L.B.L.'s check
stations and 'by calling 753-
8351.
I would like to take this
opportunity to wish all my
fellow bowhunters a very
successful season.
Please pay strict attention
to the safety as you go into the
"Great Escape" Set For Kotula
State Resort Park October 8-10
GOLDEN POND, KY. —
Have you ever explored the
back country roads of Land
Between The Lakes on hor-
seback? Have you ever
leisurely hiked through the
woods and felt the crispness of
fall air on your cheeks? Or
have you ever rappelled down
cliffs, learned the art of bait
and fly casting, or outdoor
cooking?
If not, the "Great Escape"
is the weekend to try these
outdoor activities and more.
Canoe, ride horseback, hike,
bicycle, learn bait or fly
casting, sketch nature, or cook
over an open fire during the
"Great Escape," Friday
through Sunday, October 8-10,
at Kenlake State Resort Park
near Aurora.
A weekend designed to
reacquaint you with nature
and the experiences of fall in
the Lakeland area, the three-
day affair will begin Friday
evening, October 8, with
registration from 5-8 p.m. in




can choose from horseback
riding, hiking, canoeing,
tennis, rappelling, bait-fly
casting, or outdoor cooking,
bicycling, or sketching. In the
evening there will be an Ole
Kentucky Square Dance and
on Sunday participants have
he opportunity to learn more
'about nature photography,
tour Empire Farm in Land
Between The Lakes, catch up
on their tennis lessons, ride
horseback, or bicycle.
Additional information on
the program can be obtained
by writing or calling GREAT
ESCAPE, TVA, Land Between
The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231, telephone 502-924-5602,
or the Kentucky Department
of Parks, telephone 502-564-
5410.
Hook's Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires and
four-wheel drive vehicles






We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114 S. 5th Murray, Ky. 753 1640
field this coining season
because there are dangers
that can be avoided by just
thinking ahead. Take the
extra time to go carefully
about the business of
bowhunting deer and your
seasonw ill be a pleasant one.
If you are a successful
hunter please come by the
Jenny Ridge camping area
and look for the gray and red
top tent. We will be there to
take a picture of that big buck
that you are going to bring in
so that we can get it onto the
Fins page next week. Even if
you don't get a deer come on
up and bench hunt awhile. See
ya at Jenny Ridge!
Good luck and good
bowhunting!
Hunters To Be Notified By Late
October About Applications For
-- Gun Hunts At Lin
GOLDEN POND, Ky. —
Applicants for the fall quota
gun hunts for deer at TVA's
Land Between The Lakes will
be notified if they have been
chosen to hunt by late
October, according to
resource management of-
ficials at the 170,000-acre
public outdoor area.
The deadline for applying
was September 1.
"All applicants will be
notified by mail if they were or
were not drawn," explained
John Mechler, supervisor of
wildlife at Land Between The
Lakes. -We will not accept
any type of inquiry—phone
calls, personal inquiries, or
letters—abotit the drawings
until after November 1."
Hunters from throughout
the Southeast applied for the
hunts to be held in Kentucky
November 17, 20, 22, and 29,
and in Tennessee November
15,"18, 23, and 27. A soecial
youth hunt will be held in both
states November 13.
A total of 28,476 hunters
have applied. There will be
7,750 drawn in Kentucky and
4,810 in Tennessee. Selections,
areas, and dates are assigned
by computer.
A Land Between The Lakes
computer card permit is
required for each hunter
taking part in the gun hunts.
Permits must be presented at
the time the hunter checks
into his or her area.
Each participant in the
youth hunt must have all state
required licenses ad tags;
computer card permit, and a
Hunter Safety Certificate;
these must be presented when
checking in for the hunt.
EACH youth must be ac-
companied by an adult who is
at least 18 yews of age while
hunting. EACH adult ac-
companying a youth is the
KENTUCKY hunt is required
by state law to have a valid
Kentucky hunting license and
state deer permit.
BASS LtiNKER CHAMP — For Gary Jones, a Co
rbin, K.
Bassmaster, a cast with an AC. Shiner crank bai
t on the
first day of the recent fourth National Bassmast
er Team
Championship at Lake Tesoma near Kingston, Okla
. was
the best of his bass fishing career. The 7 l
b. 6 oz.
largemouth that nailed the plug was the largest of 
the
national tournament, and the biggest bass of the 32
-year
old Kentucky angler's career. Corbin's previous bi
g bass
was a six-pounder in the Kentucky State B.A.S.S. 
Tour-
nament at Barren River Reservoir, which Corbin won.
Corbin's big bass at Lake Texoma netted him a new
 bass
fishing rig, a Fisher Marine boat and 
Shoreline Trailer.
Kentucky ranked 28th in the team event with 42 
lbs. 14
ors. The top team was Tennessee with 98 lbs. 6 ors
.
(Photo by BASS.)
National Hunting & Fishing Day
Recognizes Otitdoorsinen's Contributions
To Fish And Wildlife Resources
By John Wilson
Sept. 25 is an important day
for everyone who is concerned
about wildlife.
This date marks the fifth
annual observance of National
Hunting and Fishing ( NHF )
Day, a time set aside to
recognize the contributions
which this country's hunters
and fishermen have made to
our fish and wildlife
resources.
The theme of this year's
NHF Day is "The Sportsman
-and' Conservation."
Sportsmen can indeed be
proud of their role as leaders
in the conservation movement
over the past 50 years.
It was sportsmen who
played a large part in stopping
the wholesale market
slaughter of birds and animals
which had brought many
species dangerously close to
extinction at the beginning of
this century. Sportsmen
worked for, and got, strong
wildlife laws on both a state
and federal level, and they
provide the bulk of financing
to see that these laws continue
to be enforced.
Sportsmen also furnish most
of the money used for land
acquisition for wildlife and for
scientific fish and wildlife
research and management
programs.
On a nationwide basis, more
than 77 per cent of the annual
income of the states' fish and
wildlife agencies comes
directly from sportsmen, in
license fees and through a
federal excise tax on guns,
ammunition and sporting
equipment which is given
back to the states.
Laat:year, according to the
National Shooting Sports
Foundation, the nation's
hunters paid $154.9 million for
state hunting licenses and
added another $62.9 million
WHAT WILL A DEER WEIGH? ... with the 1976 
(leer At11-
Soli primising to he an...tu.ti-taiii
ling "lie you can expect venition 
to
Mom up on a lot more menus this 
coming fall, winter and spring.
With that in mind, we again list here
with information that explains
the weight of dread (leer comp
ared with live weight Keep these
.statistics handy — you just might 




























Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Wilmot
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
BUCKS BODY SHOP
900 Sycamore 753-5142
through excise taxes. The sale
of duck stamps brought in an
additional $11 million which
was used to acquire important
wetland areas for waterfowl
and other wildlife.
Nationally, only four per
cent of the annual income of
fish and game agencies comes
from the general taxpayer. In
Kentucky, no general revenue
funds are used by the






such as the League of
Kentucky Sportsmen, also
work on local, state and
national levels in campaigns
against wildlife habitat
destruction, air and water
pollution and .other
environment..I ills. Through
these activities, and through
the $3 billion they have
provided during the past 50
years, this country's hunters
and fishermen have certainly
earned their place as the
leading group of
conservationists in the nation.
If you'd like to learn more
about sportsmen and
conservation, check to see if a
local club in your area l one
of the thousands that will be
observing National Hunting
and Fishing Day on Sept. 25.
Many clubs are holding open
houses, conducting seminars
in outdoor skills, and
generally providing a good
time for the public.
Or if you'd like to see some
of , the results of our
sportsmen's contributions to
conservation, visit one of the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources' wildlife
management areas. .
Five such areas will hold
open house-and conduct tows
on Sept. 25. They are the
Ballard area I Ballard
County), the West Kentucky
area (McCracken County i,
the Higginson-Henry area
(Union County), the Curtis
Gates Lloyd area t Grant
County) and the Central
Kentucky area ')Madison
County). Local clubs are
planning trap shooting and
archery demonstrations on
the Lloyd area.
Two other fish and wildlife
installations, also will play
host to the public on Sept. 14,
1The Minor Clark Hatche
near Morehead will feature
muskellunge display and off :
guided tours from 1 p.m. to il•
p.m. And the Game Farm julf,
outside Frankfort will be opelk
to the public as usual, bits
extra employees will be cyl
hand to talk to people ant
answer questions.
Or, if you just go hunting dt,
fishing on National Huntink:
and Fishing- Day, at leait:
pause a mdment to considi:
that the sport you are.enjoyint
would very likely not 4
possible without thi
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Koko, Kology By Meaty
-from Kawasalcis to Kenworths-
Dap Godlier Rods I Murray, Ky. 753-5644
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. 8, Sat.
ARNIM 
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LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
Annual Financial Report
of Murray School District
For Year Ending June 30, 1976
Balance June 30, 1975 $34,029.05
Receipts: 21,163.66
Public Service Co. 21,163.66
Local Property Tax 561,451.10





Interest on Investments 20,322.85
Rent and Other Revenue 12,815.09
Foundation 906,702.12
Other State Aid 22,340.56
Vocational Handicapped 4,771.92
Public La w874 7,438.00
School Lunch 67,008.32
Other Federal Aid 15,745.85
Non-Revenue Receipts 977.07
23,551.70
F-SEA Title I, etc 52,113.20
Head Start   48,866.00
Title VIB 33,600.00
Total Receipts $1,991,079.37
Total Available for Disbursement $2,025,158.42
Reimbursement from Advancements 
Disbursements:
Actrningtration 49,340.92
Instruction -  1,132,538.92
Attendance . ,. ..._ 4  14,053.95
Transportation. 19,541.56




Transfers, Refunds & Debt Service ,  543,680.14
Total Disbursements: $1,955,456.62
Balance July 1, 1974 $69,701.80
Recapitulation Capital Outlay Fund
Balance Including Securities June 30, 1975 312,918.89
Transferred from General Fund & Interest 147,406.66
Expenditures 135,042.50
Balance Including Securities 6-30-76  25,283.05
Recapitulation Special Voted Tax Fund
Balance June 30, 1975 and Securnes  $330,417.17
Transferred from General Fund & Interest 191,240.09
Expenditures 104,077 33
Balance 6-30-76 Including Securities 417,659.93
JULY
Murray Natural Gas System
(Annual), Service 8,438.24
Murray Electric System
( Annual ), Service 20,069.92
Murray Water and sewer System
( Annual), Service 4,236.96
Overby, Overby & Overby
( Armlet), Fee 
Collie Stoltz Music Co., Instruments
Southern Ass' n. of Schools, Fee  200.00
The H. W. WiLson Co., Book 17.00
Southern Central Bell (Annual), Service 3,919.56
720.00
750.60
Purdom and Thurman Agency, Inc., Bonds 321.00
Ledger and Times, Bid 10.50
National Wildlife Fed., Supplies  7.00
Vaughn's Humphreys Plumbing, Repairs  42.05
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co., Blocks 30.40
Central School Supply Co., Supplies 59.55
Wakirop Saw and Lock Shop, Keys 543
Murray Ins. Agency, Insurance
Redden Films, Supplies
Gulf Oil Company, Oil
Shaughness-ICniep-Ha we Paper Co., Supplies 
AUGUST
Henry Cunningham, Work 
Weldia Cunningham, Work
Murray Lumber Co., Materials 
Hughes Paint Store, Paint 
Baker and Taylor Educ. Pro., Equipment 
Standard Oil Company, Oil 
Houghton Mifflin Co., Supplies 
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 
Purchase Tire Mart, Adjustments 
Parker Ford, Inc., Rental .
Rex Camp, Work
Carlos Black, Jr. , Painting 
Paper Supplies. Paper 
Paducah Woodenware Co., Repairs 
Gardner Wrecker Service Moving Slabs





















, Robert G. Jeffery, Travel 2  % . • 61.37
Dennis Taylor, Travel t  64.27
Head Start ( Annual), Transfer  48,866.00
Fidelity Prodciits Co., Supplies .). .. .. , 26.65
Central School Supply Co., Globes 43.96
National Computer Systems, Tests. _. 28.91
Randy Thornton Service Co., Service 15.50
McKeel Equipment Co., Labor 662
Kentucky Lake Oil Company, Oil 960
Marmik Industrial Supply, Supplies 4  10
Jerry Wallace, Mineral Spirits 855
Model Publishing Co., Books  7.49
Tidwell Paint & Floor Covering, Paint 53.73
The Sherwin-Williams Co., Paint 171.50
National Lumber Co., Materials 960
Motor Parts and Bearings, Parts Bus 15.75
Zep Manufacturing Co., Supplies  113.00
Science Research Associates, Math Supplies 239.15
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Inc., Tests 46,56
Ledger and Times, Printing 30.52
Teacher education Resorces, Supplies 15.00
Starks Hardware, Supplies 57.08
A.B. Beak and Son, Supplies 17.90
Mayer Myers Paper Co., Towels 402.50
The H. W. Wilson Co., Books 41.00
Overby, Overby and Overby, Magazine 20.00
Univ. Book Store, Supplies . .......  16.45
Gould Oil Company, Gas 120.74
Allyn and Bacon, Textbooks 240.87
Danny Lindsey, Ban Camp Work 300.00
National E. Assoc., Supplies 31.86
Murray School Lunch Fund ( Annual), 'Transfer 67,008.32
Copy Center Murray St. Univ., Copywork 36.00
Boyd Brick and Stone Co., Materials 86.00
SEPTEMBER
Twin Lakes, Supplies  $15.75
(Yuck's Music Center, Repair 24.00
Winchester Printing Service, Books  686.87
Starks Hardware, Supplies 55.11
Howard D. Happy Co., Typewriter 474.04
Dennison-Hunt Sporting, Equipment 58.50
LEGAL NOTICf LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
Creative Publications, Supplies 50.90 Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies  18.64
Developmental Learning, Supplies . 66.05 Rose's Stores, Inc., Supplies 10.43
Ross Standard Station, Bus Inspection 12.00 Paducah Board of Education, Payroll 250.00
Murray Supply Co., Supplies  32.00 National Geographic Society, Supplies 4  85
571.47 Laidlaw Brothers, Supplies 32.65Kent Wright Class Co., Screens, Ect. 
Kentucky Lake Oil Co. Gas 9  60 Prentice Hall, Supplies 28.26
Ridgeway Distriburots, Inc., Supplies 60.90 Five-Points Welding Service, Repair 300
Shattinger Music Co., Supplies 250.07 Memphis Machinery Company, Supplies 28.56
Rowland Refrigeration, Repairs  26.50 Gould Oil Co., Gas 689.58
Ledger and Times, Publication  383.40 Randy Thornton, Repair 25,50
Addison-Wesley Pub. Co., Supplies 21.12 Freed Cotham, Supplies 22.40
Purchase Tire Mart, Repairs 6  00 Purdom Thurman, Insurance 2,512.00
Bard lip.s Sales, Material 399.83 Murray Supply Co., Supplies 14.40
Beckley-Cardy Co., Supplies 105.51 J. W. Pepper; Inc., Supplies  154.73
Holt Rinehart and Winston, Supplies  152.13 Silver Burdett Company, Supplies 105.42
Hughes Paint Store, Supplies 17.48 Littoq Educational Publishing, Supplies 99.42
Lyons Band, Supplies 60.61
Wright Business Machines, Supplies, Paper
Central School Supply, Supplies 
Wallaces Book Store, Supplies
Baker and Taylor Ed. Prod., Suppli94 
Hoghton Mifflin Co:, Supplies
Luther Sugges, Straw 
Big K, Supplies
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies
Tommie Turner, Travel
Eli Alexander, Travel
Time & Life Building, Book
General Learning Cor., Book
Wanda Gough, Travel
Murray Cash and Carry, Supplies 
Murray State University, agreement 
Bob's T. V. Service, Equipmeni 
Paducah Board of Education, Scheduling 
The Perfection Company, Supplies 
Educational Dimensions Corp. Supplies 
Visual Education Consultants Inc., Supplies 
Allyn and Bacon, Supplies . 
Murray Sewing Center, Supplies 
Eye Gate House, Supplies 
J. Weston Welch, Publisher, Supplies 
The Sherwin Williams Co., Supplies 
Gould Oil Co., Gas
Randy Thornton, Repairs
Rickman and Norsworthy, Supplies.  11.70
KSBA Air Charter, Travel 450.00
United Lighting Equip. Co., Equipment 270.29
ESEA Title I ( Annual), Transfer .......
Blue Cross Hospital Plan Annual Aivancement





























Vocational Ed. Conference, Refund 90.40
Follett Publishing Co., Supplies 34.53
Inuversity Book Store, Supplies 209.83
Political Research, Inc., Books 120.00
Triarco Arts & Crafts, Supplies 72.55
Science Research Assoe., Supplies .101.81
CTB-McGraw-Hill, Supplies 688
• Freed Cotharn Company, Supplies 29.95
- Starks Hardware, Supplies 38.42
Shattinge7 Music Co., Supplies  46.33
Vaughns & Humphreys Plumbing, Supplies , :.. ....... 771.32
The Univ. Press of Ky., Supplies  16.35
Caedmon Records, Inc., Supplies , 17.57
South Western Pub. Co., Supplies 9  00
Randy Thornton Service, Supplies 742.96
Beale Hal-ware, Supplies 1  75
NASCO, Supplies 503
The Sherwin-Williams, Supplies , 28.97
Baker & Taylor Ed. Prod. Supplies 1,403.72
Wells Electric, Repairs 39.65
Robert Jeffrey, Travel 82.03
E. Blankenship of Ky., Supplies 590
Dorothy Merritt, Travel 35.00
Howard D. Happy Co., Calculator. ' 224.10
Barclay's Metal Co., Pipe 48.51
Marvin Harris, Bond • 3  00
Sheila Shaw, Reimbursement 500
Ky. Music Edc. Assoc., Trophy for Band 12.00
The Christian Book Center, Supplies 20.04
Murray Home & Auto, Supplies 418
Hadden Films, Tables . 1,576.66
Central School Supply, Supplies 72.98
Sears & Roebuck, Saw 1 368.64
Capital Outlay Fund (Annual ), Transfer  146,320.00 McCuiston's Automotive, Battery 42.00
Hunt's athletic Goods Co., Equipment  159.00 M & H Construction Co., Blocks 250.00
Dennison Hunt Sporting Goods, Equipment 406.00 Parker Ford, Inc., Repairs - 29.00
Thomas S. Klise Co., Filmstrips-Records 38.50 Creative Printers, Inc., Copies 4  62
Sherwin Williams, Supplies  - 61.98 Hooks' Wheel Alighrunent, Repairs 25.00
Jewel-Art, Cork 10.00 Dennison Hunt Sporting, Basketballs 55.40
Mike Zinkovich, Counter Top  38.50 Kentucky School Service, Supplies '‘.. 13.18
Jenn Publications, Supplies 34.10 Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 200.00
Baker and Taylor, Supplies 14L34 Singer Ed. Divisiou, Supplies 208.34
Twin Lakes Office Prod. ,Supplies 389.72 Dunn Discount Furniture, Repairs 23.00
Meeting Street School, Tests-Elem.  53.30 Thurman Furniture Inc., Repairs 15.00
Roland Refrigeration, Repairs  60.65 Winchester Printing Service, Cards 282.14
Chuck's Music Center, Equipment 440.75 Scott's Drug, Supplies 6  00
Central School Supply, Supplies 45.13 Baker Taylor Co. Supplies 1  022.46
Hook's Wheel Alignment, Repairs    22.00 Taylor Motors, Inc., Repairs 4. 10.00Young's, Supplies  374.71 Coronet Instructional Media, Supplies  125.00
Purchase Tire Mart, Repairs and Supplies 303.00 Calloway County Lumber Co., Supplies  17.45
Gulf Oil Corporation, Gas . .. .... 16.74 Fitts Block Ready Mix, Repairs 148.90
National Geographic, Book '  '12.75 Waldrop's Saw & Lock Shop, Keys... ....... 2.40
Knight Oil Equipment, Equipment 42.32 Western Auto Associate, Blade .. .3.94
Baker & Taylor Ed. Products, Supplies 179.57 Purdoms, Belts 14.56
Starks Hardware, Supplies 116.42 Jones Iron dr Metal Co., Supplies  2.00
Allyn and Bacon, Book 17.72 Motor Parts and Bearings, Supplies  1.67
Modern Office, Supplies 162.73 Murray Cash & Carry, Broomk -.25.80
Postmaster, Lester Nanney, Stamps  40.00 Ross Standard Station, Inspection 12.00
McCuiston's automotive, Repairs 39.00 Robert Shaw Controls, Agreement 348.00
The Heckman Bindery, Supplies 103.63 Paducah Bd. of Education, Forms 38.00
Chronicle Guidance, Supplies 107.23 Jenn Publications, Supplies • 31.15
Scott Drug, Supplies . 1  50 Miller Brody Products, Inc., Filmstrip 51.15
Owen Food Market, SupplieS 4  52 Educational Reading Service, Supplies 160.65
Winchester, Supplies 5  00 Xerox, Supplies 171.40
McKeel Equipment Co., Parts 11.46 Scholastic Book Serv., Supplies 143.68
The Ky. Committee, Dues 160.00 Key Note, Sousaphones 1,300.00
Steck-Vaughn Co., Books  37.43 Jan Purdom, Salary 225.00
LaPine Scientific Co., Supplies 17.62 Margaret Chadwell, Salary 150.00
Children's Television, Subscription  - 5  00 Educational Systems, Reports 67.40
Inor Publishing Co., Books  .7.58 Dennis Taylor, Travel  35.10
Fred Schultz, Travel 10.00 Milady Pub. Corp., Supplies 95.89
Creative Ed., Inc., Supplies 203:58, Holt Rinehart and Winston, Supplies 16.48
Calloway County Soil Imprv., Supplies 14.70 'NNStark Reasearch Corp., Supplies 22.41
Colie Stoltz Music Co Music 178.78 Frank Schwab, Supplies 100.00
Brooks Bus Line, Service •455 Lucy,Lilly, Travel 39.03
Chuck's Music Center, Supplies  • 39.63 The Continental Press, Inc., Supplies 16.43
Frank Schwab, Reimbursement of materials • 19.23 Houghton Mifflin Company, Supplies • 55.98
American Publishing Co., Supplies 30-00 Silver Burdett Company, Supplies • 378.33
Larry Voldian, Music 40.00 Sam Stunner, Bus Inspection 43.54
Nat. Wildlife Federation, Supplies 25.00 Shell Oil Company, Gas 32.79
University Book Store, Supplies . 368.16 Gulf Oil Company, Gas 22.81
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies • ' 107.04 Lindsey's Jewelers, Plaque 21.54
Wright Business Machines, Supplies 61.20 Hunt's Athletic Goods, Supplies  370.45
A. B. Beale & Son, Supplies 324 David Fergason, Marking Parkhig Lot , 324.15
Developmental Learning, Supplies 20.88 Colie Stoltz, Supplies .. 49.22
Kent Wright Glass Co., Supplies •71.00 Scott's, Supplies ..... . 675
The Highsmith Co., Inc., Supplies 169.76 William Call, repairs .  19.60
Memphis Macninery, Supplies• 5  26 Hale Lock Shop, Keys \ 29.60‘
Creative Printers, Supplies -.  -- 21.66 Frank Schaffer Pub., Sepplies , 47.91
Paducah Woodenware Co., Supplies 55.00 Zep Manufacturing Co., Supplies  311.85
Murray Cash and Carry, Supplies 5  50 Kentucky Foods Corp Supplies 23.72
Big K Department Store, Supplies • 207.72 Addison Wesley Publishing, Supplies 1,8.70
Kentucky Lake Oil Co., Oil 9  60 The Camera Shop, Cameras *  152.48
„Central School Sup. Co., Repairs 20.50 Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 21.5
Am Public Health Assn., Book 23.00 Scholastic, Supplies 17.50 t
Johnson Pub. Co., Inc., Supp/ies 6  00 Reading Enrichment Company, Supplies 854.58
Music Ed. Nat..Conference, Membership 60.00 Wanda Gough, Travel  18.62
Lucy Lilly, Travel . 33.18 Gamble Music Company, Equipment _ 79.90
Central Scientific Co., Supplies 346.12 Guidance Associates, Supplies .. • 48.50
Bumpa-Tel, Inc., Supplies 38.09 Executive Photo & Supply Co., Mat 123.00
Wholesale Electric, Supplies 289.85 School Supply Co. Inc., Supplies 15.00
Harper Row Publishers, Supplies 13.90 The National Council of Teachers, Supplies 9  45
Triarco Arts & Crafts, Supplies 200.52 Calloway House, Inc., Supplies  ,.. 15.70
Willie Jackson, Travel 83.83 GO-M0 Industries, Inc., Supplies 15.49
Moore Bus. Forms, Inc., Checks 301.52 Giant Photos, Inc., Supplies 3 70
Howard D. Happy Co., Supplies 10.20 Time Freight Inc., Supplies  15.90
Houghton Mifflin Co,, Supplies 105.76 Geaslec Pub. Co., Inc., Supplies 43.68
Klinbro Educational, Supplies 24.35 Twin Lakes, Supplies 31.07
Calloway Monument works, Supplies 93.00 Damon Educational Div., Supplies 10.98
Science Research Assoc., Supplies 98-88 Kathryne Mowery, Travel 37.39
Learning Concepts, Supplies 15.49 Bunton Seed Company, Cutter 275.30
West Chemical Products, Supplies 364.00 Educational Activities, Inc., Supplies 85.74
Zep Manufacturing Co., Supplies 339.90 The Procter & Gamble Co., Supplies 7  00
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies 70.49 Geneva Brownfield, Travel 28.75
Singer Sewing Center, Supplies 34.00 Gould Oil Co., Gas 618.25
Ky. Correctional Industry, Supplies 11.48 Wallace's Book Store, Supplies 3  31
Parker Ford, Inc., Repairs 12.98 Rig K, Supplies 9  04
TV Service-Bob's, Repairs .........  . 30.10 Rowland Refrigeration, Repairs 10.26
Hale Lockshop & Trailer, Supplies 2.65 Fred Schultz, Travel 24.50
Joe Sills, Reimbursement 25.00 Willie F. Jackson, Travel 630
Corthy Merritt, Travel •70.00 Amro Music Store, Equipment 1,640.00
Murray auto Parts, Repairs 27.12 National School Boards Asso., Dues 225.00
Sarn Sumner, Bus Inspection 
• 45.60 Gulf Oil Corp., Travel •9.97
Sandra Turnbow, Travel 
• 61.40 Basic Adult Educ. ( Anzrcial), transfer 4,642.82









Michael Skinner, Work 









United Lighting Equip. Co., Lights 143.99
University Book Store, Supplies 17.91
Miller Brody Productions, Inc., Supplies 129.00
,Joe Sills, Reimbursement 101.79
The Murray Ins. Agency • Ins. 5.00
Hertz Furniture Aysterns Co., Tables 34108
Cambridge Book Company, Supplies 112.57
Walter H. Baker Co., Books 20.89
Science Research Associates, Inc., Supplies 125.20
Ludwig Industries, Supplies 19.50
National School Boards Assoc., Subscription 250.00
Administrative Register, Regsiter 24.00
Nasco, Equipment •37.25
National Geographic Society, Subscription 4  85
J. Weston Welch, Publisher, Supplies 26.29
Bob's T.V. Service, Repairs 106.40
King School Equipment, Shades 644.75
American Assoc. of School Adm., Books. 17.65
Baker & Taylor Ed. Products, Drapes 185.50
Central School Supply Co., Supplies 19.91
Wible Language Institute, Supplies 62.80
Purchase Tire Mart, Repairs  18.00
Vinton School Form Co., Applications 8  01
Educational Dimensions Corporation, Supplies 49.50
National Computer Systems, Supplies 56.50
Sax Arts and Crafts, Supplies  24.15
Murray Supply Company, Supplies  17.99
Graves Humphreys, Inc., Supplies  42.59
Triarco Arts &Crafts, Supplies • 55.46
Murray Cash dr Carry, Supplies 42.02
Paine Learning Aids Center, Supplies 9  53
Scott's Drug, Supplies
Sam Sumner, Bus Inspection 
Ky. School Boards Assoc., Dues 1,040.00
Taylor Motors, Inc., Repairs 520.46
Murray Ledger and Times, PublicaUon 10,50
.ale Hardware, Supplies 3  20
Welders Supply Inc., Supplies 6  05
Southwest Plastic Binding, Film 109.98
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 7  16
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 27.07
Murray Electronics, Repairs 15.00
Sav-rite Durg, Supplies 15.15
Chuck's Music Center, Insturments 431.18
Murray Home and Auto Store, Supplies 6  90
Pet World, Supplies • 13.58
Dennison-Hunt Athletic Goods, Supplies 53.25
University Book Store, Supplies 12.54
Vaughn Humphreys Plumbing, Repairs 173.05
Western Reserve Book Center, Supplies 16.40
Starks Hardware, Supplies 49,12
American Handicrafts Company, Supplies 46.61
Shattinger Music Company, Supplies 42.99
Murray Auto Parts, Repairs • 6.96
McKee] Equipment Company, Supplies 13.58
Geneva Brownfield, Postage 3  37
Haden Films, Repairs 25.25
Stanbury & Company, Tassels  106.40
Flags Up, Plumes 88.70
Rickman & Norsworthy, Supplies 11.70
Bank of Murray, Checks  29.30
Sherwin Williams Company, Supplies 99.55
Follett Publishing Company, Books  6.34
Murray Glass Company, Supplies  • 25.92
Tidwell Paint and Floor Cover, Supplies a-6.84
Hughes Paint Store, Supplies 876
Murray Schools Lunch Fund, Transfer 7,641.00
Randy Thornton Service Co., Repairs 328.50
Murray Lumber Company, Supplies 49.08
The University Press, Supplies 4  32
Fred Schultz, Travel 54.73
City of Murray, Tax Collection 5,000.00
National Geographic Society, Supplies 3  50
Examinations Committee, Tests • 30.84
Gaylord Brothers, Supplies  55.40
Margaret Franklin, In-Service 290
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies 26.07
J.W. Pepper of Atlanta, Inc., Supplies 46.85
Motor Parts & Bearings, Paint  395
Mike Shannon, Work.  70.00
United Lighting Equicirffent, Lights • 64.83
Twin Lakes, Equipment   10.53
Richardson & Trevathan. Audit  1,100.00
Wallick Music Co., Equipment 88.90
Colie Stoltz Music, Equipment 256.98
The Baker & Taylor Companies, Books 615.57
Murray Auto Path, Paint • 800
Teresa Cavitt, Work 30.00
James C,avitt, Work 30.00
Keith Reed, Worit 42.00
Michael Skinner, Work  30.00
Debra Payne, Work 30.00
Gulf Oil Corp., Travel ................ 238  92
The Baker de Taylor Co., Books 37.23
Lucy Lilly, Travel 12.26
Dorothy Merritt, Travel 35.00
Gould Oil Co., Inc., Gas 474.85
Wallick Music Co., Instruments 919.00
United Lighting Co., Supplies 160.04
JANUARY
Marimik Industrial Supply, Supplies 17.60
Hadden Films, Supplies 94.27
West Chemical Products, Supplies 267.00
The Highsmith Company, Supplies  10.40
Zep Manufacturing Company, Supplies.... ,  *)10̀   665.30
Mafex Associates, Inc., Supplies 4  43
Croft-Nei Publications, Supplies 14.10
Central School Supply Co., Supplies ... 10.08
Dortha Bailey, Travel .9,88
Minnesota Woodworkers, Books 24.65
Dorothy Merritt, Travel 35.00
Willie Jackson, Travel 6  00
Colie Stoltz Music Co., Supplies 3  80
Robert Shaw, Contracts  720.00
Lucy Lilly, Travel 3  50
University Book Store, Supplies 47.63
Scott Drug Company, Supplies 2  95
Warren Radio Company, Supplies 37.93
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies 32.06
Vaughn's Humphreys' Plumbing, Repairs 20.00
McKeown Office Equipment, Repairs  55.00
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies  283,88
Newspaper Enterprise Assoc., Supplies  8.63
Sam Stunner, Bus InspeCtion  41.48
Wallace Books, Inc., Supp 9.06
Waldrop's Saw & Lock Keys  1.20
Singer, Sewing Mac •137.47
Burgess Pub. Company, Book  4.25
McCuiston's Automotive, Parts 44.50
Bob's T.V. Service, Repairs 29.81
Charles Stone, Repairs 105.00
20.43
Science Research Assoc., Supplies 17,48
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LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL Nona LEGAL NOTICE 
LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE 
LEGAL Nona LEGAL NOTICE LE
GAL NOTICE
:
Scholastic Book Services, Supplies 
21$27
Parker Ford, Inc., Repairs on car 
132.5
Sears, Roebuck and Co., Supplies 
22.. .65
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 
 
9 
Center for Applied Research in Ed., Supplies 
, .11.44
Johnson's Grocery, Supplies 
5  95
Say-Rite Drug, Supplies 
13.36
Scott's Walgreen Agency, Supplies 
30.27




Calloway Co. Lumber Co., Repairs 
53.69
Calloway Co. Soil Imps. Assn., Supplies 
2672
Kelly Love, Music 
75.00
'Willie Jackson, Travel 
19.00
Gulf Oil Co., Travel 
1712
Standard Oil Co., Travel 
32.72
2137
Baker and Taylor Companies, Supplies  
1
Harper Truck Service Inc., Postage 
10
Dept. of Ed. Div. of Surplus Property, Supplies 
Lucy Lilly, Travel 
3 8:00
1,67326 6403
Owen Food Market, Inc., Supplies 
Big K Department Store, Supplies 
53.73
University Book Store, Supplies 
242.96
Murray Lumber Co., Supplies 
37.57
Wells Electric Repairs, Repairs . 
568.77
Starks Hardware, Supplies 
19.87
Rose's Stores, Supplies  
 20.14
Beale Hardware, Supplies  ▪ 
32.72 
Murray Electronics, Repairs  
15.00
81
Gould Oil Co., Inc., Gas 
• n4843Pool Office Equipment & Supplies, Supplies 17 :
Zep Manufacturing Co ,Supplies 
Advanced Plastics, Inc., Repairs. 
15102..2080
Wallace's Books, Supplies 
1 16.66
National Geographic Society, Supplies 
96.45
La Pine Scientific Co.. Supplies 
27.44
Radio Shack, Supplies 
154.00
Fred Cotharn Co., Inc., Repairs 
74
Carter Photographic Studio, Supplies 
Educational Sensory Programming, Supplies
Southern Bixogical Supply, Supplies 
1
Love Publishing Co , Equipment 
Independent School District No. 709, Book 
Postmaster Lester Nanney, Stamps-Oral history 
.13.00
Troll Associates, Supplies 
574.00
The University Press of Ky., Book 
4 32 0
Turtox-Cambasco, Supplies .. 
418
United Lighting Equip. Co., Supplies 
- .8.62
Teresa Cavitt, Workstudy 
39.00
Keith Reed, Workstudy  
44.00 •
Michael Skinner, Workstudy 
35.20
Debra Payne, Workstudy 
44.00
Rita Lusk, ViorIcstudy 
 .44.00
Betty Pounds, Workstudy 
44.00
Dorothy Merritt, Travel 
35.00
Johnson's Grocery, Supplies 
Lyons Band, Supplies 
Western Psychological Service, Supplies
Houghton Mifflin Co., Supplies 
Murray Cash & Carry s upplies 
Allyn and Bacon, Supplies  
Mafex Assoc., Inc., Supplies 
Southwest Plastic Binding, Supplies
Durbin Agency, Equipment 
Lucy Lilly, Travel 
Howard D. Happy Company, Repairs 
National School Public, Supplies 
T.V. Service Center, Supplies 
Murray Sewing Center, Supplies 
Pet World, Supplies
Murray Electronics, Supplies 
Ward and Elkins, Equipment 
Time Life Mu1time4ias Supplies 
CEBCO-PFLAUM, Supplies
Dexter and Westbrook, Supplies 
Vinton School Fm-Company, Applications
Sears and Roebuck and Co., Supplies 
1.46
287.85 Waldrop's Saw and Lock Shop, Suppl
ies  5.78
31.00 Marirnik Industrial, Supplies  s 
 32.00
39.67 Silver Burdett Company Supplies 
52.29 •
10.00 Gould Oil Company, Gas 
467.62
140.00 Postmaster Lester Nanney, Envel
opes 496.48u
53.016A
20.25 Billie Amos, Honorarium 
126.101/
71.20 Murray Schools Lunch Fund, Staff 
Lunch 168.0111A
815 Ky. Foods Corp., Supplies 
• 22.89T
22.95 Murray Auto Parts, Supplies 
   4.90
44.25 Sam Sumner, Bus Inspection 92.
98
263.00 Willie Jackson, Travel 
 30.62
74_60 listening Library, Supplies 
 71.00
86.95 Guidance Associates, Supplies 48
.50
Radio Shack, Supplies  67 . 46
Michael Skinner, Workstudy 
Debra Payne, Workstudy
Rita Lusk, Workstudy
Betty Pounds, Workstudy 
MAY
United Lighting Equipment Co., Lights
Owen Food Market, Inc., Supplies 
Gulf Oil Co., Gas 
Say-Rite Drug, Supplies 
Wells Electric, Supplies 
Vaughn's & Humphreys', Repairs 
Murray Supply Company, Supplies
96.40 Learning Concepts, Supplies 
80.69
44.00 Fearcon Pub. Company, Supplies 
94.12
39.60 Singer Education Division, Supplies 
2 303.49
33.00 Lucy Lilly, Travel , 
294
DeMoulin Bro. & Co , Supplies 
122 50
 56.84 Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Suppli
es 50.44
Area Film Library, Filins 
Standard Oil Company, Gas 
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies 
Parker's Grocery, Supplies
18.14 University Book Store, Supplies 
67.07.
64.21 Murray Lumber Company, Supplies 
15.63
21.33 The University Press of Ky., Supplies 
434
96.12 National Ed. Association, Supplies 
, 900
222.30 Hunt's Athletic Goods, Supplies , 
5/ 74 •
2  50 Fred Schultz, Travel 
13.90
370.05 Hadden Film, Equipment 
60.43 J. Weston Welch, Pub., Supplies 
29.0
15.32 McKnight, Supplies . ... 
1  71,1
320 Central Scientific Co., Supplies 
25.0.0
11.19 Wanda Gough, Travel  . 
102611
32.30 Dorothy Merritt, Travel s' 
.  35.02)1
, 27.83 Warren Radio Company, Supplies 
186.011)4 -
91.40 Business Envelope Manufacturing, Suppl
ies 
31.96 Owen's Food Market, Supplies
66.34 Baker & Taylor Ed. Prod., Supplies 
15.90
10.25 Murray Electric System, Poles 
840.00
204.12 Lindsey's, Supplies  
15.81
259.71 Service Merchandise, Supplies 
187.90
102.88 Vaughn's & Humphreys, Supplies 
73.25
Beale Hardware, Supplies 
Carolina Biological Supply, Supplies 
Calloway Co. Soil Improvement, Supplies
McKeel Equipment Co., Supplies 
Warren Seed Co., Supplies 
Handy Crafts, Inc., Supplies 
McKnight Publishing Co., Supplies 
Dick Blick, Supplies 
Little Red House of Crafts, Supplies
Special Voted Tax Fund, Transfer ' 
173,100.30
Postmaster Lester Natiney, Stamps 
142.00
Thomas Russell Work 
170.00 r
Murray School Act. Fund -
Murray Schools Act. Fund
63.70 
1,100.00
Speech and Debate Acct., Transfer 









ally Crass, Travel 







Pool Office Equipment, Repairs 
 
'-
Wells Electric, Repairs 
1,033.01












103.03 Zept Manufacturing Co., Suppli
es, Equipment 661.t5,'
Prentice Hall Inc., Supplies 
2.40 '
126.81
•••• • • • 4z3." Wadsworth Publishing Co., Supplie
s $  04 .
 66.00 
Willie Jackson, Travel 
20.00
, 30e.50 Rose's Wheel Alignment, Rep
airs . 137.70
• .217.40 Carlos BLack, Jr., Repairs 
 2,345.00 ;
960 Murray
 Glass Company, Supplies . 
85.05
 35.00 
Kentucky Lake Oil Co., Oil 
 9.10'
Dorothy Merritt, Personal Service Contract 35-86 Artcraft Photo
graphy, Film & Processing 1190 Ruth Pasco, Travel 
 35.45 
Murray Cash and Carry, Supplies 
 8.49
Hunt's Athletic, Equipment 557•77 Murray Supply
, Supplies _ 1999. Murray Lumber, Repairs 
- 157.13 
Hutson Chemical Co., Supplies 
83.13'
! Randy Thornton Service, Repairs 
81.92 Katherine Luker, Service 28•60 Argus Communi
cations, Supplies 151.71 
Marimik Industrial Supply, Supplies 
_... 420.26
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies, Repairs 
103.41 Dorothy Merritt, Travel 35.00 National 
Computer Systems, Supplies 87.35 
Relief Technik, Inc., Supplies 
3791C'
University Book.Store, Supplies 
111.52 Sears, Roebuck and Co., Equipment 44.99 Bernell Loft, Ltd., Supplies 
79.74 B
eale Hardware, Supplies 
 7.80
Murray Supply Company, Supplies 3 59 Sam Sumner
, Bus Inspection ., 
Murray State University, Equipment 
1,200.00
43-54 Paducah Board of Education, Processing 
150.00
The Begley Drug Company, Supplies 
 35.80 Central School Supply, Supplies, Equipment 689.59 Stat
e of Ky. Dept. of Ins., Boiler Ins 
 25.00 
Robertshaw Controls Co., Contract Agreement 
720.00
Starks Hardware, Supplies 
 15.51 Baker & Taylor Ed. Prod. Supplies, Equipment 
314.47 CT'S McGraw-Hill, Supplies 
141.88 
Wancia Gough, Travel 
10.0 ,
Twin Lakes, Supplies-- . 8-97 E.M. Hal
e and Company, Supplies 
Wards' Natural Science, Supplies 14
,14:
9 99 Singer Education Division, Supplies 
47.00
Big K Department Store, Supplies
36.50 Five Points Welding, Supplies
 4.00
7.45 Starks Hardware, Supplies 
141.13 Central Scientific Co., Supplies 
(Coat. from Page 6)
Josten's, Supplies 
17.40
Big K Department Stores, Supplies 
29.24
Roses' Stores, Supplies 
28.66
Radio Shack, Supplies 
26.26
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 
847
Twin Lakes, Supplies  
52.08
Hach Chemical Company, Equipment 
447.77
Stark Hardware Store, Supplies 
2  11
Murray Lumber Company, Supplies 
33,44
Winchester PrintinisServices, Supplies 
33.45
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Slides 
126.50
National Computer Systems, Inc., Tests 
38.94
Paducah Board of Education, Processing Payro
ll 150.00
Quality Business Systems, Inc., Supplies 
59.53
Hunt's Athletic Goods Co., Supplies 
159.60
Gould Oil Co., Inc., Gas 
423.98
Hadden Films, Supplies 
263.00
Teressa Cavitt, Workstudy 
44.00
Keith Reed, Workstudy 
44.00 -
Michael Ski, iner, Workstudy 
37.40
Debra Payne, Work Study 
44.00
United Lighting Equipment, Suppiteei • 
70.38
FEBRUARY
Holton & Melugin, Ins.  
4,910.00
The Murray Insurance Agency, Band Instruments In
s. 199.95
Hale Lock Shop, Keys 
5  85
Motor Parts & Bearings, Supplies s, 
342
Gulf Oil Corp., Gas 
43.10
Winchester Printing, Supplies 
500
Wanda Gough, Travel 
7  98
Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods, Supplies 
 9.50
Robert-Shaw Controls Co., Repairs 
326.75
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies 
90.31
Murray Home & Auto, Supplies 
118.41
Owens Food Market, Supplies 
19.41
Murray Sewing Center, Supplies 
8  87
Radio Shack, Equipment 
104.85
Kirby Sales & Service, Repairs 
17.50
Paul Welch Concrete Products, Parking Blocks 
48.00
Western Psychological Services, Tests 
998
Sam Sumner, Bus Inspection 
84.74
Central Scientific Company, Supplies 
11.30
Kentucky Correctional Industry, Soap 
55.34
Area Film Library, Films 
382.35
Willie Jackson, Travel 
9  50
American Handicrafts, Co., Supplies 
41.47
Modern Office Methods, Supplies 
162.20
Graves Humphreys, Supplies , 
30.34
Lucy Lilly, Travel 
3  64
Ledger and Times, Publication 
11.40
Hadden Films, Supplies 
714
Harcourt, Brace Jovanovich, Supplies 
27.77




Melissa Easley, Travel 
 61.30
Will Ed Stokes, Travel 
 66.10
Fred SchOltz, Travel 
70.95
Sav-Rite Drug, Supplies 
11.89
McCuiston's Automotive Elect., Bus Repair 
 83.08 Rose's Stores, Inc., Supplies 5 9° 
Dorothy Merritt, Travel
APRIL
Males Associates, Inc., Supplies 
81.68
Edmund Scientific Company, Supplies 
194.80
Margaret Porter, Honorarium 
. 225.00
Murray Lumber Company, Supplies 
24.30
Baker and Taylor Company, Supplies 
Robertshaw Controls Co:, Contract 
Denoyer-Geppert, Supplies
Ward's Natural Science, Supplies
Josten's, Diplomas 
Kathy Luker, Aide 
Maurice Ryan, Travel  
Fred Schultz, Travel 
Kentucky Lake Oil Co., Oil
Vt.
21.55 Hadden Films, Inc., Equipment 34232 Hadden Fil
ms, Supplies, repairs, Equipment
Gould Oil Company, Gas 
540.90
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 
176.12
Carolina Biological Supply, Supplies 
201.61
Developmental Learning Materials, Supplies 
39.70
Taylor Motors Inc., Repairs 
 223.96
Vaughn's and Humphreys, Supplies 
137.40
Joan Bowker, Workshop fee 
300
Wells Electric, Repairs 
70.00
Carroll Tire Service, Repairs 
105.00
Bass Anglers Sportsman Society, Equipment
 163.65
Warren Radio, Supplies 
5  00
Five Points Welding, repair _ 
38.00
Edmund Scientific Co., Supplies 
21.70
Educational Activities, Inc., Supplies 
9  93
Memphis Machinery, Supplies 
11.06
Chuck's Music Store, Instruments 
571.18
Central School Supply, Equipment 
92.95
Christopher Lee Publishers, Supplies 
31.57
Woodcraft Supply Co., Equipment 
61.75
Thomas Russell, Contracted Work 
115.00
Teresa Cavitt, Workstudy 
 37.40
Keith Reed, Workstudy 
44.00
Michael Skinner, Workstudy 
35.20
Debra Payne, Workstudy 
.  44.00
Rita Lusk, Workstudy 
 35.20
Betty Pounds, Workstudy  
 11.00
Central Scientific Co., Equipment  
 233.85
MARCH fs; ,
Central School Supply Co., Supplies 
175.14
Harper & Row Publishers, Supplies 
24.66
Developmental Learning Materials, Supplies..
.. 42.31
Scott, Foresman & Co., Supplies 
59.73
Center For Allied Linguistics, Supplies 
21.00
Ginn & Co., Supplies 
131.31
Eye Gate House, Supplies 
61.15
Stallrnan Educational Systems, Supplies 
14.75
RCA Educational Dept., Supplies 
14.90
Coronet Instructional Media, Supplies 
 48.00
Baker & Taylor Ed. Products, Supplies 
128.06
Singer Education, Supplies ,s' 
149.20
Silver Burdett, Supplies 
5  54
Murray Auto Parts, Repairs 
 11.47
Hunt's Athletic Goods Co., Supplies 
 55.54
Carolina Biological Supply Cos, Suppl
ies 96.61
Sammons Bakery, Supplies 
1  70
Jerry Wallace Standard Oil, Mineral Spirits 
37.05
Ward & Elkins, Supplies 
,2.00
Vaughn's Humphreys Plumbing, Repairs 
22.00
Wholesale Electric Supply, Supplies 
60
Howard D. Happy Co., Ribbon  s - 
275
Hadden Films, Repairs " 
 119 09
Colie Stoltz, Supplies 
18.70
West Kentucky Coffee Service, Paper towels 
 15.50
SarrsCalhoun Plumbing & Electric, Water Li
ne 394.00
E,dbcational Audio Visual, Supplies 
113.62
/Southwest Plastic Binding, Supplies 
203.18
, The Math Group, Supplies 
 24.62
Central Scientific, Supplies 
499.42
Paine Learning Aids Center, Supplies 
 7.24
M. H. Ryan, Travel 
 149.51
J. Weston Welch, Publisher, Supplies 
 36.85
Tw-tox-Cambosco, Supplies . 
51.29
Winchester Printing Service, Supplies 
45.88
Dick Blick, Supplies 
299.03
_
Joan Bowker, Reimbursement 
 6.00
Educational Skills Dry. Co., Supplies 
 10.50
Sam Sumner, Bus Inspection 
35.30
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Supplies 
20.62
State of Ky.-Dept. of Ins., Inspections 
16.00
Creative Publications, Supplies 
54.55
Jan Purdom, Final Payment for service 
225.00
Mates Associates, Supplies 
 26.49
Thomas S. Klise Co., Supplies 
 20.00
General Binding Corp., Equipme. nt 12.71
Educational Activities, Inc., Supplies 1
5.05
Paducah Woodenware Co., Supplies , 
 106.30
The Frontier Press Dist., Supplies 158.95
Woodcraft Supply Corp., Supplies ....  
 13.00
Winchester Printing Serv., Supplies. 5  00
Little Red House of Crafts, Supplies 20.4
7
Jenn Publications, Supplies 18
.05
West Ky. Coffee Service,Supplies • • 14
.50
Spiratone Inc., Supplies. 115
.26
Otasco-McGr ary, Supplies 
500
Lucy Lilly, Travel 
4  48
National Geographic Society, Supplies 
350
Stanwix House, Supplies 
11.73
Learning Arts, Supplies 
88.74
Hunt's Athletic Goods, Supplies 
21.15
Creative Printers, Supplies 
36.50
Csiloway Co. Soil Imprv., Supplies 57
.62
Purdom & Thurman Agency, Inc., Insurance 14005.0
0
Houghtou Mifflin Co., Supplies  
7 
Industrial Arts Supply, Supplies •
39.80
Dr. J. W. Hanunack, Service '  
200.00
-Aide Films, Supplies 
106.14
Murray State Music Dept., Fee 
44.00
Postmaster Lester Nanney, Stamps • 
78.00
Campbell Rhea Manufacturing Inc ,Equipment 
5.40
Radio Shack, Esplipment 
56.29
The University !Tess of Ky., Supplies 
8.38
Frank E. Richards Publishing, Supplies 
47.99
Welders Supply, Inc., Supplies • - 
6  50
Center for Applied research in Ed., Supplies 
•
16.41
Paine Learning Aids Center, Supplies 
18.06
Charles W. Clark Co., Supplies 
31.39
The Psychological Corp., Supplies  17
.03
Scott Foresman and Co., Supplies 
5.55
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Supplies 278
.36
',Muck's Music, Supplies 268.75
Warren Seed Co., Supplies 
11.00
Fitts Block Is Ready Mix Co., Supplies 17.75
McKeel Equipment Co., Supplies 34.40
Beale Hardware, Supplies 
30.13
Murray Cash and Carry, Supplies 
47.21
Randy Thornton Serv. Co., Repairs 
20.35
Murray Electronics, Repairs 
37.60
Wallace Book Store, Supplies 
39.73
Owen's Food Market, Supplies 
327
Wallis Drug, Supplies 
2.48
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 15
.48
Say-Rite Drug, Supplies 
3.34
Scott's Walgreen Agency, Si:pplies 
4  53
Johnson's Grocery, Supplies 
15.60
University Book Store, SuPplies 
142.90
Pool Offig,Equipment, SuPplies 62
.48
Twin LAM'Affice Prod., Supplies 
36.00
Murray Home and Auto, Supplies 
23.95
Starks Hardware, Supplies 
144
Big K Dept. Store, Supplies 
Sudbury Laboratory, Inc., Supplies 
Wells Electric, Repairs 
Sherwin Williams, Supplies 
Central Scientific Co., Supplies 
Five Points Welding Set., Repairs 
Gould Oil Co., Gas
Lyons Band, Supplies 
Gulf Oil Corp., Travel 
Standard Oil Corp., Travel 
Charles A. Bennett Co., Supplies 1
Kentucky Lake Oil Co., Oil 
Chuck's Music Center, Equipment 37
Murray Schools Activity Fund, Audit Reimbursement 
I



















Modern Office Methods, Supplies 
Uniquity, Supplies
Central High School, Instruments 
Murray Electronics, Supplies
Central School Supply, Equipment, Supplies
West Chemical Products, Supplies 
The Psychological Corp., Supplies 
University Book Store, Supplies 
Murray Home 8c Auto Store, Supplies
Pool Office Equip. & Sup., Supplies 
Murray Schools Lunch, Transfer 
Starks Hardware, Supplies 
Big K Dept. Store, Supplies 
Twin Lakes Office Products, Supplies 
Wholesale Electric, Supplies, Equipment 
Gould Oil Co., Gas 
Educational Resource, In-Service 
Central Scientific Co., Supplies 
Johnson's Grocery, Supplies 
Owen's Grocery, Supplies
Z37.47 McCu
tchan Pub. Corporation, Supplies 
11-701
11.90 Crea
tive Printers, Inc., Supplies . . . _ 
158.2D,
11.45 Are
a Film Library, Rental 
188.4Ik
600.00 Gulf Oil Corporation, Gas 
121.161.
500 Argus Communi
cations, Supplies II  7i,
• 1,248.92 Fred Schultz Travel 
14.0
267.00 Holiday
 Inn of Murray, Dinner 
103.25.
17.03 Gould
 Oil Company, Inc., Gas 1
72.26 •
211.58 Murray Lumber Co., Repairs 
1,179.21
 53.30 
Henry Cunningham, Work  . 
622.50
193•27 Hadden Films, Equipment 
2,021.25-
1,827.35 Purchase Tire Mart, Tires 
912.0
11.26 Shell O
il Company, Oil 
54.19 State of Kentucky Dept. Ins., Insurance 
15.00
10.39 Vin
ton School Form Co., Supplies 8
.16
160.72 We
ldia Cunningham, Contracted Services  682.5
0
498.47 Lu
cy Lilly, Travel 
97.10






William H. Sadlier, Inc., Supplies 
John Wiles and Sons, Inc., Supplies 
Social Studies School Service, Supplies 
Spiratone, Inc., Supplies 
Bob's T.V. Semite, Repair 
South Central Bell, Service 
Safe T-Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 
Eyegate House, Supplies 
Behavioral Research Laboratories, Supplies  
University Book Store, Supplies 
Psychological Service Acct., Testing  
Teresa Cavitt, Workstudy 
Keith Reed, Workstudy 
Michael Skinner, Workstudy 
Debra Payne, Workstudy 
Rita Lusk, Workstudy 
Betty Pounds, Workstudy 
Murray Lumber Co., Supplies 
M.S.U. Dept. of Special Ed., Service 
Turtox-Cambasco, Supplies 
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 
JUNE
Lapine Scientific Co., Supplies • , s
Murray Schools Activity Fund, Books 
Shell Oil Co., Gas„ 
Murray Electric Supply, Supplies 
Argus Communications, Supplies 
Randy Thornton Service, Services 
Howard D. Happy Co., Supplies, Repairs 
Gulf Oil Co., Gas 
Administrative Register, Subscription_ _ 
Standard Oil Co., Gas , 
Personal Strengths, Supplies
Beverly Stickler, Services  
Zep Manufacturing, Supplies 
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 
Twin Lakes Office Products, File Cabinets
Duluth Public Schools, Supplies 
Murray Supply, Supplies 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hopkins, Refund 





er's Retirement System Matching Fund 154
.45
61.06 Social Se
curity Revolving Plan  61.75
72.54 October, 1975
29.50 .• TeaSher's Retirement System Matching
 Fund  154.45




22.00 Margaret Franklin, Travel 
13.74
78.75 Willie Gilliam Travel
.... 10.73 Marth
a Fenton, Travel 434
150.00 Audrey Brown, Travel . 
4  74
30.80 Joan Wilson, Travel ,  . 
4.34
44.00 Murray Board of Education, Reimburs
enittor gas TA
39.60 Owen's Food Market, Refreshments  7
2/18 _
44.00 0. C. Leathers, Registration Fee 
20.00
37.40 Society for Visual Education, Is
 16718
37.40 Central School Supply Company, Suppli
es 217.20
46.08 School Discou
nt Compapq, Machines  1,279.91
150.00 Houghton Mifflinkoprhany, Supplie
s  512.08
49.49 Society 
for Visual t ducation, Materials 304
.50
131.64 Callow
ay House, Inc., upplies  25.56
_
11.88 Scholastic Book Services, Eto
oks 69.09
_ 
1,943.25 Rand McNally and Company, Books - . 
167.02
28.68 D. C. Heath and Company, Books 
270.46
 127.93 Garrard Publishing Compatly, Books 
57.0
Sam Sumner, Services
61.81 University Book Store, Supplies
 
605.20 Martha Fenton, Supplies 
3'1S
33.25 Croft Publications Magazine Subscription  
37,84
230,20 Field Enterprises 
181.56
24.00 Central School Supply
, Supplies  35111
67.05 Giant Photos, Supplies ... 
 13.0
150.00 American Guidance Service, In
c., Testing Materials .7.43
104.00 Teacher's Retirement SystemM
atching Fund 1E14.47
2g7.90 Social Security Revolving Fund 5
0.84
346.54 December, 1175
 133.00 Baker and Taylor,Suppl
ies 66.18
Educational Research, Supplies
McKeel Equipment, Supplies 
. Blankenship of Ky., Supplies 
M & M Sporting Goods, Supplies
Chuck's Music Center, Tapes 
Roses Stores, Inc., Supplies
Science Research Assoc , Supplies  
D. C. Heath & Co.. Supplies
Allyn and Bacon, Supplies
Learning Designs, Supplies
26.90 Ideal Supply Company, Supplies 
25.96
7.19 Modern Curriculum Press, Supplies 
113.85
32,00 - Encyclopaedia Britannica Ed. Corp., BOAS 
91.26
9  60 King Features, Supplies  46.75
43,54 Baker and Taylor, Equipment 7
/8.79
7  70 Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 
• 12.93
39.52 Joan Wilson, expense-Travel 
60.09
4.20 Audrey Brown, expense - Travel 
119.74
\\ 30.84 Margaret Franklin, expense - Travel 65.50
100.00 Martha Fenton, expense -Trave
l .   49.08
  5,00 Willie Gilliam expense - Travel 
50.09
76.60 Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fu
nd 154 45
 183.01 Social Security Revolving Fund 
 38.99
Murray Board of Education.
50.81 Operation and Maintenance  59.90
56.00 (Cont. on Pagel)
4
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LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
'Cont. from Page 7)
January, 1976
Murray Board of Education,
Operation and Maintenance  1,205.60
Central School Supply, Supplies 26.05
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 154.45
State Treasurer, Social Security  .50.83
University Book Store, Supplies 88.70
Murray Insurance, Agency, Workman's Compensation 27.04
Radio Shack, Equipment 59.63
February, 1976
Baker and Taylor, Equipment 628.00
Murray Home and Auto, Supplies 29.90
Central School Supply Co., Equipment 101
.77
Lester Nanny, Postmaster-Stamps 13.00
CTB-McGraw-Hill, ( Testing Materials) 71
.18
Pool Office Equipment, Equipment 85.05
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 154.45
State Treasurer, Social Security 48.46
Glenda Roos, Substitute Teaching 26.40
,March, 1976
lliadden Films, Equipment 50
6.16
Society for Visual Education, Visual Aids 303
.49
E. and S. Associates, Inc., Books 113
.60
Bank of Murray, Checks 7  78
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 154.45
State Treasurer, Social Security 51
.09
Society for Visual Education, Visual Aids 131.90
Hadden Films, Equipment 112
.00
Owen's Food Market, Title I Meeting 3
09
Sammon's Bakery, Title I Meeting
April, 1976
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund
State Treasurer, Social Security 
Bro-Dart, Inc., Equipment. 
University Book Store, Supplies 
Big "K" Department Stores, Supplies 
May, 1976
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 154
.45
State Treasurer, Social Security  • • P-23
Murray Board of Education,
Operation and Maintenance - 1,206.60
Central School Supply, Supplies 430.09
June, 1976
C fB-McGraw Hill, Testing Materials 35.00
Western Psychological Services, Testing
Materials 18.90
Teachers' Retirement, System Matching Fund 154.
45
State,Treasurer, Social Security 12.14
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 154.45
State Treasurer, Social Security
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 154.45
State Treasurer, Social Security 3  46
American Guidance Service, Inc., Testing
Materials  119.53
Eli Alexander, Travel 14.18
Margaret Franklin, Travel 2  30
Richardson-and Trevathan, Audit 250.00
Ledger and Times, Publishing 100.00
Murray Insurance Agency 42.20
_
LEGAL NOTICE
Rose's Stores, Inc., Supplies
6  41
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc., Services 40.00
Dr. H. C. Denham, Services 
101.00
Central School Supply, Supplies 5
  79
- 13.55
The Education Center, Equipment 
78.55
AMerican Guidence Service, Inc., Equipment 
518.98
Starks Hardware, Supplies 
3  24
Nanci Givens, Typing 
15.00
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies 
36.02
Calloway House, Inc., Equipment 
143.36
Phonovisual Products, Inc., Equipment 
148.30
Debbie Colyott, Travel 
4  44
Tonda West, Travel 
324
Western Psychological Services, Equipment 
233.10
Science Research Associates, Equipment 
398.20
Beltone Electronic Corporation, Equipment 
487.25
Bausch and Lomb, Equipment 
602.23
Dr. II, C. Denham, Services  
65.00
Houghton Mifflin Co., Supplies  
2.53
Wells Electric, Work 
386.50
JUNE
Dr. H. C. Denham, Services 
82.00,
Rose's Stores, Supplies 
3  74
Debbie Colyott, Travel 
1  52
University Book Store, Supplies 22.38
Follett Publishing Company, Supplies
Debbie Colyott, Travel 
2  10
American Guidance Service, Inc., Supplies. 
t  65
Harcourt Brace Jovanich, Inc., Supplies 
8  40
Billie Downing, Professional Serv. 
110 Dr. Harry Bowman, Consultant
..
SVE Society for Visual Education, Inc., Equip. 
 154.45 CIS-McGraw-Hill, Supplies 
48.46 Central School Supply, Supplies 
-142.20 Shelby School Supply Inc., Equipment 
117.94
25.10 Communication Research Associati
on, Supplies 23.25
24.92 Channing L. Bete, Supplies . 
. . 37.93
The Psychological Corporation Supplies 39
.18
Postmaster Lester Nanney, Stamps ' 6  
46
Social Security ( Sept.-June)  691.45
Teacher's Retirement Matching Fund 564.60















TITLE VI-B ESEA 175-1.171
NOVEMBER
Sears, Roebuck and Co., Supplies 42.
98
Pool Office Equipment and Supplies, Supplies 44.
10
Debbie Colyott, Travel 7
  50
Southwest Plastip Bending Co., Supplies 74.
44
Phonovisual Prrbducts, Inc., Supplies 12.
59
Kentucky School Service, Supplies 15.53
Subscription Fulfillment Center, Equipment ....... 38.
79
Murray State University, Supplies 26.28
Creative Printers, Printing 154.
85
Carter Photographic Studio, Pictures 
'54.00
Tonda West, Travel  
48.96
Hadden Films, Equipment 251.95
Debby Colyott, Travel   107.
33
American Guidance Service, Inc., Equipment 65.
46
Big K Department Stores, Supplies 
664
Bernie Straub-Publishing, Equipment 117.
85
Science Research Associates, Inc., Equipment • 162.
45
Teaching Resources, Equipment 179.
31
Developmental Learning Materials, Equipment 459.83
Central School Supply Co., Equipment 604.34
Rose's Stores, Inc., Supplies 78.82
Fearon Publishers, Inc., Supplies 32.14
University Book Store, Supplies 57.
69
American Guidance Service, Equipment 241.72
Twin Lakes, Supplies 27.
40
Garrard Publishing Co., Supplies 28.39
The Interstate Printers and Publishers Inc., Supplies 12.62
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Supplies 13.24
Starks Hardware, Supplies 5  31
DECEMBER
Twin Lakes, Supplies 287
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational, Corp.,
- Equipment  103.00
Kaplan School Supply Corp., Equipment 167.00
Follett Publishing Company, Supplies 17.59
Science Research Associates, Equipment 187.20
Educational Activities, Inc., Supplies 23.75
Murray Home and Auto Store, Supplies   . 3.88
University BookStore, Supplies 11.07
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corp.,
Equipment 455.95
Developmental Learning Materials, Equipment 
119.65
Pearon Publishers, Inc., Supplies 
 68.10
2.53
Rose's, Inc., Supplies 
JANUARY
Houghton Mifflin Co., Supplies   12.58
Depter and Westbrook, Supplies  51.12
Pool Office Equipment and Supplies, Supplies .......2.40
JANUARY
Sammons Bakery, Supplies 4  46
Charles C. Thomas, Publishers, Supplies 7  70
Educational Activities, Equipment 46.99
Central School Supply Co. Supplies  27.48
Barnell Loft, Ltd., Equipment  132.40
University Book Store, Supplies  2.49
Bank of Murray, Checks 734
Creative Teaching Associates, Supplies 27.62
Baker and Taylor Educational Products, Equip 268.00
Barnell Loft, Ltd., Supplies  3.19
Kaplan, School Supply Corp., Supplies  46.00
Dr. H. C. Denham, Services   30.00
FEBRUARY
University Book Store, Supplies  18.00
Dr. H. C. Denham, Services 95.00
University Book Store, Supplies  76.05
Murray Home and Auto Store, Supplies  37.02
Debbie Colyott, Travel 3  50
Rose's Department Store, Supplies  5.35
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies 149.62
Tonda West, Travel  5.00
Twin Lakes Office Products, Supplies 96.00
Pool Office Equipment and Supplies, Supplies  59.56
Big K Department Stores, Supplies 12.94
National Education Association, Supplies 52.91
Southwest Plastic Binding Co., Equipment  204.18
Encyclopaedia BriUmeica Educational Corp.,
Equipment 505.90
Postmaster I ksterNanney, Star* 65.00
MARCH












Subscribed and sworn to this the 13th day of August, 1976.
Katherine Russell, Notary Public, my commission expires
Feb. 25, 1979
Let's Stay Well
Induced Sleep in Migraine Treatment
By F.JL Etlasineame.
Induced sleep appears to be,
effective in the relief of migraine'
in a high percentage of such
cases.
While -migraine headaches
vary considerably in their
severity, the attacks are often
quite painful Typically, the pain
is confined to one side of the ,
head. Migraine headaches are
often disabling, commonly hav-
ing an amociated nausea and
vomiting. Constipation or diar-
rhea may acaimpany an attack_
A migraine may last from one to
several days and recur in
episodes spaced days or weeks
apart
David Coddon, M.D. a
neurologist and director of the
Headache ainic at Mount Sinai
Hospital in New Yort utuhred
induced sleep to break up an at-
tack. His patients literally sleep
away their pain.
According to a report in
Health Insurance News, this
sleep treatment has proved
effective in about % per cent of
the attacks of migraine in tests
involving more than 2,000 cases
Physicians have king noted
that natural sleep is beneficial in
cases of migraine. and Dr. Cod-
don feels that he is only applying
nature's remedy by bringing on
sleep with medicine.
The treatment is relatively
simple and generally safe. It ift-
volved the utravenous injec-
tions of Valium (diazepam),
Amytal (arnobarbital). and Corn-
pazine (prochlorperazine). A
treatment may be given in an
emergency room, a physician's
office, or at. home. These
medications are not regarded as
habit forming.
The induced sleep lasts from
three to six hours or slightly
longer. While the patient may be
a bit groggy when sleep ends, the
attack of migritine is usually
broken up Headache is often
gene
An aided benefit appears to
follow this form of induced-sleep
treatment in that the episodes of
migraine seem to recur less fre-
quently In other words.
headache-free periods tend to
last longer after this form of
therapy.
While this treatment looks en-
couraging and promising, Dr
Coidon wants to tea it further
before, he will be altogether
satisfied with his technkne and
more certain of his results.
Q Mrs. IF.'s relative returned
from foreign travel with diar-
rhea and is said to have par-
dies's. She wants information on
this condition, especially how the
disease spreads and how it is tre-
ated.
A. This condition is caused by
a protozoan, Giardia
which is a small pear-shaped
parasite first described many
years ago by a French biologist.
Alfred Giard. It is widely dis-
tribtted, but many causes have
been reported in recent years in
perscris who have visited in the
Soviet Union, especially in the
Leningrad area
An infestation apparently pro-
duces little or no symptoms in
some people who may act as
carriers. The parasites live in
the upper intestinal tract and
may produce atriominal dis-
comfort and diarrhea. Com-
plications are rare. The
parasites enter the body through
food and drinking water. A drug
known as Atatrine (an anti-
malarial agent) is usually an
effective treatment_
Q. Mrs. ELK. read recently that
a physician has "gone hare" in
his practice and wants to know
what it means.
A Becauae of the high cost of
profesicnal liability (malprac-
tice) instrance, a number of
physicians have decided to drop
it and practice. without it Su&t.
physicians are said to have
"gone bare." In other words, they
are exposed ("bare") to legal ac
non against them without the








FOR MONDAY, SiPtEMBII, ins
Look in the sectioh in which ?sitc_hitCagreements on new
your birthday comes and find duti commitments and
what your outlook is, according potentials.
to the SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. M to Dee, 21) 440'
Caution urged- in money
matters. Pay no attention to
reckless friendsrho urge jaw to
spend foolishly.
CAPRICORN 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Curb a tendency toward
lethargy now. An indifferent
attitude could cause you to lose
out on good opportunities.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) =A
Meet and discuss plans with
others involved, but don't be
dismayed if you run into petty
quilibling. Overlook minor
differences to attain the more
important objectives.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
You may miss your mark now
because of anxiety or
miscalculation. Try to avoid
this by taking things in stride




(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) dr Ell
A more or leas average day.
Better finish, or at least further,
current projects. Starting new
undertakings without proper
preparation could lead to
disappointment.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) ti°R
Don't head into com-
plications. Steer a clear course
and focus ambitions on an at-
tainable plateau. Don't strive
for the unreasonable.
GEMINI
(May 72 to June 21)
Business matters, difficult
tasks, long-range planning
favored. But don't rush into
things. Have patience, be
vigilant and precise.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231. too
Seek out a more distinctive,
more strategic way to push your
interest& They can be handled
with greater ease if you depend
on your own judgment.
--LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) 412
Don't let surface glitter
beguile you. Search for facts
before accepting any,
proposition - no matter how
rosy it sounds.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) Nril
Don't take on too many
responsibilities. You could bog
down even though your
shoulders are strong and your
motives admirable.
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Venus continues beneficent.
Especially favored.: domestic
interests, romance and artistic
pursuits. But stress accuracy,
poise in action.
SCORPIO
!Oct. 24 to Nov. M) nileV
A day for achievement.
Morning interviews highly
successful - especially for
114fr
YOU BORN TODAY as so
many other Librans, are ex-
tremely talented along artistic
lines, and your creativity,
coupled with an intensely
idealistic and philosophical
nature, often inspires you to
create works of alqiost
awesome beauty - especially
in literature or music. Your gift
for words is outstanding and
evidences itself in highly ar-
ticulate speech as well as in
your writings. You are a
brilliant conversationalist and
Sbould you take up a career at
law, for instance, your
eloquence and convincing
arguments would probably soon
propel you into statesmanship
or diplomacy, where you would
shine. Other fields in which you
could excel: painting, medicine,
banking and the stage. Traits to
curb: Living in the past and
brooding over fancied alights.




By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I just can't believe that you took the
time to write me a personal letter. I know it wasn't a form
letter because you addressed me by my name several times
and even referred to people I told you about in my letter.
And when you said, "Please write again. I care," I cried.
Abby, why would anyone want to help me straighten out
my rotten mixed-up life? I don't deserve it. Five times
people saved me from suicide. Sometimes I wish they'd
have let me die-it's so hard to keep saying "thank you."
I am a registered nurse and should be helping people,
but instead people are helping me, which makes me feel so
guilty.
I have a fantastic new psychiatrist who acts as though
he really cares about me. I don't know why anyone would
care if I lived or died. I'm not pretty or smart or
productive. I'm a burden and a problem to everyone who
knows me. But this doctor makes me feel so great.
Is life worth living to feel great for only one hour a
week? Help me.
FINISHED AT 24
DEAR "24": You're far from flniahed, You're just
beginning to realize how precious life is. Every human
being who reaches out for help wants it-and deserves it.
It's always darkest just before the dawn. Hang in there
,
and don't let your doctor (or yourself) down. You can m
ake
it if you try. I'm counting on you.
DEAR ABBY: My father is a minister and has been
associated with Alcoholics Anonymous, so I am familiar
with the effects of drinking. Consequently, 
I have
developed a bias against alcohol in any form. I will not
drink it or pay for ft at any time. Since I am a male col
lege
student who enjoys dating and patronizing good restau-
rants, this presents a problem.
As soon as I enter a rettaurant with a date, the w
aiter
asks if we want a cocktail. When we order dinner,
 the
waiter asks if we want wipe. After dinner. , an afterdinne
r
drink is suggested. I don't want any, but what ab
out my
date?
Do I tell her that if she wants to drink she will ha
ve to




DEAR TEET: Refusing to pay for alcoholic beverag
es
as • matter of principle is your right, b
ut you should
explain this to your date in advance. You may lose a
 few
&fa who don't share your bias, but I guarantee 
you'll
wind up with another teetotaler in the end.
DEAR ABBY: How does a married woman tell 
her
parents that something is none of their business?
When my husband and I visit them, they ask a lot 
of
questions that we don't care to answer. Most of these
concern the private lives of our friends. To make mat
ters
worse, my parents repeat everything they hear. And my
mother exaggerates until she stretches the truth.
I can't come out and say, "It's none of your busi
ness."
There must be a nicer way of getting this across. I hate t
o
lie and gay I don't know. DIXIE
DEAR DIXIE: You could say, "Talking shout people
and their personal affairs is dull and boring
. Can't we talk
about something else?' Then change the subject.
Hite to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132
Lasky Dir,;-Be4 Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
-Hew to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please e
nclose a




FOR SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) IrrIA
Your stars warn against
undue exertion, scattering
energies, unwisely attempting
to handle the unfamiliar. In
general, stick to routine.
TAll,kRUS
(Apr. 11 to May 21) ti'VG11'
Look below the surface for
more leads which will help you
to solve problems, hasten your




(May n to June 21) 11619-
Stimulating Mercury in-
fluences foster a spirit of ad-
venture, strengthen the pur-
posefulness which always leads
to a good day. Social activities
should be especially interesting.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 40(C)
Restlessness or over.
zealousness could send you off
too readily on a detrimental
bent, a truly wrong turn. Stop,
look and listen before taking
any action.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .12fiqt
An inspired idea and friendly
cooperation should help you in
perfecting some of your long-
range plans. Study new
developments.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept 23)
Certain situations highly
mystifying. Try to get some
background information which
could help you to clarify mat-
ters.
EMMA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Under generous Venus in-
fluences, your creative urges
are strong, may impel you to do
something unusual and out-
standing. Make the most of a
fine period!
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 72) nt,
Submerge emotions and
permit ideas to nurture, grow.
Accomplish with dispatch and
efficiency, but avoid reckless
haste.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3444).
You may have to slow down
now. This does not mean you
are stagnating. A period of rest
will revive your energies for
brisker action, refresh your
mind.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Ifti
Take time to analyze
situations, probabilities,
possibilities. This will save
much time later. An excellent
day for making revisions.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Before winding up any
project, observe if you have left
anything out, omitted a small




(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A better day than you may
think at first. But you will have
to look long and hard for most of
the findings you would like. All
the livelier!
)0U
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly imaginative individual,
endowed with lofty ideals and
creative talents galore. There is
a practical side to your nature,
too, so you are able to carry out
your most unique and
imaginative ideas - especially
in such fields as music,
literature and painting. With so
much of the artistic prevailing
in your nature, it is unusual that
you should also possess fine
business acumen, but you do
and should you, through one
circumstance or another, find
yourself vocationally in a
On July 9, 1962, the United
States set off a two-megaton
hydrogen explosion 200 miles
above the Pacific Ocean over
Johnston Island.
Atmospheric nuclear tests
were resumed by the Soviet
Union on Aug. 5, 1962.
commercial field, you would
undoubtedly reach an executive
level in a very short time. Other
fields open to your talents:
sculpture, designing, the
theater and interior decorating.
Birthdate of: Cuthbert (Lord)
Collingwoocl, Brit admiral; T.
S. Eliot, poet, playwright; Julie
London, singer,, actress; Poke
Paul VI.
On July 19, 1962, Communist
Chief Janos Kadar was report-
ed to be purging Stalinist lead-
ers in the Hungarian Commu-
nist party.
Jonas Salk announced suc-





Cortiftwil From Per 3
mendations, new markets,
possible new technologies,
nd sources of supply.
succeeding Mr. Hicks as
vice-president of research
and development is
Franklyn S.. Barry Jr.,
formerly director of
manufacturing and who
joined Fisher-Price in 1969
as a marketing analyst.
Mr. Barry will direct the
research and developvent
of the ongoing product lines
of Fisher-Price.
In announcing the two
appointments, Mr. Coords
said that as "Fisher-Price
continues to investigate
growth opportunities, it has
become apparent that a
greater concentration of
effort should be made
toward diversification.
"Mr. Hicks has been
selected for this job based
on his life-tune association
with the toy industry and
his intimate knowledge of
our product line, com-
petition, and markets,"
said Mr. Coords.
Mr. Coords said Mr.
tarry- -brings to his new job
as vice-president of R & D
"a number of successes in
the administration of
various aspects of the
company's business."
Mr. Hicks, of 6 Smokes
Creek Rd., Orchard Park,
N. Y., joined Fisher-Price
in 1952 as an industrial
engineer. He served in a
variety of manufacturing
positions until 1959, when
he was promoted to
assistant to the president.
In 1960 he was appointed
director of research and
development, which he
held until being named
vice-president in 1967.
Mr. Hicks is a graduate
of the State University of
New York at Buffalo.
Mr. Barry, of 7 Chase




his seven years with
Fisher-Price. From 1971 to
1972 he served as the ad-
ministrative assistant to
the president of The
Quaker Oats Company, the
parent of Fisher-Price. He
returned to Fisher-Price as
manager of the Holland, N.




operations in the com-
pany's five domestic
plants.
Mr. Barry is a graduate
of Harvard College and




Known for much of its
corporate history as a
manufacturer of preschool
toys, Fisher-Price in 1973
introduced a line of infants'
toys. In 1976, the company
developed an assortment of
playthings for early grade
school children.
Additionally, several new
categories have been in-
troduced at Fisher-Price in
the last six years, including
dolls and other plush toys,
trucks, and action games.
Dr. Robert Yoak
Chiropractor
Professional Bldg., Hardin, Ky.
Announces
The change in office hours
Tues. through Thurs. 9-12, 2-6
Sat. by appointment
Branch Office 700 Oak Rd, Paducah, Ky.
10-12 and 1-7































































































































By PETER J. BOY ER
Associated Press Writer
IDS ANGELES (AP) — It
won't be Dick and Jane
helping youngsters learn to
read in some classrooms this
fall, but rock 'n' rollers like
Fleetwood Mac, Paul Simon
and the Doobie Brothers.
The pounding rever-
berations will be used to teach
the basics of reading. Taking
the place of traditional
primers will be the hip lyrics
contemporary pop music
performers, from Simon to
Harry Chapin to The Four
..Teps.
A program called HITS —
High Interest Teaching
Systems — is,bringing the Top
40 into the Classroom in the
hope of motivating students
whose reading skills, are
structurally weak.
"It works great, it's a really
nice approach," said Natalie
Lucas, a special education
instructor at Tustin High
School in Orange County. "I
think it works so well because
the kids love it."
Compared with the
traditional ways of _learning
the fundamentals of reading,
it is little wonder the kids love
HITS.
Instead of sitting in a circle,
awaiting their turns to read
aloud, HITS students make
themselves comfortable, plug
in their earphones and listen
to a half-hour of their 4vorite
music.
At the beginning of each
tape, a disc jockey introduces
a song and instructs the
students to follow along in
their workbooks. They hear
words already familiar to
them, and see the words
printed in their workbooks.
As the students hear the
words of their favorite songs,
they learn how the words are
put together, said James
Coffey, director of the HITS
program.
"Using the words of the
songs, students learn word
analysis, consonants and
spelling patterns," Coffey
said. "On the upper level, they
ef can build up their com-prehension skills."
Easy Street
EASY STREET, N.C. ( API
— There's no highway sign
marking it, and it's not on the
official state map. But Easy
Street does exist.
At the intersection of North
Carolina 96 and 55 in northern
Sampson County, sits God-
win's store — the unofficial
town hall. A soft drink sign
proclaims the name of the
community.
"About 40 years ago," says
Alphonzo Godwin, the -com-
munity's unofficial mayor, "I
had another store right over
yonder and Uncle Frank
Maynard walked in one day
and there was about a dozen
boys lying around taking it
easy. 'Well,' Uncle Frank
said, 'This must be Easy
Street,' and the name just
stuck after that."
But Godwin said the ap-
proximately 200 Easy Street
residents have to work for a
living just like everybody else.
-My wife runs this store,
and I farm, and between the
beth. of us working, we get
by," said Godwin. "Most folks




— When the judge called the
case of Richard D. Jaggers
Jr., he expected only one man
to approach the bench.
Instead, two walked for-
ward, gave the same name
and said they were ready to
enter pleas on charges of
itunken driving and speeding.
,... Both told Municipal Judge
Ginirtis Springer they were
tarn on Oct. 3, 1954.
;t The confusion finally began
tk subside when one said his
itiiddle Rame was.David and
tbe other said his was Donald.
It turned out that after
Itichard Donald Jaggers Jr.
id a fine for running a stopE's
soht me time ago, he was
takenly told he had. 10
ippear on the drunken driving
4nd speeding charges.
'Those charges actually
were intended for Richard
bavid Jaggers Jr.
When court adjourned, D.
kr David had paid a $150 fine
and D. for Donald left with
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LEGAkNOTIet- LEGAL NOTICE
(rint. from Page 7)
January, 1976 . „ • *
Murray Board of Education, .,
Operation and Maintenance .   1,205.60
Central School Supply, Supplies 
Teacher's Retireinent System Matching Fund 
State Treasurer, Social §gcurity 
University Book Store, lies  ' •"`'
Murray Insurance, Agency, Workman's Compensation
Radio Shack, Equipment 
February, 1976
Baker and Taylor, Equipment 628.00
Murray Home and Auto, Supplies 29.90
Central School Sukply Co., Equipment •t- 101.77
Lester Nanny, Postmaster-Stamps 13.00,
CTB-McGraw-Hill, ( Testing Materials) 71.18
Pool Office Equipment, Equipment 85.05
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 154.45
State Treasurer, Social Security 48.46
Glenda Roos, Substitute Teaching 26.40
March, 19'76
Hadden Films, Equipment • 506.16
Society for Visual Education, Visual Aids 303.49
E. and S. Associates, Inc., Books 113.60
Bank of Murray, Checks 778
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 154.45
State Treasurer, Social Security 51.09
Hadden Films, Equipment 
131.90
112.00
Soc*ty for Visual Education, Visual Aids 
Owen's Food Market, yitle I Meeting , 309
Sammon's Bakery, Title I Meeting 110
April, 1976
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 154.45
State Treasurer, Social Security 48.46
Bro-Dart, Inc., Equipment  142.20
University Book Store, Supplies 25.10
Big "K" Department Stores, Supplies 24.92
May, 1976
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund   5,154.4
State Treasurer, Social Security 53.23
Murray Board of Education,
Operation and Maintenance 1,205.60
Central School Supply, Supplies 430.09
June, 1976
CTB-McGraw Hill, Testing Materials 35.00
Western Psychological Services, Testing
Materials 18.90
Teachers' Retirement, System Matching Fund 154.45
State Treasurer, Social Security 12.14
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 154.45
State Treasurer, Social Security 346
Teacher's Retirement System Matching Fund 154.45
State Treasurer, Social Security 346
American GuidanceService, Inc., Testing
Materials  119.53
Eli Alexander, Travel 14.18
Margaret Franklin, Travel 230
Richardson and 'Trevathan, Audit 250.00
Ledger and Times, Publishing 100.00










Sears, Roebuck and Co., Supplies 42.98
Pool Office Equipment and Supplies, Supplies 44.10
Debbie Colyott, Travel 750
Southwest Plastic Bending Co., Supplies 74.44
Phonovisual Prroducts, the., Supplies 12.59
Kentucky School Service, Supplies 15.53
Subscription Fulfillment Center, Equipment 38.79
Murray State University, Supplies 26.28
Creative Printers, Printing 154.85
Carter Photographic Studio, Pictures 54.00
Tonda West, Travel 48.96
Hadden Films, Equipment 251.95
Debby Colyott, Travel 107.33
' American Guidance Service, Inc., Equipment 65.46
Big K Department Stores, Supplies 6.64
Bernie Straub Publishing, Equipment 117.85
Science Research Associates, inc., Equipment 162.45
teaching Resources, Equipment 179.31
Cilevelopmental Learning Materials, Equipment 459.83
Central School Supply Co., Equipment 604.34
Rose's Stores, Inc., Supplies 78.82
Fearon Publishers, Inc., Supplies  32.14
University Book Store, Supplies 57.69
American Guidance Service, Equipment 241.72
Twin lakes, Supplies 27.40
Garrard Publishing Co., Supplies 22.39
The Interstate Printers and Publishers Inc., Supplies 12.62
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Supplies  13.24
Starks Hardware, Supplies 5  31
DECEMBER
Twin Lakes, Supplies . . 2.87
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational, Corp.,
Equipment 
1t03.0°
Kaplan School Supply Corp., Equipment 167.00
Follett Publishing Company, Supplies 17.59
Science Research Associates, Equipment 187.20
Educational Activities, Inc., Supplies 23.75
Murray Home and Auto Store, Supplies , 3.88
University Book Store, Supplies 11.07
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corp.,
Equipment 455.95
Developmental Learning Materials, Equipment 119.65
Pearon Publishers, Inc., Supplies 68.10
Rose's, Inc., Supplies 253
JANUARY
Houghton Mifflin Co., Supplies . ,  12.58
Depter and Westbrook, Supplies 51.12
Pool Office Equipment and Supplies, Supplies 2A0
JANUARY
Sammons Bakery, Supplies 4  46
Charles C. Thomas, Publishers, Supplies 7  70
Educational Activities, Equipment 46.99
Central School Supply Co. Supplies    27.48
Barnell Loft, Ltd., Equipment 132.40
2.49
734
University Book Store, Supplies 
Bank of Murray, Checks 
Creative Teaching Associates, Supplies 27.62
T3 aker and Taylor Edncational Products, Equip 268.00
Barnell Loft, Ltd., Supplies .-. 3  19
Kaplan School Supply Corp., Supplies 46.00
Dr. H. C. Denham, Services 30.00
FEBRUARY
University Book Store, Supplies 18.03
Or. H. C. Denham, Services , 95.00
University Book Store, Supplies 76.05
Murray Home and Auto Store, Supplies .  37.02
Debbie Colyott, Travel 3  50
Rose's Department store, Supplies  5.35
Wallace's Book Stfe, Supplies ... .349.62
Tonda West, Travel  5.00
Twin Lakes Office Products, Supplies  96.00
Pool Office Equipment and Supplies, Supplies 59.56
Big K Department Stores, Supplies  12.94
National Education Association, Supplies '  52.91
Southwest Plastic Binding Co., Equipment 204.18
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corp.,
Equipment
Postmaster Lester Nanney, Stamps 
MARCH .




Rose's Stores, Inc., Supplies  ,6.41
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc., Services 40.00
Dr. H. C. Denham, Services 101.00
Central School Supply, Supplies 5  79
Follett Publishing Company, Supplies 13.55
The Education Center, Equipment 78.55
American Guidance Service, Inc., Equipment 518.98
Starks Hardware, Supplies 324
Nanci Givens, Typing 15.00
Wallace's Book Store, Supplies 36.02
-Calloway House, Inc., Equipment  143.36
Phonovisual Products, Inc., Equipment 148.30
Debbie Colyott, Travel 4  44
Tonda West, Travel. 324
WAtern Psychological Services, EqUipmefil 233.10
Science ROsearch Associates, Equipment 398.20
Beltone Electronic Corporation, Equipment 487.25
Bausch and Lomb, Equipment 602.23
Dr. H. C Denham, Services •a  65.00
Houghton Mifflin Co , Supplies 253
Wells Electric, Work 386.50
JUNE
Dr. H. C. Denham, Services 
Rose's Stores, Supplies
Debbie Colyott, Travel
.University Book Store, Supplies 22.38
Debbie Colyott, Travel 21Q
American Guidance Service, Inc., Supplies 65
Harcourt Brace Jovanich, Inc., Supplies 8  40
Billie Downing, Professional Serv. '2544:1
Dr. Harry Bowman, Consultant 800.00
SVE Society for Visual Education, Inc., Equip. 2,181.74
CTB-McGraw-Hill, Supplies 12.29
Central School Supply, Supplies   16.11
Shelby School Supply Inc., Equipment 117.94
Communication Research Association, Supplies 23.25
Channing L. Bete, Supplies 37.93
The Psychological Corporation Supplies 39.18
Postmaster Lester Nanney, Stamps 646
Social Security ( Sept.-June) 691.45
Teacher's Retirement Matching Fund 564.61)























Subscribed and sworn to this the 13th day of August, 1976.
Katherine Russell, Notary Public, my commission expires
Feb. 25, 1979
Let's Stay Well
Induced Sleep in Migraine Treatment
By F.J.L Blassigame
Induced sleep appears to be,
effective in the relief of migraine
in a high percentage of such
Cafes.
While migraine headaches
vary considerably in their
severity, the attacks are often
quite painful. Typically. the pain
is confined to one side of the ,
head. Migraine headaches are
often disable*, commonly hav-
ing an associated nausea and
vomiting. Constipation or diar- Q Mrs. 1F.'s relative returned
rhea may accompany an attack. from foreign travel with diar-
A migraine may last from one to rhea and is said to have giar-
several days and recur in diasis She wants information on
episodes spaced days or weeks this condition especially how the
apart_ disease spreads and how it O tre,
David Coddon, M.D a ated.
neurologist and director of the A. This condition is caused by
Headache Clinic at Mount Sinai a protozoan, Giardia tambita
Hospital in New York, utulized which is a snail, pear-shaped
induced sleep to break up an at- parasite first described many
tack. His patients literally sleep years ago by a French biologist
away their pain_ Alfred Giard It is widely do-
According to a report in tributed, but many causes have
Health Insurance News, this been reported in recent years in
sleep treatment has proved persons who have visited in the
effective in about 90 per cent of Soviet Union, especially in thethe attacks of migraine in tests Leningrad area.
involving more than 2,000 cases An infestation apparently pro-
Physicians have long noted du ces little or no symptoms in
that natural sleep is beneficial in some people who may act as
cases of migraine, and Dr. Cod- carriers The parasites live indon feels that he O only applying the upper intestinal tract and
nature's remedy by bringing on may produce abdominal dis-sleep with medicine, comfort and diarrhea, Corn -me treatment is relatively plications are rare. The
simple and generally safe It in- parasites enter the body throughvolved the intravenous injec- food and drinking water. A druglions of Valium (diazepam), known as Atabrine tan anti-Arnytal (amobarbital), and Corn- malarial agent) is usually allpazine (prochiorperazine). A effective treatment.
treatment may be given in an
emergency room, a physician's Q Mrs. RK read recently that
office, or at home. These a physician has "gone bare" in
medications are not regarded as his practice and wants to know
habit forming, what it means
The induced sleep lasts from A. Because of the high cost ofthree to six hours or slightly professional liability (malprac-
longer While the patient may be Lice) insurance, a number ofa bit groggy when sleep ends, the physicians have decided to drop
attack of migraine is usually it and practice without it Suchbroken up Headache is often physicians are said to havegone "gone bare." In other words, they
An added benefit appears to are exposed ("bare") to legal ac-
follow this form of induced-sleep bon against then without thetreatment in that the episodes of benefits of insurance coverage.
migraine seem to recur less fre-
quently. In other words.
headache-free periods tend to
last longer after this form of
therapy.
While this treatment loolo en-
couraging and promising, Dr
Ooddon wants to test it further
before he will be altogether
satisfied with his technique and





Frances Drake  %.*
FOR MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1971
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
AFUES
(mar 21 to Apr. 20)
A more or leas average day.
Bauer finish, or at least further,
current projects. Starting new
undertakings without proper
preparation could lead to
disappointment.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't head into coin-
plications. Steer a clear course
and focus ambitions on an at-
tainable plateau. Don't strive
for the unreasonable.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 11:1411.-
Business matters, difficult
tasks, long-range planning
favored. But don't rush into
things. Have patience, be
vigilant and precise.
CANCER
(June 22.to July 23* e
Seek out a more distinc 'ye,
more strategic way to push your
interests. They can be handled
with greater ease if you depend
on your own judgment.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23) al4g
Don't let surface glitter
beguile you. Search for facts
before accepting any
proposition - no matter how
rosy it sounds.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Don't take on too many
responsibilities. You could bog
down even though your
shoulders are strong and your
motives admirable.
LIBRA
(Sept 2410 Oct. 23)
Venus continues beneficent.
Especially favored: domestic
interests, romance and artistic
pursuits. But stress accuracy,
poise in action.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) In,
A day for achievement.
Morning interviews highly
successful - especially for




( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) eel.
Caution urged in money
matters. Pay no attention to
reckless friends who urge you to
spend foolishly.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Curb a tendency toward
lethargy now. An indifferent
attitude could cause you to lose
out on good opportunities.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) =A
Meet and discuss plans with
others involved, but don't be
dismayed if you run into petty
quibbling. Overlook minor
diffetences to attain the more
important objectives.
PISCES
( Feb. 29 to Mar. 20) X
You may mho your mark now
because of anxiety or
miscalculation. Try to avoid
this by taking things in stride
aod strengthening your per-
ceptiveness.
YOU BORN TODAY as so
many other Librans, are ex-
tremely talented along artistic
lines, and your creativity,
coupled with an intensely
idealistic and philosophical
nature, often inspires you to
create works of almost
awesome beauty - especially
in literature or music. Your gift
for words is outstanding and
evidences itself in highly ar-
ticulate speech as well as in
your writings. You are a
brilliant conversationalist and
should you take up a career at
law, for instance, your
eloquence and convincing
arguments would probably soon
propel you into statesmanship
or diplomacy, where you would
shine. Other fields in which you
could excel: painting, medicine,
banking and the stage. Traits to
curb: Living in the past and
brooding over fancied slights.





By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I just can't believe that you took the
time to write me a personal letter. I know it wasn't a form
letter because you addressed me by my name several times
and even referred to people I told you about in my letter.
And when you said, "Please write again. I care," I cried.
Abby, why would anyone want to help me straighten out
my rotten mixed-up life? I don't deserve it. Five times
people saved me from suicide, Sometimes I wish they'd
have let me die-it's so hard to keep saying "thank you."
I sin a registered nurse and should be helping people,
but instead people are helping me, which makes me feel so
guilty.
I have a fantastic new psychiatrist who acts as though
he really cares about me. I don't know why anyone would
care if I lived or died. I'm not pretty or smart or
productive. I'm a burden and a problem to everyone who
knows me. But this doctor makes me feel so great.
Is life worth living to feel great for only one hour a
week? Help me.
FINISHED AT 24
DEAR "24": You're far from finished, You're just
beginning to realize bow precious life is. Every hIirnan
being who reaches out for help wants it-and deserves it.
It's always darkest just before the dawn. Hang in there,
and don't let your doctor be yourself) down. You can make
it if you try. I'm counting on you.
DEAR ABBY: My father is a minister and has been
associated with Alcoholics Anonymous, ao I am familiar
with the effects of drinking. Consequently, I have
developed a bias against alcohol in any form. I will not
drink it or pay for it at any time. Since I am a male college
student who enjoys dating and patronizing good restau-
rants, this presents a problem.
As "soon as I enter a restaurant with a date, the waiter
asks if we want a cocktail. When we order dinner, the
waiter asks if we want wine. After dinner, an afterdinner
di-ink is suggested. I don't want any, but what about my
date?
Do I tell her that if she wants to drink she will have to
pay for it herself? Or must I compromise my principles for
her "benefit"?
TEXAS TEETOTALER
DEAR TEET: Refusing to pa; for alcoholic beterugee
as a matter of principle is your right, but you should
explain this to your date in advance. You may lose a few
girls who don't share your bias, but I guarantee you'll
wind up with another teetotaler in the end.
DEAR ABBY: How does a married woman tell her
parents that something is none of their business?
When my husband and I visit them, they ask a lot of
questions that we don't care to answer. Most of these
concern the private lives of our friends. To make matters
worse, my parents repeat everything they hear. And my
mother exaggerates until she stretches the truth.
I can't come out and say, "It's none of your business."
There must be a nicer way of getting this across. I hate to
lie and say I don't know.
DIXIE
DEAR DIXIE: You could say. "Talking about people
and their personal affairs is dull and boring. Can't we talk
about something else?' Then change the subject.
. Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren. 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
'How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose •
long, self-addressed, stamped (2441 envelope.
Yourindividual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 2e, 1974
Look in. the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARMS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TAI
Your stars warn against
undue exertion, scattering
energies, unwisely attempting
to handle the unfamiliar. In
general, stick to routine.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:54(iil'
Lock below the surface for
more leads which will help you
to solve problems, hasten your




( May 22 to June 21) 169-
Stimulating Mercury in-
fluences fatter a spirit of ad-
venture, strengthen the pur-
posefulness which always leads
to a good day. Social activities
should be especially interesting.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 28) (:;)
Restlessness or over-
zealousness could send yau off
too readily on a detrimental
bent, a truly wrong turn. Stop,
look and listen before taking
any action.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. U)
An inspired idea and friendly
cooperation should help you in
perfecting some of your long-
range plans. Study new
developments.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Certain situations highly
mystifying. 11-y to get some
background information which
could help you to clarify mat-
ters.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) o.gr.a.
Under generous Venus in-
fluences, your creative urges
are strong, may impel you to do
something unusual and out-
standing. Make the most of a
fine period!
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. n) iker•
Submerge emotions and
permit Ideas to nurture, grow.
Accomplish with dispatch and
efficiency, but avoid reckless
haste.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may have to slow down
now. This does not mean you
are stagnating. A period of rest
will revive your energies for
brisker action, refresh your
mind.
CAPRICORN
t Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Take time to analyze
situations, probabilities,
possibilities. This will save
much time later. An excellent
day for making revisions.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Before winding up any
project, observe if you have left
anything out, omitted a small




( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A better day than you may
think at first. But you will have
to look long and hard for most of
the findings you would like. All
the livelier!
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly imaginative individual,
endowed with lofty ideals and
creative talents galore. There is
a practical aide to your nature,
too, so you are able to carry out
your most unique and
imaginative ideas - especially
in such fields as music,
literature and painting. With so
much of the artistic prevailing
in your nature, it is unusual that
you should also possess fine
business acumen, but you do
and should you, through one
circumstance or another, find
yourself vocationally in a
On July 9, 1962, the United
States set off a two-megaton
hydrogen explosion 200 miles
above the Pacific Ocean over
Johnston Island.
Atmospheric nuclear tests
were resumed by the Soviet
Union on Aug. 5, 1962.
On July 19, 1962, Communist
Chief Jams Kadar was report-
ed to be purging Stalinist lead-
ers in the Hungarian Commu-
nist' party.
Jonas Salk announced suc-
cess of his anti-polio vaccine, in
1955.
commercial field, you would
undoubtedly reach an executive
level in a very short time. Other
fields open to your talents:
sculpture, designing, the
theater and interior decorating.
Birthdate of: Cuthbert ( Lord)
Collingwood, Brit. admiral; T.
S. Eliot, poet, playwright; Julie








and sources of supply.
Succeeding Mr. Hicks as
vice-president of research
and development is
Franklyn S. Barry Jr.,
formerly director of
manufacturing and who
joined Fisher-Price in 1969
as a marketing analyst.
Mr. Barry will clirect the
research and development
of the ongoing product lines
of Fisher-Price.
' In announcing the two
--appointments, Mr. Coords
said that as "Fisher-Price
continues to investigate
growth opportunities, it has
become apparent that a
greater concentration of
effort should be made
toward diversification.
"Mr. Hicks has been
selected for this fob based
on his life-time association
with the toy industry and
his intimate knowledge of
our product line, com-
petition, and markets,"
said Mr. Coords.
Mr. Coords said Mr.
Barry brings to his new job
as vice-president of R & D
"a number of successes in
the administration of
various aspects of the
company's business."
Mr. Hicks, of 6 Smokes
Creek Rd., Orchard Park,
N. Y., joined Fisher-Price
in 1952 as an industrial
engineer. He served in a
variety of manufacturing
positions until 1959, when
he was promoted to
assistant to the president.
In 1960 he was appointed
director of research and
development, which he
held until being named
vice-president in 1967.
Mr. Hicks is a graduate
of the State University of
New York at Buffalo.
Mr. Barry, of 7 Chase




his seven years with
Fisher-Price. From 1971 to
1972 he served as the ad-
ministrative assistant to
the president of The
Quaker Oats Company, the
parent of Fisher-Price. He
returned to Fisher-Price as
manager of the Holland, N.




operations in the com-
pany's five domestic
plants.
Mr. Barry is a graduate
of Harvard College and




Known for much of its
corporate history as a
manufacturer of preschool
toys, Fisher-Price in 1973
introduced a line of infants'
toys. In 1976, the company
developed an assortment of
playthings for early grade
school children.
Additionally, several new
categories have been in-
troduced at Fisher-Price in
• the4st six years, including
dolls and other plush toys,
trucks, and action games.
Dr. Robert Yoak
Chiropractor
Professional Bldg., Hardin, Ky.
Announces
The change in office hours
Tues. through Thurs. 9-12, 2-6
Sat. by appointment
Branch Office 700 Oak Rd, Paducah, Ky.
10-12 and 1-7

































































































By PETER J. BOY ER
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — It
won't be Dick and Jane
helping youngsters learn to
read in some classrooms this
fall, but rock 'n rollers like
Fleetwood .Mac, Paul Simon
and the Doobie Brothers.
The pounding rever-
berations will be used to teach
the basics of reading. Taking
the place of traditional
primers will be the hip lyrics
,f contemporary pop music
performers, from Simon to
Harry Chapin to The Four
Tops.
A program called HITS —
High Interest Teaching
Systems — is bringing the Top
40 into the classrOom in the
hope of motivating students
whose reading skills are
structurally weak.
"It works great, it's a really
nice approach," said Natalie
Lucas, a special education
instructor at Tustin High
School in Orange County. "I
think-it works so well because
the kids love it."
Compared with the
traditional ways of learning
the fundamentals of reading,
it is little wonder the kids love
H.
Instead of sitting in a circle,
awaiting ,their turns to read
aloud, HITS students make
themselves comfortable, plug
in their earphones and listen
to a hail-hour of their favorite
music.
At the beginning of each
tape, a disc jockey introduces
a song and instructs the
students to follow along in
their workbooks. They hear
words already familiar to
them, and see the words
printed in their workbooks.
As the students hear the
words of their favorite songs,
they learn how the words are
put together, said James
Coffey, director of the HITS
program.
"Using the words of the
songs, students learn word
analysis, consonants and
spelling patterns," Coffey
Rid. "On the upper level, they




EASY STREET, N.C. (AP)
— There's no highway sign
marking it, and it's not on the
official state map. But Easy
Street does exist.
At the intersection of North
Carolina 96 and 55 in northern
Sampson County, sits God-
win's store — the unofficial
town hall. A soft drink sign
proclaims the name of the
community.
"About 40 years ago," says
Alphonzo Godwin, the com-
munity's unofficial mayor, "I
had another store right over
yonder and Uncle Frank
Maynard walked in one day
and there was about a dozen
boys lying around taking it
easy. 'Well,' Uncle Frank
said, 'This must be Easy
Street,' and the name just
stuck after that."
But Godwin said the ap-
proximately 200 Easy Street
residents have to work for a
living just like everybody else.
"My wife runs this store,
and I farm, and between the
both of us working, we get
by," saidnodwin. "Most folks




— When the judge called the
case of Richard D. Jaggers
Jr., he expected only one man
0 approach the bench.
Instead, two. walked for-
4ard, gave the same name
and said they were ready to
miter pleas on charges of
ckuriken driving and speeding.
Both told Municipal Judge
Girtis Springer they were
liorn on Oct. 3, 1954.
The confusion finally began
* subside when one said his
taiddle name was David and
tbe other said his was Donald.
It turned out that after
Stichard Donald Jaggers Jr.
id a fine for running a stoppa
some time ago, he was
Mistakenly told he had to
appear on the drunken driving
atid speeding charges.
Those charges actually
*ere intended for Richard
*avid Jaggers Jr.
"en court adjourned, D.
fbr David had paid a $150 fine
ind D. for Donald left with
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STORY Of THE GAME-The story of the game for Murray High was, again, the defense. Here, a Fulton City !miner is smocked
and is in the process of fumbling the ball. Tigers in the action ore Darrell Foster (31 ),Tim Lane (67), Lee Miller (78) and Kerry
Thompson (8)). (Stall Photos by Barry Draw)
Ranked Teams Begin To Earn
Respect Of State Opponents
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. API -
Teams ranked in the five
classifications of The
Associated Press high school
football poll have finally
begun to earn some respect.
Twenty of the 25 teams
ranked in the five polls were in
action Friday night and only
two were beaten. One of those
losers -,72Ag. 5 Manual of
Major League
gindings
By The Associated Press
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
New York 93 61
Baltimore 86 68 .558 7
Cleveland 78 74 .613 14 ,
Boston 77 78 .497 1614
Detroit 89 84 .450 23%
Milwkee 66 89 .422 28
West
Kan City 89 05 .578 -
Caldand sa 71 .I.29 6
Minnesota 83 76 .518 9%
(aliforn 71 84 .458 08%
Texas 70 85 .462 19%
Chicago 64 91 .413 25%
Friday's Games
New York 04, Pktroit 3-0
Baltimore 3, Boston 0
Cleveland 2, Milwaukee 0
Kansas City 2, Texas 1, 14 in-
Chicago 4, Oakland 2
Only games scheduled
Setw-day's Games
California (Ryan 15-17) at
Minnesota (Goltz 13-14)
New York (Alexander 12-9) at
Detroit (Glynn 0-2)
Boston (Mara 20-11) at Balti-
more (Grons)ey 8-43),
mnwauitee (Beare 2-1) at
Clevelaxxl (Dobwin (n)
Kansas City (Hassler 540) at
Texas (Blyleven 12-16), (n)
Oakland (Bahnsen 8-7) at














Pitts 67 .666 8
New York 82 71 .638 11
Chicago 71 84 .468 23
St. Leads 6984 .451 24
Montreal 53 99 .349 3914
West
x-Cinci 98 58 .638
Los Ang 8866 .571 10
Houston 77 78 .407 21%
San Fran 70 86 .44929
San Diego 69 86 .448 29
Atlanta 67 88 .432 32%
x-cllnched divLsion title
Friday's Games
- Philadelphia 9-2, Montreal 3-3
St. Louis 10-1, Pittsburgh 8-11
San Diego 8, Atlanta 4
New York 4, Chicago 3
H011ital 14, San Francisco 5
Los Angeles 7, Cincinnati 6
Saturday's Games
(hicago (Benicia 7-11) at New
York (Swan 68), 2:15 p.m.
Philadelptda (Underwood 1°-
5) at Mcntreal (Fryman 13-11),
2:15 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Reuss 13-8) at St.
Louts (Mc(Ilothen 12-14), 2, 2:16
p.m.
(3ncinnati (Nolan 13-9) at Lcs
Angeles (Downing 1-2), 4 p.m.
Houston (McLaughlin 4-4) at
San Francisco (Barr 1441), 4
P.m
San Diego ((welt:Info 0.0) at
Atlanta liuthven 13-18), 7:30
p.m.
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia at Montre.al, 2, 1
p.m.
Chicago at New York, 2 p.m.
San Diego at Atlanta, 2:15
▪ Pittsburgh at St. Louis, 2:15
• Qncinnati at Last Angeles,
:4:15 p.m.
Houston at San Francisco,
4:15 p.m.
Jefferson County AAAA -
was beaten 14-7 by another
ranked team, No. 3 St. Xavier.
Wesport dumped No. 5
Oldham County of State AAA
by 14-6.
Three of the top-ranIted
teams had eas; times
remaining unbeaten.
Franklin-Simpson of State
AAA whipped Ohio County 27-
6, Murray of State AA trim-
med Fulton City 20-6 and
Harrodsburg of State A ripped
Lincoln County 48-0.
The other top-rated tearhs,
Bishop David of Jefferson
County AAAA and Bowling
Green of State AAAA, will be




Three other teams - No. 4
Owensboro Catholic of State
AAAA, No. 2 Raceland State A
and No. 5 Bellevue of Stati A
-were idle.
Westport, which came up on
the short end of the score in its
first four games of 'the year,
rode short touchdown runs by
Walt Garrett and David
Woodend to the upset of
previously unbeaten Oldham
County. The losers' only score
came on Maurice Hardin's 30-
yard scamper with an in-
tercepted pass in the first
period.
In other games Friday night
involving ranked teams:
--.Jefferson County AAAA:
No. 2 Trinity blasted Thomas
Jefferson 40-0 with the defense
^ontributing a pair of safeties
on blocked punts and running
backs Mike McCarty and
Gary Smith adding a pair of
scoring runs each, and No. 4
Seneca downed Eastern 21-12.
-State AAAA: No. 2
Henderson County overcame
Madisonville 25-1,4, Robert
Renaud passed 23 yards to
Robert Young for one touch-
down and sneaked in from a
yard out for another as No. 3
P•iducah Tilghman blitzed
Hopkinsville 41-0, and No, ,5
Ashland clubbed Greenup
:County 41-12.
-State AAA: No. 2
Erlanger Lloyd edged
C,ovington Holmes 20-13, No. 3
Newport Catholic nipped
Newport 14-13 and No. 4
Danville got by Campbell
County 19-12 on three Chris
Jones touchdown runs.
-State AA: No. 2 Scott
County collared Woodford
County 22-14 as Tommy White
ran seven and three yards for
touchdowns, Brent Freeman
ran for one score and passed
40 yards to Jeff Miller for
another as No. 3 Corbin
walloped Williamsburg 34-14,
No. 4 Mayfield drilled Cald-
well County 42-14 and Kevin
Rye went 45 yards on a pas-'
from Chad Ellis and Mark
Russell ran 50 yardS for
another score as 5 Boyle
County bl ed Mercer
County 27
GOING WIDE -Grettis Bumphis (20) of the Tigers goes wide to the right while Bryant Patton
(28) of Fulton City is in pursuit. Tigers in the picture are David Cathey (79), Barry Wells (80) and
Tim Garland (74).
/Staff Photos by Barry Drew)
TOP TWO .The first two finishers in the cross country race Friday were Brian Rutter (right)and freshman Richard Charleston. Rutter was only seven secoRds off the course record. Murraywon the dual meet over Arkansas State 21-39.
Murray Beats Fulton City 20-6
Bayless And Defense I
Pace Tigers To Win
- By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Whoever said there's no
'such thing as a good loser
never met Gwin Wood.
Wood is the head football
coach at Fulton City High
School, Not only was he a good
loser Friday night, but he was
a happy loser.
Most of the good folks
around Fulton thought their
beloved Bulldogs would lose
by about 60 points against the
big and had' Murray High
Tigers, ranked first in Class
AA and third in the entire
state.
The good folks were wrong.
They lost 20-6 to the big and
bad Tigers who weren't so big
and bad in Fulton's Memorial
Stadium. There were only two
ways to tell Murray High was
drithe field.
NiMirtie' r one: the team that
was sttpposed to be Murray
High wore ' black and gold,
which is the color for Murray
'High, and the fer.,sys said
Tigers, which is the nielname
for Murray High.
Number two: the bait..
Where else could you find a
band that draws a standing
ovation from everyone in the
stadium.
In all fairness to Murray
High, the absence of senior
tailback Lindsey Hudspeth
made one heck of a difference.
Hudspeth, who had rushed for
478 yards in three games, sat
out the game on the sidelines.
He received a bruise on the
knee last week in the win over
Mayfield and Tiger Coach
John Hina felt that playing
Hudspeth could be a risk,
especially since Murray has
two consecutive Class AA
District games corning up.
But even yet, the Tigers
-appeared to be "down."
Fulton City hit hard all night
and as has been the story for
Tiger opponents all season,
they got extremely tired late
in the game.
"We were small and lacked
depth," Wood said.
"Murray just wore us out in
the last quarter. Our kids had
to play both ways. But I'm
extremely proud of our kids.
We had some super efforts.
"I thought our entire
defensive line did a heck of a
job plus we got a super game
from linebackers Mike Cash
Sports
In Brief
By The Associated Press
AUTO RACING
PARIS, France - James
Hunt of Britain, was
disqualified as the winner of
the July 18 British Grand Prix
and the victory was awarded
to runner-up Niki Lauda of
Austria
t/OLF
NAPA, Calif. - Forrest
Fezler and Johnny Miller are





Donna Caponi Young shot a 69
and moved into a four stroke
lead over Debbie Austin after




LOS ANGELES - Sandy
Mayer surprised second-
seeded Guillermo Vitas of
Argentina 6-3, 6-4 in third
round action in the $125,000
Pacific Southwest Open.
HORSE RACING
NEW YORK - N liana,
$6.40, closed with a rush and
beat out Hinterland by 1,1
lengths to take the $25,000
Marconia Purse at Belmont
Park. '
PHILADELPHIA -- Jan
Venal, $8.20, took the lead in
the stretch to scete a mild
upset in the feature at
Keystone, beating Bold Perky
by 31•: lengths.
BOWIE, Md. - Pocotaligo,
$28.80, beat Crossbones in a
photo finish to capture the
feature at Bowie Race Track.
II=
and Ronnie Nelms," Wood
said.
The game, from start to
finish and. including the
halftime show, lasted for only
100 minutes, which may be
some kind of record. There
were only 50 yards in penalties
in the contest, 35 on Murray
High and a mere 15 on the
Bulldogs.
Not the least bit awed by the
high rankings of Murray,
Fulton City came to win, not
just to play. And for the first
quarter, they did simply
super.
Although they were not able
to move on the ground, the
Bulldogs stopped Murray.
Credit the first Tiger touch-
down to the defense. Murray
backed Fulton up to the
Bulldog 16 on a fourth and 14
punt situation. The punt
Carried only 24 yards and
Murray took over on the
Fulton City 40.
Led by the bruising running
of tailback Tony Bayless, the
Tigers merfted downfield.
With 7:53 left in the second
period, Bayless dove tiff right
tackle to break the deadlock.
The PAT failed and Murray
had a'fi-,Q lead.
The only other excitement of
the first haff-came justbefore
the end of the second period
when on the final Play, Grettis
Bumphis of the Tigers elec-
trified the crowd with a tun of
36 yards.
Sophomore Anthony Parker
of Fulton City sent thg Bulldog
fans bananas and made quite
a festival of it as he returned a
Jeff Oakley punt 76 yards for a
touchdown to tie the game at
6-6 with 2:40 left in the third
period.
The PAT was blocked by
Kerry Thompson of the
Tigers.
"Their wall that they set up
was very successful," Hina
said of the play.
"That's what a wall is for. I
felt like Jeff Oakley was
clipped on the play but I don't
guess there was a clip because
it wasn't called," he added.
The turning point in the
game came at the end of the
third period. Oakley punted
the ball and Parker fumbled
at the Fulton City 28 where
Grettis Bumphis recovered.
Using eight plays, all on the
ground, the Tigers snapped
the tie whon fullback Darrell
Foster bulled in from two
yards out. The conversion
pass failed and Murray led 12-
6 with 9:23 left in the game.
Fulton gambled and lost
with 6:06 left in the game.
They had a fourth and eight
from the Murray High 45. On
the option, Parker threw an
incomplete bomb and the
Tigers took over.
Bayless carried the ball
three consecutive times for
gains of four, 15, and 28 yards,
putting Murray on the Fulton
nine.
Three plays later, with 3:58
left in the game, Bayless dove
in from a yard out. Quar-
terback Roger Grogan hit
Frank Gilliam for the con-
version pass and Murray led
20-6.
The Tigers had one more
chance to score but the drive
ended at the Bulldog eight as
the time ran out.
Fulton had just five yards
rushing and 11 of 20 in the air
for 76 yards, for a total offense
of just 81 yards. Murray had
238 net rushing yards while
'Grogan was three for six with
an interception for 34 yards,
giving the Tigers 272 yards in
total offense.
Jeff Oakley had an in-
terception for Murray while
Andy Ryan and Bumphis had
fumble recoveries.
Ryan sacked quarterback
Dave Peterson of Fulton for a
nine-yard loss while Bayless
and Barry Wells combined to
sack Peterson for a 10-yard
loss in the contest.
Bayless was a one-man
show for Murray High.
He carried the bell 27 times
and finished with 160 yards, by
far his best game of the
season.
"We blocked pretty well for
Bayless in the second half,"
Hina said.
True, Bayless had 54 yards
in the first half and 106 in the
second.
"We just didn't play ball,"
Hine said.
-We won the game, that's
the only thing we have to be
proud of. We wanted Hudspeth
to be well for next week. I-IL
had a slight injury and' OK
didn't want -to take any
chances.
"He'll be ready next week,"
Hina added.
Next week is a key game for
the Tigers against Caldwell
County, which was ripped 42-
14 by Mayfield Friday. Both
Caldwell and Mayfield have
lost games in District play
while the Tigers are un-
defeated.
The Tigers are also un-
defeated on the year, sporting
a 4-0 record. Fulton City, now
2-3 on the season, will play at
Ballard Memorial next
Friday.
For Murray, the game with
Caldwell will be the last borne
District game. The 'Tigers
must face Trigg County and
Todd County on the road and
must win all three of the









You pay about a fourth of your total electric costs
for hot water - and one leaky faucet can drip away
hundreds of gallons (and waste kitowatthours) every
month.
Fix those faucets. And get your money's worth
from your hot water by taking brief showers instead of
tub baths, washing fuliloads of clothes and dishes.
and making sure,the water heater thermostat is set no
higher than 150 degrees.
Hot water - it's just too valuable to waste.
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NOWHERE THIS TIME-Kent Hatchets (44) of the Bulldogs gets nailed here by Frank Gilliam ($2) of the Tigers. Others in the
picture are Tony Baylesit24), Kerry Thompson (81), David Kennedy (71), Mork Macklin (65) and Ronnie Nelms (84).





"I'd have to say the odds are
long," said Pittsburgh
Manager Danny Murtaugh,
referring to the Pirates'
chances of winning the
National League East
pennant.
The Pirates' odds of
overtaking first-place
Philadelphia grew longer
Friday night when both teams
split doubleheaders, leaving
the Phillies six games ahead
of Pittsburgh. But
Philadelphia iiow has nine
games remaining and Pitt-
sburgh has just seven left.
Three more Philadelphia
victories or Pittsburgh losses
will give the Phillies their
third pennant and earn them
the right to meet West
Division champion Cincinnati
for the NL championship.
The Pirates' string shor-
tened Friday night after they
lost to St. Louis 10-6, then beat
the Cardinals 11-1, while the
Phillies trounced Montreal 9-3
before losing 3-2.
In other National League
games, San Diego downed
Atlanta 6-4, the New York
Mets edged the Chicago Cubs
4-3, Houston battered San





By The Associated Press
Allen County 13. Eiarren Co. C
Ashland 41, Greenup 03. 12
13erdstown 411, Marion 03. 0
Bath 03. 6, Louisa 0
Belfry 14, Janson Central 13
Boone Co. 31, Ft. 'Marna:
Highlands ZS
Bourbon Co. 77, Fleming .Co.
Boyd Cu. Portsmouth,
Ohio, 28
Boyle 03. 77, Mercer 03. 0
Breeldnridge Cu. 40, Henry
03. 12
Campbellsville 27, E. Hardir
8
Carroll Co. 8, Beechwcod 0
Casey Co. 28, CaraCrl 03. 12
Cawood 8, Lynch 0
Clark Co. 14, Laurel Co. 7
Oxrer 32, Cbv. Catholic 12
Cbrbin 34. Williamsburg 14
Crum. W.Va., 34,
Wheelwright 16 -- -46
Cumberland 22, Harlan 14
Danville 19, Campbell Co. 12
Edrnonson OD. 46. Butler Cu.
0
Flimabethtown 24, Bullitt Cen-
tral 8
Erlanger Lloyd 33, (by.
Eloimes 13
Everts 32, Harard 6
FaIrVIew 20, E. Carter 6
Franklin-Simpscn 27, °hie.
Cb. 6
Ft. Campbell 18, Russellville
0
Garrard Co. 12, Anderson Cu.
Gernallel 19, Red Boiling
Springs, Thrtn. 6
Green Co. 18, Washington Cu.
7
Hancock Co. 12, Berea 6
Harrison Cu. 21, Mcntgomery
Co. 33
Harrodsburg 48, Lincoln Cu.
Hart Co. 18, Cave_rna 0
Heath 77, Filton Co. 0




Jeff. Doss 9, Jeff. Butler 6
Jeff. Durrett 30, Jeff. Moore (
Jeff. Fern Creek 7, Jeff.
Southern 0
Jeff. Pleasure Ridge Park 26,
Jeff. Voestern 20
Jeff. Valley 77, Jeff. Stuart 6
Jeff. We:Apo:et 14, Oidttam
3
LaRue Oa. 28, Ft. Knox 13
Leslie 03. 34, Virgie 23
Lex. Henry Clay 14, Franklin
Co. 2
Lex. Lafayette 9, Lex. Tates
Creek. 7
' Lou. Atherton 61, Lou.
Shawnee 0
Loa. 13allard 28, Jeff. Wagge-
ner 15
Lou. St. XaNder 14, Jeff. Man-
ual 7
Lou. Seneca 21, Jeff. Eastern12
Lou. Trinity 40. Thomas Jet-
ferwon 0
Ur* Oak 21, marehan co 0
Ludlow 28. Dayton 8
Mayfield 42, Caldwell 03 14
Meerie Cu. 31, N. liarctin
Middlesboro 4.3, Knox Centel
22
Murray 70, FUlton City 6
Nee/part Catholic 14, Newport
13
Nic_holas Co. ..15. Jessamine
OD. 14
Owen Co. 26, Lou. Country
Day 0
Owenst)aro Apollo 13, Daviess
(b.0 ;
Pad. Tilghman 4.1. Hopidns-
ville 0
Paintsville 49, Johns Creek 0
Paris 21, Maysville 0
Pikeville 26, Fleming-Neon 14
Pineville 36, Lynn Camp 6




dland 26. Ballard Me-
morial 12
Rich. IvLadison 32, Lex. Sayre
0
Rockcastle .03. 80, Miller-
sburg Military
Russell Oa. 14, Estill 03. 12
Russell 10, BarbtursvWe,
W.Va. 0
Scott 03. 22, Woodford Cu. 1,4
Shelby Cb. 34, Grayson 03. 0
Sirncri Kentori 21, Dbde
Heights 15
Someset 3, Lex. Etryan Sta-
tion 0
Taylor Oo 16, Adair 03 8




Trigg Co. 36, Crittenden Co. 0
Trimble Cu. 14, N. Bullitt
Union 03. 26, Owensboro 14
Warren Central 33, McLean
Co. 0
Whitesburg 31, M.C. Napier 0













Rt. 3. Box 284B, Murray
5(2-474-2228
Located on Hwy. 94,5 miles east of Murray




INDIVIDUAL LEADER-Jimmy Riddle of the University of
Kentucky, a Madisonville native, goes for a birdie putt on the
-Wool -kik Friday. Riddle corded rounds of 66 and 72 for a six•
under 138 total to take the lead in the Murray State In-
vitational being played at the Murray Country Club.
Isratf Photo by Mike Brarrlos)
Kentucky Leading Field
At MSU Golf Tournament
With 18 holes to be played, the University of Kentucky team
held a 17-stroke lead in the 54-hole, 12th annual Murray State
University Intercollegiate Golf Tournament being played
this weekend at the Murray Country Club.
Led by two West Kentuckians, Jimmy Riddle of Melison-
ville and Russ Cochran of Paducah, the Kentucky team's
total was 571 at the end of the 36 holes played yesterday.
In second place in the 10-team field was the Austin Peay
State University team with 588, while the Middle Tennessee
team was three strokes back at 591.
Illinois State and Tennessee Tech were tied at 593, followed
by Bradley at 596; Murray State and the University of
Missouri at 603; Southern Illinois University at 610 and the
defending champion, Eastern Kentucky University, at 618.
Riddle was the first day's individual leader with 138, six un-
der par for the 6,338-yard layout. A senior at Kentucky and
majoring in general studies, he equalled the course record
for a competitive round his first time out with a 66, six under
par, a round that included four birdies and an eagle. The
eagle came on the 5-par first hole which he reached in two
and ran home his putt.
On his afternoon round hashot an even per 72.
In second place was Kevin Klier of Murray State and last
year's individual honors winner. Kher, a senior from Naper-
ville, Ill., had a one under par 71 on his first round and a
three-under par 69 on the afternoon round for 140.
Cochran, a sophomore at Kentucky. was in third place with
rounds of 69 and 72 for 141 or three under par. A teammate at
Kentucky, Carter Mathies, a junior from Evergreen, Colo..
Scot Regner, a sophomore at Illinois State from Milwaukee.
and Austin Peay's Eddie Gleichman, a senior from the
Panama canal lone, were tied with even pars 144.
The tournament was Scheduled to be concluded with an 18-
hole round ,being played this morning with all the golfers
starting from the first tee. Both of yeSterday's rounds were
"shotgun" started with all the players starting at the same
time from assigned tees.
Coaching the leading teams are Don Teal of the University
of Kentucky, Bob Cartwright of Austin Peay, and Dr. E. R.
Patty of Middle Tennessee.
Yanks Break 6-Game
Losing Streak In Split
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Manager Billy Martin said
'it was no chewing out
session," but apparently it
had some impression on the
New York Yankees.
After losing the first game
of a doubleheader 3-0 to the
Detroit Tiger., Friday night,
Martin called A summit
meeting. The Yankees came
out and took the second game
8-0, scoring more than twice
as many runs as they had in
the previous four games, and
broke a six-game losing
streak.
Martin would not be specific
about what he told the players,
but Grant .lackson, who pit-
ched his first complete game
since 1970 in only his second
start in six years, said Martin
told the team to stop foolut4
around and go out and win.
that's all."
Jackson allowed onlk five'
hits in the shutout. a I
The victory snapped the
longest Yankee losing streak
of the season and kept New
York .seven games ahead of
Baltimore in the American
League East. The Yankees'
magic number to clinch the
division now is two games.
In their losing streak, the
Yankees had been shut out
twice and had scored (mty
three runs in their last four
games.
In other AL contests,
Baltimore beat Boston 3-0,
Kansas City nipped Texas 24
in 14 innings, Chicago
defeated Oakland 4-2 and






W L T Pct. PF PA
Belt 2 0 01.000 55 40
Miami 1 1 0 .500 44 35
N. Eng 1 1 0 .500 43 41
Buff 0 2 0 .000 24 44it
NY Jets 0 2 0 .000 33 the
Cent ral Di vision
Ham 2 0 0 1.000 33 3
Cleve 1 1 0 .500 72 4$
Pitts ; 1 1 0 .500 49 45
Clnci 1 1 0 .500 44 95
Western Division
S Diego 2 0 01.000 53 16
1 0 01.000 31 28
Deny 1 1 0 .500 53 20
Kan Cty 0 1 Ci .000 30
Tpa Bay 0 2 0 .000 043
NAT7ONAL COIVFERENCE
Eastern Di vision
SLwlz 2 0 01.000 59 24
Wash 2 0 01.000 50 24
Dallas 2 0 01.000 41 13
Rale 1 1 0 .500 77 34
NY Gts 0 2 0 .000 24 35
Central Division
QT go 2 0 01.000 28 15
M1nn 1 0 1 .750 50 19
Dirt 1 1 0 .500 71
Gn Bay 0 2 0 .000 14 55
Western Division
LA, 1 0 1 .750 40 at
s F140, 1 1 0 .500 38 33
Stle 0 2 0 .000 31 61
AtInta 0 2 0 .C.00 24 54
0111.9 0 2 0 .000 15 64
Sunday's Games
Atlanta at Chicago
St. Loots at San Diego
New England at Pittsburgh
Beltiro3re at Dallas
Buffalo at Tampa Bay
Cleveland at Denver
Green Bay at Cincinnati
Minnesota at Detroit
New Orleans at Kansas City
New York Giants at Los An-
geles
New York Jets at Miami
Oakland at Houston
San Francisco at Seattle
543nday's Game
WastOngton at Philadelphia
TAMPA, Fla. i AP - The
Tampa Bay Buccaneers have
cut two defensive players to
make room for new
acquisitions.
Cornerback Joe Blahak, a
four-year veteran drafted
from Minnesota, and
linebacker Steve Reese, a
three-year veteran obtained in
a trade with the New .York
Jets, were ptit on waivers
Friday..
The, two cuts were
necessary to get the Bucs
down to the 45-player limit for
National Football League
expansion teams. The Bucs
Thursday addedwide receiver
Morris Owens, formerly of
Miami, and running back Rod






environment for Brian Rutter,
If you know of such a place,
contact Murray State cross
country coach Bill Cornell.
flutter, running one of the
top races of his cireer,
finished just seveksecotds off
the five-mile record at the
Murray Country Club Friday
as the Racers whipped
Arkansas State 21-39 in a dual
meet.
Murray ran the race without
the services of three of its top
runners: Martin Brewer, Bob
Arnet and Dave Warren.






Is out indefinitely with knee
problems.
But Rutter, who shared the
MVP Award last year with
fellow Englishman Brewer,
was in tip-top shape Friday.
He crossed the line in a
sparkling 24:09.
The course recotd of 24:01.6
was set October 19, 1974, by
Nick Rose, Dave Long, Chris
Ridler and Tony Staynings
when all four finished together
with their arms linked in
victory.
Rutter was never
challenged in the race. He led
from start to finish and after
the first mile, had a huge gap
•
EASANT SURPRISE- A peasants a tote's
cross country win Friday over Arkansas State was the fifth.
place finish of Tony Keener, a freshman from Washington, D.
C. He has been running distance for only two years and
promises to be an outstanding runner over the nest fir years
at MSU.
Stott Move by Mike linbodion)
opened up.
Freshman Englishman
Richard Charleston ran a Vt'l
strong race and took second
place, finishing in 24:50.
Arkansas State took the next
two places with Darrell Burris
third in 25:14 and then Glen
Miner fovth in 25:21.
The sufise of the meet
was freshman Tony Keener of
Washington, D.C.
Keener, who has been
running cross country for only
two years, finished fifth in
25:50. He is a walk-on at MSU
but with a "few more strong
races, that could very- well
change.
Juniors Mike Vowell and
Kevin Perryman rounded out
the top five for Murray as they
finished sixth and seventh
respectively.
Vowell was clocked in 25:56
while Perryman crossed in
26:37. Mitch Johnston of
Murray was eighth in 26:41
while Terry Proffit of
Arkansas State was ninth in
26:48 and Mark Rhodes of
Murray 10th in 27:00. 1 .
Jimmy Colon of Murray was
13th overall, Mark Deacon
14th and Marshall Crawley
17th.
. •
In the big challenge match
between two former Murray
State greats, Gordy Benfield
won over Jim Krejci.
The Racers will be in action
' again a week from today at
the Indiana Invitational.
Dettsieese Named
EL PASO, Tex. iAPt --Ken
DeWeese, 29, was named
assistant basketball coach at














Americas long-distance small cat
Once upon a time it seemed that the av,srage small
car was designed to go farther on a tank of as
than the average driver.
We designed Vetere to be different.,to be com-
fortable enough to let you drive from, say. Pocatello
to Amarillo without wishing you had flown.
The reasons are largely visible: large doors, to
make gv:iing in and out easier. Large windows, to
give you greater visual access to your surroundings
Large seats (in a choice of several soft, comfortable
corifigurattons), which you will appreciate more and
more as the miles mo,,nt into the hundreds.
Largely invr.ible, however, is the most comfort-
ing of Volare's big ideas the isolated transverse
suspension. As radical as the name implies the
isolated transverse suspension imparts
a smooth, comfortable ride, like big
cars . a ride you won't believe until . Plymouth
you test drive it
Voter& 'The long-distance small car."
You can buy or lease it as near as
your Chrysler-Plymouth dealer
Nigait. The small ear uith the accent on comfort.
* *ftniDuC't 00
(..**•14.114
Jim Fain Motors, Inc.
810 Sycamore, Murray, Ky. 753-0632
lii































































Mr. and Mrs. W. Rudolph Howard
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HOLD ON , NANCY--
I'LL RESCUE YOU
_r)
Reception Planned Here Sunday
At Church For Howard Couple
Mr. and Mrs. W. Rudolph
Howard will be honored with a
reception in the Fellowship
Hall of the First Baptist
Church on Sunday, September
26, at eight p.m. following the
evening worship services at
the church.
Bro. Howard has resigned
as minister of music of the
church after serving in that
capacity here since October 1,
1960. He has also served in




The Murray man has served




vice-president of the Southern
Baptist Church Music Con-
ference, and as judicator of
Church Music Festivals in
Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky,
and Tennessee. He has led in
numerous church music
seminars, church revivals,




At the evening services the
church pastor, - Dr. Bill
Whittaker, will speak on the
subject, "Making Melody To
The Lord" with scripture from
Ephesians 5:15-20.
Expressions of appreciation
to Mr. Howard will be by Ray
, Brownfield for the choir, Gus
' Robertson, Jr., for the church,
and Dr. Eugene Quinn,
director Music Department,
KBC, for Kentucky Baptists.
Dr. Whittaker will speak on
the subject, "Happiness Is..."
with scripture from-Matthew
5:1-12 at the morning service.
Special music at both services
will be by the Adult Choir with
Mrs. John Bowker as organist
and Mrs. G. M. Knight as
pianist.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be John Ran-
dolph, Chris Parker, Bill
Settle, H. L. Oakley, Randy
Cunningham, David Noff-
singer, and Dean Larnpkins.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Fred Phillips,
Ray Clark, Mrs. Clyde Adkins,
Mrs. Barbara Blalock, Mrs..
Orvis Hendrick, Mrs. Carney
Andrus, Miss Lisa Francis,
Miss Jenny Francis, Mrs.
Audrey Brown, Miss Mitzi
Cathey, Randy May and Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Bell.
Mancil Vinson will serve as
deacon of the week.




A free lecture on the
Transcendental Meditation
Technique ( TM) at Murray
State University will be held in
Room 206, Stewart Stadium,
on Tuesday, September 28, at
7:30 p.m.
The lecture will be spon-
sored by the MSU Students
International Meditation
Society with the purpose being
to give basic information
about the TM program. The
benefits of TM will be
described and scientific
research that has been done
on TM will be discussed.
The program is free and





















ABOARP THE 5.5. BLITZ...
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on and the Business
Office may be
reached on 75 3-











submitted by 3 p. m.
the day before
publication.














Poise Contra . 753-7588
Senior Citizens . . 153-0929
Nagle  153-NEED













Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,*
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
NOTICE
Approximaiely 12,000 sq ft of
rental space avallable at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp























3 Card Of Thanks
WE WISH TO express our
sincere appreciation
and thanks to our
friends, neighbors, and
relatives for the many
kindnesses extended to
us during the illness and
death of our husband
and father, B. C.
Allbritten. Special
thanks to Dr. Charles
Clark, Dr. C. C. Lowery,
and second floor nurses
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Also to
Steele and Allbritten

























in black topping with
own transportation. For
out of town work. Home











benefits. Training you in






resume to Jim Hurt,
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Send $2.00 handling fee












Iron 1-4 any day
erk3A4711-iti's






per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if









sell or buy Watkins and











Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
13 For Sale Or Trade
THREE BEDROOM
brick home, 2 acres
ground, body shop
building. Call 753-4509.




32 x 6'8" and one 36 x 6'
8". Call 753-7449.
GOOD SMALL 10 or 12 ft.
mobile home. 5-7 years
old. Call 753-8216 after 5.
COINS AMERICAN,






parts. Call after 6, 753-
0669.
TWIN SIZE mattress and
springs. Call after 5 p.m.
753-6922.
GLASS TOP WROUGHT
iron dining table with 6
chairs. Simple design.
Call 753-0275 after 5.
Best offer.





dresser. 302 N. 17th.
Phone 753-7643.
7 H.P. RIDING LAWN
mower, like new, $300.
Two air conditioners,





A GOOD BUY... give it a
try. Blue Lustre
Arneriea's favorite




shallow well pump and
motor, 10 gallon milk
cans, chain sa*, old
books, pictures, dishes,
and plows, Asley heater,




215 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to




and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet, 4x8
exterior siding at $6.40.
421 exterior siding at
$7.20. Ross & Tuck
Salvage. Box 88, Martin,
Tn. 38237. Phone 587-
3000.








black interior. Sold for
















and Service, 500 Maple






sale. Haybine crusher, 2
Allis Chalmer tractors.
Call 753-3739.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence






and angle blade. 1973
model. Contact Edwin
Cain or call 753-2615 or
' 753-5777.






tractor, 12 ft Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two




trailer. Like new. $450
Call 436-2634.
FOR SALE-three week
old Bear Polar II hun-
tingbOw. Call 753-9581.
COMPLETE DRUM set.
Must see. Call 753-5110.
MUST SELL-four month
old Craig 5502 amplifer
and receiver. Also BSR
710 QX turntable, only 6














made any size for
antique birds or
campers. Buy direct and
save on all mattresses,
Healthopectic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,

































































Am-Fin tuner, 8 track
tape deck. Call 753-0098.
21 Mobile Home Sales
1959 MOBILE home 10 x
50. Call 753-0209.
8 x 40 TRAILER , clean,
in good condition. Ideal










NORRIS 61' mobile home






WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
NICE LARGE private
shady lot for mobile
home. Call 489-2595.
10 x 44 two bedroom,
$65.00 month. Call 489-
2595.
I Want To Rent
NICE THREE
BEDROOM home. City
Ao edge or country.
w' Unfurnished or partially
k furnished. Call 753-1549.






dispOsal, range. $165 a
month. Call 753-7550.
34. Houses For Rent




bath borne with large
backyard; fully car-
peted, central air and
heat. Three years old,
near shopping plaza in
desirable city area.
$200 month. Call 753-
6984.
34 Houses For Rent
SIX ROOM HOUSE at 302
N. 17th Street. Utility,
large carport. $150
month. Call 753-3246.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR LEASE - Building,





1200 Sq. ft. if 11•40r specs.
ides) for west swell
brosinossis. ICH flash ii-
tone, to
specifications. At 1111
Ceiiivreter Id., next to
Ticker T.V. CI 753.2100 sr
so* Artell Tech.,.
37. Livestock Supplies
FOR SALE: YOUNG gilts
and barrows. Call 436-
2634.
NICE CORN fed calves
for sale. Call 436-2383.
TWO GRAIN FED beef
calves for sale.
Approximately weight
of 750 lb. each. See P. N.
Mahan or call 753-3276
after 5.
38.Pets Supplies
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very




puppies. One small red
male and 1 dark red






YARD SALE - 11/2 miles
North of Stella on High-
way 121. Antiques,
clothing, odds and ends,
1, glassware. Also rabbits
and cages. Saturday, 7-?
YARD SALE, 623 Broad
Street. All day Satur-
day.
GARAGE SALE, Sep-
tember 28 and 29. 9 a. m.
to 6 p. m. Three miles
from Stella on Kirksey
Highway. All sizes good
clothing, men's,
women's and childrens,
baby items, riding toys,
record player with
stand, miscellaneous.
PORCH SALE, 111 N. 9th.
Saturday, September 25.
9 a.m. to? 40 pair jeans,
size 30-32. 70 shirts, size
small, like new. 1/2 bed,





BRICK home on one
acre lot located West of
Murray surrounded by
quiet, scenic coun-
tryside. This is a like
new, modern ranch style
home with large brick
fireplace in living room,
large modern kitchen,












training callar. Call 492-
8604.
TWO MALE Beagles, one
AKC with papers.
Guaranteed rabbit dogs.





8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Infant







in front of Dexter
Community Center. 8
a.m. till 5 p.m.
FIVE PARTY yard sale.
September 23, 24, and




Beautiful bedroom cottage. Electric heat and air
conditioned. fully carpeted and insulated. Shady lot,












208 E. Main 753-3361
ROBERTS'
REALTY-your leader
in sales for 19/6 needs
your listings. Call 753-
1651, if you are in-
terested in selling your
property.
LOT FOR sale on Lake
Barkley with paved st.,
phone service, elec-
tricity and city water.
$995.00 call days 522-8902
or nights 753-1742 or 753-
4060, terms available.
ONLY $4,500
hey e 2 bedroom house
with winaseett meet,
slate roof, is op-
prexisoatidy 1 acre rowed,
iest off mazer Nwy. new
Mil we T.
REDUCED
to $21,100, tido 3 Wilmer.,
2 bath from* with o
detached 2 car prep, boo
&epee, werpot,
&spied at 403 N. 110.
Wilma be. & &eel "stet.
Pb... 753-3263 wt..
NEW FOUR BEDROOM,
2 bath home just West of
city limits of Murray.
This is new listing and
features large den with
fireplace, living room,
kitchen, formal dining
room, 2 car attached
garage with concrete
driveway; electric heat
pump, and many other
fine features. Phone
Kopperuoi Realty, 753-
1222 anytime, day or
night, for full time Real
Estate Service!'
REDUCED !! Sub-
division at Junction of
Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13/4 baths. Central




SALE. This extra nice 3
bedroom home at 1602
Wiswell Road has been
reduced from $48,500 to
$43,500. Owner leaving
town. Has central heat
and air, beautiful den
with fireplace, 2 baths, 2
car garage, lot 185 x 263.








N•ou vcneo AGANsr A V*? RA
VOiZ CONGRE55 -AND YOU CALL
`loORSF.:1_ A SENATOR a
43 Real Estate




Mors, - „and full
basement. Nice deep lot.
Reasonably priced! Call
.753-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th. BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE.
175 ACRES of good farm
land with lots of crop
land for bean, corn or
wheat. Some bottom"







St., Murray, 753-0101 or
753-7531.





Across from Post Office.
44.lots For Sale
• 150 FT. X 100 FT. lot with
or without trailer. Eight
trees, located in Roberts
Estates. Four miles
East of Murray. Call
767-4053.
46. Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM, 3
bath, brick home with
formal dining room,
sunken living room,
fireplace in den. Extra
large ?car garage on big
lot in city. For showing
call Bob Perrin, 753-
3509, Claude L Miller
Real Estate, 753-5064
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
$25,000, 1607 Olive St
Murray. Call 753-7448.
OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all built-
ins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and





1972 HONDA 450, good
condition. See at 803 N.
19th. Call 753-2267.
HONDA BARGAINS:
1974 MR 50, $275. 1973
ATC70, $295. 1970 CB100,
$250. 1975 CB125, $425.
1972 SL125, $350. 1972
CI,350, $525. All in good
condition. Ready to ride.
Phone 753-6248 or 7541-
6342 after 5p.m.




sell, $275. Call 753-7223.
1974 HONDA CL 360, good
condition. $450. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-8309.
48 Automotive Service
BLACK E-T mags, fits all
















49 Used Cars 8 Trucks




miles. Price $1,995. Call
75379561.
1970 TWO DOOFCBUICK
Electra. New tires, FM
radio, perfect inside,
brown on brown. Have
to see to appreciate.
$1500. Call 437-4164
1972 NOVA 'Chevrolet.
Also camper top. Call
after 5:30753-3248.
1973 CHEVY 2 ton, 60
Series, flatbed truck.
Two speed axel, 81/2
tires. $3300.00. See or
call Carl Howard 753-
8300 or 753-9916.
1973 DATSUN 610 station
wagon. -Good condition.
Call 436-2401.
1976 FORD GRAN Torino.
Under warranty. New
condition. Call 753-5110:
1972 FORD VAN. V-8 302
engine. Red paint with
white and blue stripes.
Wide tires on white
spoke wheels. Custom
interior red and black
shag carpet, padded
bench seats with table
that makes a bed,
special interior lights,
high back swivel seats,
sun roof and rear roof
vent, spoiler on front.
Runs good and drives
good. Priced to sell.
Phone 753-6342 after 5:00
p.m.
1971 DELTA 88 coupe,












1965 DODGE PICKUP. In
good condition. Call 436.
2634.
1972 TORONADO black
on black, luxury car.
Two door, all extras, all
power and air, cruise,
trunk release, has in-
stalled AM-FM 8 track,




Call 753-5716 or 753-3134.
1917 GMC pickup with
topper. -Good-condition.





Listed for $4,450.00 new,




See after 4 p.m. at 408
South 6th.
1970 GALA XIE 500.
Power steering, brakes,
air, $775. 1969 G1'0, $875.
Call 753-6929, after 5.
49. Used Cars .1 Trucks
1961 FALCON, 2 door, 4






Van. Everything in it.




be Ville. Red with white




dition, ready to go. $250






all types of rock; white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking,

















top. Just like ram. Spare
tire never been down.







1969 SKYLARK 4 dr. h.t.







t's( Priced to sell









Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
1. Services Offered
CUSTOM SPLIT rail
fencing: oak rails, stone
base. Call 901-247-6569
for free survey and
estimate.




efficient service. NO job






and roofs sealed. Call




rocked and graded. Rip
rap delivered and
placed. Decorated rock









and table tops; and also
aluminum storm doors

















Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling






doors. Paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




gutters installed per you
specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.




















Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.




















113 S. 4th Shoot
Murrily









Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane, Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
K AND H REPAIR. 94
East. Phone 753-3323.










interior, new and old










exVior by the hour or...
iet. Free estimates. Call ‘1•.,,,
753-8343.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and












53. Feed And Ser0
WHEAT STRAW-foi- sale.
280 on Pottertown Road.
90 cents a bale, one or




Siamese cat. Call 753-
3041.
FREE 21/2 year old male
Shih Tzu to good home.
Call 753-6751.
FREE four 6 weeks old
kittens. Cute and cud-
dly. Desperately need
good homes. Call 753-
7869.
1208 Peggy Ann Dr.
Three bedroom, 2 bath, kitchen-den com-
bination. Central heat and air. Call 753-8673.
Is Now The Dealer
For The World Famous
MARBLE
Custom Designed and Manufactured
To Fit Your Individual Needs
With Colors to Match Any Decor.
For That Personal Touch See...
Thornton Tile.
& Marble
-Quality That Will Please"




EMERSON ELECTRIC CO., PARIS, TN. 38242
An excellent opportunity for a mature, career oriented
Individual. Must have excellent typing and shorthand
skills and the ability to work and plan own activities as
well as for the boos. Experience as Executive Setretary in
the personnel area will be a plus. Outstanding salary and
benefits available. Please send letter with employment
history and salary requirements to:
R.A. O'CONNOR
Emerson Electric Co.
P.O. Box $10, Paris, TN 88242
An equal opportunity employer M-F
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Funerals
Mrs. Maye Reed Is
Dead At Age 70;
Funeral Is Today
Mrs. Maye Reed, 79, wife of
Martin Reed, Hardin Rt. 1,
died at 1:15 a. m. Friday at
Benton Municipal Hospital.
Services will be conducted
Saturday at two p. m. at
Mayfield Church of God where
she was a member. Rev. Jesse
Dougherty will officiate and
burial will follow in Mt. Zion
Cemetery in Graves County.
Besides her husband, Mrs.
Reed is survived by four
daughters, Mrs. Anna Ruth
Catheart of Canton, Mich.,
Mrs. Stella Mae Perkins of
Mayfield, Mrs. Mary Sue Wolf
of Orlando, Fla., and Mrs.
Shirley Ann Faulkner of
Phoenix, Ariz.; three sons,
Charles William Reed of
Hardin Rt. 1, Martin Reed Jr.
of Orlando and Billy, Dean
• • of Hardin; two brothers,
Robert Pollock of Mayfield
and Eagene Pollock of
Detroit; two sisters, Mrs.
Elizabeth Doughrity of
Mayfield and Ma. Dorothy
Pollock of California; 27
grandchildren and 23 great-
grandchildren. N,, the Relief Society, women's
Friends may call at Collier organization of the church.
Jane Flint is the Relief Society
Homemaking Councilor, and
Ruth Lane is the librarian
here in the Murray Branch.
Worship services are at
10:45 a. m. and 5:30 p.m. each
Sunday.
Funeral Home in Benton until
noon today when the body will
be taken to the clAurch.
The menus for the week of
September 27 to October 1 for
the Murray City Schools have





SCHOOLS — Monday — hot
dog, creamed potatoes,
peaches, and cookie; Tuesday
— sausage, cranberry sauce,
black eyed peas, rolls, butter,
and jelly; Wednesday —
ravioli, greens and egg half,
carrot sticks, and ice cream;
Thursday — hamburger,
french fries, orange whip, and
cookie; Friday — fish, hash
browns, slaw, and banana
pudding. Bread and milk are
served daily.
MURRAY MIbDLE —
Monday — deviled ham
sandwich, spiced prunes,
carrot stick, potatd chips, and





gelatin, rolls, butter, and
jelly; Thursday — tacos, red
bean salad, lettuce, tomatoes,
cheese, and ice cream; Friday
— fish sandwich, french fries,
slaw, and banana pudding.
Hamburger line is served'
daily.
MURRAY HIGH — Monday
— lasagne and cookie;
Tuesday — pizza, vanilla
pudding with cherry half;
Wednesday — chicken fried
steak, rolls, butter, and jelly;
Thursday — taco, jello,
cookie; Friday — fish sand-
wich, pineapple, cookie.
Vegetables and fruits are not
listed because of variety of-




Rev. Henry William Hor-
buckle of Murray was the
missionary sermon speaker at
the afternoon session on
Friday of the 110th annual
session of the First District
Association of Baptists
meeting ...at the Ebenezer
Baptistthurch, Paducah.
Tbs., sessions were held
Wednesday, Thursday, and









Prosecutor To Fight Motion To
Free Convicted Patricia Hearst
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
government prosecutor says
he will fight a motion to free
convicted bank robber
Patricia Hearst on bail while
lawyers appeal her seven-
year jail sentence.
In imposing sentence, U.S.
District Court Judge William
H. Orrick Jr. told Miss Hearst,
"The violent nature of your
conduct cannot be condoned."
Miss Hearst, 22, stood silent
Friday as Orrick noted that
while he had "the deepest
compassion" for her, a jury
found that she "freely and




Recent changes in the
organization of the local
branch of the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-Day Saints
armed bank robbery" on April
15, 1974.
Orrick ordered her to serve
seven years for bank robbery
and two years for using a
weapon in the holdup. He said
the two sentences would run
concurrently and gave Miss
Hearst credit for the 371 days
she has spent in jail since her
arrest on Sept. 18, 1975. She
will be eligible for parole in 16
months.
Miss Hearst faced potential
sentences ranging from parole
and time already served to a
maximum of 35 years in
prison.
Defense lawyer F. Lee
Bailey immediately filed
notice of appeal to the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals and
petitioned the court to release
Miss Hearst on bail.
But U.S. Atty. James L.
Browning Jr. argued that Miss
Hearst "continues to refuse to
acknowledge her guilt" in the
Hibernia Bank branch rob
meeting at the building at..-;_:uery and said he would oppose
South 15th and Sycamore the bail move.
Streets have been announced. No date was set for a court
John Ferguson is president hearing on the motion.
of the Sunday School and Lu Browning called the sen-
Rae Ferguson is president of tence "entirely appropriate
and proper," but Bailey
termed it' "the worst." Miss
Hearst's parents and three of
her four sisters appeared grim
during the sentencing.
Miss Hearst, kidnaped by
the terrorist Symbionese
Liberation -Army on Feb. 4,
Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister of the First United
Methodist Church, will speak
on the subject, ''A Heritage To
Celebrate" at the 8:45 and
10:50 a.m. services on Sunday,
September 26, at the church.
His text will be
Deuteronomy 6:4-9 and
Proverbs 22:1-6.
Carol Thompson will sing a
solo, "The King of Love My
Shepherd Is" at both services.
Special music at the 10:50
service will also include a
selection by the Children's
Choir, directed by Donna
Hiimphries, and the anthem,
"Psalms 150" by the Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul
Shahan with Mrs. Richard
Farrell at the Organ.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
The Junior and Senior High
Groups of the United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
will meet at seven p.m.
Sunday at the church for their
own hayrides.
Convention Set
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The National Congress of
Organizations for the
Physically Handicapped is
scheduled to open its con-
vention here today.
The group will discuss
elimination of architectural
barriers to the handicapped,
ways to improve tran-
sportation and living con-
ditions, and establishment of
equal employment op-
portunities for the han-
dicapped.
Contracts Awarded
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Bureau of
Highways has announced the
awarding of more than $10.4
million in bridge and road
improvement contracts this
week following a Sept. 16 bid-
letting.
The two largest contracts
were for road surfacing and




Holloway and Son Con-
struction Co. of Middletown
was the low bidder on a $4.1
million contract for grading,
drainage and concrete paving
for the Outer Loop, Kentucky
1065.
In Montgomery County, the
Lexington firm of Kentucky
Road Oiling Inc., won the $1.56
million contract for im-
provements along 1.6 miles of
the Mount Sterling bypass
between U.S. 60 and U.S. 464111,
rSCOTT DRUG1205 Chestnut StreetWill Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P.M.
1974, testified that she was
forced to participate in the
bank robbery under threat of
death. She also recanted tape
recordings issued from the
underground in which she said
she had joined the SLA.
Her SLA companions told
her she would be killed or
imprisoned if she later turned
herself in or if she was cap-
tured by police, she said.
Randolph Hearst, president
of he San Francisco
Examiner, told an Examiner
reporter after the sentencing
that "the only predictable
thing about this case is you
can trust the government to do
exactly what the SLA said
they'd do.
"Judge Orrick can sleep
soundly tonight knowing he
has done his very best to make
our country safe from crimes
committed by kidnap victims.
What can I say? We are
depressed." ...
Miss Hearst is expected to
appear before a county grand
jury in Berkeley on Monday to
testify againAt SLA members
William and Emily Harris,
who are charged with her
kidnaping. Thecilarrises were
convicted in Los Angeles last
month on assault and kidnap
charges in connection with a
May 1974 crime spree.
Miss Hearst is also accused
in that case and is scheduled
to be tried early next year on
those charges.
Dr. David C. Roos McCracken _Sheriff Offers
To Speak Sunday At s
Christian Church
The First Christian Church
Disciples of Christ) will hear
Dr. David C. Roos, minister,
speak on the subject, "I Am
The Resurrection and Life,"
the sixth in a series of sermons
on "I Am The Light of the
World" at the 10:45 a.m.
service on Sunday, September
26, at the church.
Dr. Roos will have as his
scripture, John 11:17-27.
Special music will be a solo,
• 'Consecration," by Margaret
Porter, choir director. Gary
Galloway will be the organist.
Steve Shaw will be the
worship leader and Amy Roos
will be candle lighter.
Greeters will be Dan McKeel
and Mr. and Mrs. Lenvel
Yates.
Elders serving will be
Bailey Gore and Auburn
Wells. Deacons will be Jim
Clopton, Dr. Joe Cart-
wright, Dr. Ron Cella, Robert
Hopkins, Don McCord, and
Lenvel Yates.
Sunday School will be held
at 9:30 a.m. Vesper services
will be held at six p.m. with
special music by Marthe
Boles.
Youth Choir practice will be
at 5:30 p.m. with Margaret
Porter in charge.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.3,
no change. Below dam 302.0,
up 0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.4,
no change. Below dam 302.4,
clown 0.4.
uggestion On New System
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) —
McCracken County Sheriff
Hal Cole says Kentucky's new
judicial system should include
chief bailiffs or rnarshalls to
serve the lower courts.
Cole, who is vice president
of the Kentucky Sheriffs
Association, says the new
officers will be needed to
handle the additional duties
created when the state's new
lower court system goes into
effect Jan. 1,1977.
Sheriffs currently serve
quarterly and circuit courts,
policing courtrooms and
serving court papers.
Under the new court
system, the current city
courts, magisterial and circuit
courts will be consolidated
into district courts.
"With the complex duties of
the sheriff, I can't com-
prehend the additions of
district courts, circuit courts
plus civil and criminal
processes on the shoulders of
one office holder," Cole said in
a letter this week to Gov.
Julian Carroll and other of-
ficials.
In addition to the governor,
Cole sent copies of the letter to
Atty. Gen. Robert Stephens
and legislators involved in
implementing the new court
system, approved by voters in
November as a constitutional
amendment.
Cole estimated that the time
his deputies spend serving
court papers has tripled in
recent years.
He said the state should
"create a chief bailiff or
marshall similar to the
position of U.S. marshall in
federal courts.
"His duties, with assistants,
would be to wait on the district
courts, serve process and
possibly transport prisoners
within the state, leaving
fugitives and extraditions to
the sheriff.
"The position could be




Revival services will con-
tinue at tile Memorial Bap-
tist Church, Tenth and Mair
Streets, Murray, through
Sunday evening, September
26, with Rev. Jack Geurin of
Dyer, Ind., formerly of
C lloway County, as the guest
evangelist.
Starkie Colson, deacon of
the week, and Rev. Jerrell
White, church pastor, will
assist in the morning services.
The Sanctuary Chofr,
directed by Rev. Ron Ham-
pton with Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Dianne Dixon as
pianist, will sing "Seek Ye
First" at the morning service
at 10:50a. m.
Sunday School will be at 9;40
a. m. with Tommy Wilkins as
director and Church Training
will be at six p. m. with
Richard Newcom as director.
Bro John Dale To
Speak At Church
"God Cannot Lie" will be
the subject of the 10:40 a.m.
sermon by Bro. John Dale at
the morning services on
Sunday, September 26, at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Jamie Potts will read the
scripture from Titus 1:1-2 with
Roy Harmon and Wayne
Wilson to lead in prayers.
The evening sermon topic
will be "Is The Young Man
Safe?" with Don Alan Moseley
to read the scripture from
Titus 2:6-8. Prayers will be
lead by Owen Moseley and
Bob LaMastus.
Announcements will be by
Ed Thomas and the song
service will be directed by
Jerry Bolls.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Jim Wilson and
David Wright. Serving on the
Extension Department will be
Alan Jones, Ray Karraker,
Gene Paul King, and Bob
LaMastus.




A ham and bean dinner will
be served today Saturday) at
the Hardin . Senior Citizens
Center from four to seven p.
m. prior to the Country Music
Show at eight p.m.
Serving will be during these
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Save 25% to 70%
On MI In Stock Merchandise. Save an additional
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